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<....lSTRACT
Analysis of temperatures measured in an ex.perimental coal bed
(using the classical conductive-convective approach) confirm
previously published permeabilities of similar beds, and
furthermore validate the use of heat- transfer coefficients at
exposed surfaces of coa,1.sccckp i.Les, The range of the estimated
heat transfer coefficie:.'l.ts is similar to natural convective
coefficients at ~lat horizontal surfaces, which is ex.pected.

An attempt is made to analyst) the dependence of surface heat
transfer coefficient on particle size, but unacceptably large
confidence intervals for the estimated coefficie1.1ts prevent any
meaningful conclusions from beLng reached. Recommendations are
made for experimental design which would solve this problem.

In follow-up studies on the abovementioned experimental
temperatu,res 1 the t'olation between the surface temperature
profile and the power input to the bed is investigated,
resulting in a simpl.e; ftmdamentsa'l.Lysound model expressing the
relation between the surface tempera'cure and pcwar input to a
simple 01'1.0 dimensional bed. It is demonstrated that the model il'l
essentially a single parameter model, that parameter being the
surface heat transfst' coefficient.

:Bysimple extension the model is applied to the estimation of
energy release in experimental beds, .d shown to be highly
effective. Application to full- sca.te stockpiles, \In<ere Imrface
temperatures variations are not ::adial, is discussed, £I.ndit is
explained h¢'~ the model can be effectively applied I1S a
comparative tool in the absence of heat transfer coefficients I

provid~d case histot:ies arc maintained.

It is believed that this technique is novel, and can immediately
be put to effective use in tho coal stockpiling industry by
providing practitione::s with consistent estimates of ccmbust:ion
rates apd rates of pollut~nt production.

As discussed throughc)Ut: this thesis, and else~lhere I the



permeability of a stockpile has a drastic effect un its
behaviour, particularly the tendency to combustion. The effect
of localised flows of air in stockpiles (caused by inhomogeneity
within) on tendency to combustion is also well known.

A technique has therefore been developed which gives indications
of permeability and inhomogeneity Ln beds of parti.:!ulates. The
technique is based on measurement of pressure at the surface of
a bed, in the region of a series of pnetmatic pulses. Trends in
the amp1itudo~frequency behaviour allow conclusions regarding
the interior of the bed to be drawn; the amplitude-frequency
curve can in principle be analysed to give quantitative
information regarding the bed.

Experimental results at'. small scale inhomogeneous beds show
distinctly different behaviour compared to those fO:l; simple
homogeneous beds, A simple model of the system demonstrates the
f'actors which affect the measurements; further development of
the technique is I hqweverI required before it can be directly
applied in the field,
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SYMBOLS

area
Bi Biot number ~ hL/k

u

v
V

constant in general solutions
particle diameter
diameter
gravitational accelleration
heat-transfer coefficient
height of source above reference
pe.rmeability
l.angth seale
molecular mass
pressure
power
po'tolerper unit length
power per unit area
radial coordinate
gas constant .
Rayleigh number",KgRp°,8To/("Or)
modified Rayleigh numbar~KgLpo/(pOr)
temperature %
radial or horizontal. velocity
vertical velocity
vo Lume

horizontal cartesian coordinate
vertical cartesian coordinate
vert:ical cylindrical coordinate

y
z

Subscripts

o value at time zero
a,amb ambient value.
b refers to ave:':'agequantity for the bad
L lumped value
max maximum '~alue
m molar quantity
~ rafers to gas

vari"s
m
m
1I1.s-2
W.m-l.K-l

m
kg.mol-l
Pa
W
W.m-l
VI.mo2

m
J .mol-1.tCl.

K, ·C
m,s-l
m,s·l
"m"

m

m
m



Superscripts

* dimensionless quantity
o refers to base value

Greek syml.o Ls

thermal diffusivity~'kb/(PgCp, g)
coefficient of thermal expansion

A deviation from avg., ambient or
steady value.

E void fraction
vi!,;cosity

IPs sphericity of particle
If, effective permeability of or:1.fice
8 dimensionless temperature
p density

e dimensionless horizontal cC::lrd:i.nate
) dimensionless vertical coordinate
w angular frequency

kg.m-3
moLm-3
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1 !NTRODUCTr.ON

This thesis deals with the detection and prevention of
combustion within coal stock.piles, us;i,ng fundamentia'Ll.y based
models to develop scientific methods for this purpose. Tho study
of heat and momentumtransfer is directly relevant to this aim,
but is also important in many other applications, both natural
and technological. This chapter intr.oduces the main theme of the
thesis, Ilnd outlines some related applications which could
benefit from a similar approach, if not some of the actual
results of, this tho$i$.

1.1 Porous Media in Nature and Technology

Tho frequency with which porous madia occur it1 nacure and
applications in technology has rosulted ;f;tl a naad to understand
the processes by which mass, momentumand enel:gy a.re transferred
\'lithin such mcdill. A vast: body of pUblished literature has
therofore bo~n built up in a collective effort to unders~and and
quantify these processes. In the early 1.800'13, Darcy published a
t:rllat'il'1o which Gxplored the variation of water flo~"rai'e with
pressuroNdrop across sand beds, resulting in the so~callad Darcy
10M '. ~-1hichaXpresGt1S velocity us a function of pressuraqdrop per
unit length, £1u",d vj.seollity J.l.. and permeability, K. of the
medium.

(1.1)

Siuce Darcy' s wor1~, the nead for fundamental understanding of
trnnport in porous !nedia has grown, as engineering des~.gn,
technology, geop~ysics, and related fields demand increased
levels of sophist:icat:iol\, The applil~at:ion of models to
predi.ction and design requires confide.ncu in the models
themselves, as t'loll as in thG paramotcts which apply. It is
therefo:t:e impottant tQ oXuminctho appHc!ll.'ility of models on 4-

fttndament:al bllSir. end to ciOll'olop n\Uan~ of reliably and
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accurately determining the nece saary parameters. Some possibl.e
applications aLe introduced below:

predicting the transport of contaminants (pollutants,
radioactive ~astes etc.) in soils and porous rocks, as an aid
to planning the prevention of, or Hmi ting the c:ontam1nation
of precious groundwaters. Thi!1 ifJ of particular role'lUr,(~e in
the South African context, cons idering the shortage of
freshwater resources.

• Prediction of the transport of energy wi+:hin sandaccne strata
or other porous media assists in the optimal usage of
geothermal resources a.nd ar.tificial thermal reservoirs.

• Models of transient rlepressurisation behaviour of gas-pockets
in sandstone stt'atl1 at'e useful t<:' plan dt'aw-off rates of
natural gas resources.

• Insulati<)n. rl:llies on pocke cs of s cugnant; gas, held in place b>
fibrous or granular materials, to reduco rates of heat
transfer. The efficiency of insulation is drastically reduced
by internal convection, the onset of which is dependerrc on a

number or ract:ors, most: notably permeability. Mathematical
models of insulation materials have bean and tV'iU continue ee
be used to determine optimal configurations 'and orientations.

The dissipation of heat and pe1lutnnts within granular
rudiol1ctiv~ materials has b~on a topic of many studios, with
app~.ications to disposal of radioactive wanta, and strategies
for dealing tdth nucloar power- sf:ation disasters. In such
applications, it is critically important to produce estimates
wi th h:l.gh c;'\ogre.es of. confidonce i t'eliable models and
par"metoro arc of utme-Ilt: :1.mportanco here.

• Tho transiont behaviour of pressure in porous media. can be
used to obtain est'ima.t:09 of permeability 02: of. the volume o:Z a
porous body whioh is imbedded in to01<: , such as is ti:l.e C,')110

with aands cone pool~ct.s, (This cencopc Ls dC'"olopod and tested

2



in subsequent chapters.

• The behaviour of stockpiles of granular materials is better
understood if mass, energy and momentumtr~nsfer within these
piles is properly characterised. Large stockpiles of coal
re?resent substantial inve$tments, and mus~ therefore be
adaquaueLy protected. Coal, a material often stockpiled in
megaton quantities, has a tendency to spontaneously ignite
under certain ci~cumstances. Improved understanding of these
circumstances would make a substantial contribution to
prote~tion of a valuable reso·....·::e; subsequent chapters discuss
this aspect in detail, and develop procedures for monitoring
coal stockpiles.

The above Cases constitute a minor portion of existing and
potential applications I and serve only to indicate the variety
of fields which rely on an understanding of.procasses occurring
within porous meuia. In part::'cular I the last thrtH) :i.eems may be
used to advancaga in the field of accckpd.l,e monitoring, the
objective of this thesis. It has been demonstrated that porous
media and their behaviour are vitally important to many aspects
of technology and the natural environme,nt. It follows .that
fundamental work in the field makes a positive contribution to
ou't efforts to protect the environment I and to im~rovement of
technology through understanding of the processes involved.

1.2 Previous st:udias of relevance to this thesis

Two partic~lar studi,s are highly relevant to this thesis, and
large amounts of data from these sources Were made avaialable by
the authors, to whomX am indebted. A brief outline of these
studies is pr.esented below; for further detai1a, the reader is
refet'l;'ed tlJ subscquene chllpt$t's I',nere they are discussed in
detail 'th' worl<: of Young, tVilliams and Bryson (1986) is
available it: the Utorature for reference. The worlt by
Bensen-Armer' and Laibclwitz has not been previously p1.tblished, so
all of the relevant d(~tai1s have been included.

3



Young at al used the classical canduc:tive·convective model to
describe energy and momentumtransfer in coal stockpiles, and
find optimum parameters by fitting model predictions to
temperatures 1Jleasured within an eJtperimental coal bed
artificially heated by a thin t.ad. The internal temperature
profile was measured with and array of thermistors supported on
a grid of thin nylon string. The parameters considered by Young
et al are permeabi.lity and effective the:r:mR.l.conductivity of the
bed; this study assumed the temperature or the upper s\trfac~ of
the coal bed to be ambient, which in their case gave reasonable
results. Due to ch:l.s assumption, theil;' study could not reach any
conclusions regarding mechanisms of heat tra\'1sfer at the exposed
surfa-::e of coal stoclcpiles, mechanisms which at's of course
essential to the undet'standing of the so-caUed 'hot spots'
observed on combusting stockpiles.

Their study produced three main resttlts of particular importance
to this worle:

• they produced a reliable estimate of the effective thel."llIal
conductivit.y of coal beds in the temperature range of interest
to studies on spontaneous combustion.

- the correspondence of their model results with experimental
measurements showed tha.t the simplified conduetive~eonveCltive
modelling approach is adequate for thi$ type of work

• their results confirmed that natural thermal convection is tho
mechanism which maintains the flow ()f air to combl,tstit'lg
regions in coal stockpiles.

4



Bensen-Armer' and Leibowitz (unpublished) used Young at al, ' s
apparatus, modified (see below) in a' manner del:ligned to shed
light on two factors:

the mechanisms of heat transfer dt the surface of coal
stockpiles

w the effect of particle size on convective heat transfer withi.n
coal, stockpiles, including hent transfer at the surface

Young et al's apparatus was modified by replacing the thin rod
heater with a small centrally located ~ylindrical heater,
intended tu simulate a concentrated region of combustion, and by
slightly rearra:ng:i.ng the ar:cay of thermistors in anticipation of
sma.LLchanges in temperatu:te profile. The measurements were
'):epeated for beds composed of three different characteristic
particle sizes.

As ex.pect,adt• the profiles measured in these beds were
significant:ly differellt to those measured by Young et al., In
particular, higher surface temperatures were encountered as a
result of the concentrated heat source; this enabled some
investigation into the mechanisms of heat transfer at (~x.posed
su:t'fnces of coal stocl~piles. Unfortunately, their numerical
method of solv:l.ng tho equations was inadequate to deal with the
numerical behaviou't of the s()lution, and they could not reach
any conclusions.

This thesis has therefore anakyscd the measurements of
Benson-Armer and Leibowitz's, and Young et al, fitting surface
heat: tt'ansfel;' coeffioient and permeability as parameters. !he
results sho''l that temperatures at the surface of coal stockpilas
may be adeq\..ately modelled using simple heat transfer
coefficients, though no concl\\sions could be reached regarding
the effect of particle size on this pararoeter. This worl~ is
discussed ex.tensivlIly is Chapter 5.

Although their results have not been applied in this thesis, the
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article by Glasser, Willia,ns, Brooks, Burch and HllJ1l!,l-,x::I.es(1991)
has shed some light on the nature of the heat transfe~
(~Qeffici ent on the exposed lilurfacas of porous media. They used a
sin.ple mo·1ei (based on the summact.cn of natural and forced
convection flows) which explains variations in the heat transfer
coefficient with flowrates. Any further developments in this
area .,ill further understanding ,')f the mechanisms involved a.t
the surface, as well as improving accuracy of the approximate
monito ring techniques developed here. No studies in existence
could be found regarding the in-situ determination of
permeability of large ..scale stockpiles of. coal or any other
granular materials.

1.3 Aims of this study

Sponnanevua combustion within coal stockpiles is al,,,ays prec~lded
by the appearance of hot spots on the surfa.ce. Due to the
complexity ana. cost of rigorous multidimensional modelCl, an
approximate put fundamentally based technique is ruquired in
order to grade and assess the hot spots, since not all hot spots
mark regions of activo combustion.

It has been shown that the permeability of coal stocl~iles is a
parameter of much significance (see particularly Brooks, 1986,
and the discussion in 2.1). Little attention,' however. has been
given in the literature to tho i.n situ measurement C)£ this
parameter, by any means ~lhatsoever.. let alone practica.l and
easily applied methods. The difficulty of determining this
para.meter. is enhanced by inhomogeneity and by the fact that
laboratory ana.1yois of extracted samples can not give reUable
estimates of the properties of thfl stockpile itself.
Furthermore, it is impractical to apply the rigorous methods
used by Young et a1 and others each time any indication of
permeability iD required.

A need therefore exists for a simple non-intrusive method to
estimate permeability, on€. which doaa not necensadly require
the medium to be contained inside solid, impermeablA waJ.ls of

6



Hnite extent.

'.the aims of this thesis may therefor'" be sununarised as follows:

to investigate the mechanisms of heat transfer at exposed
surfaces of coal stockpiles, thereby developing techniques
which allow early detection of combustion hazards via
scientific monitoring of surface temperatures.

- to develop and verify s surface-based method of measurf.ng
varmeability of large-scale stockpiles.

These aims are achieved by the systematic. application of
theoret:ica;'ly sound yet simple models to the al~alysis of
eltperimental data, bach eXisting and new. 'J:he models are shown
to indicate internal characteristics and behaviour of coal
stockpiles by interpretation of measurements taken only at the
surface.
both the

This is considered to be a significant contribution to
general state of knowl.edge in the field of

conductive-convective energy transfer in pozous media, and the
fie11 of scientific coal stockpile management.

1,4 Sununary

The cumbexsemsnature of complex, rigorous models for heat and
momentumtransfer in porous media has resulted in a seal:ch for
simpl:Lfied, yet theoretically sound models of these phenomena.
Since 'practical application of these models requires reliable
parameters, some reliable estimates of these parameters have
been determined. These investigations have yiel~ed insight into
the phenomena under consideration, and ~omeapproximate methods
for practical, scientific management of coal stockpiles.

7



2 THEORY OF TRANSFER PROCESSES IN POROUS MEDIA

Since the aim of the thesis is to develop methods of monitoring
porous media (in particular stocl~iles of coal), the
chara.cterisation of porous media is of relevance; a brief
introducti.....! of. the terminology and important parameters is
presented below.

The remainder of this chapter introduces the relevant theory of
transfer in porous media

2.1 Characteristics and Description of Por1US Media

The permeability of a porous medium depends on the shape, size,
and distribution of the pores, and on the void fraction of the
medi\\II1.Strictly speaking, models of flow in a porous ,Ill:;dium
should account for the multitude of different paths by ,·il:',1,. the
fluid could flow through the medium, as well as the continual
mi~:ing and sp'littingthe fluid would undergo. The model should
account for the drag the fluid experiences as as it flows
through the pores.

Since such models would clea~ly be impractical for everyday usc,
and the quality and applicability of the results unlikely to
jU$tify the enormous effort involved, porous,media are generally
described in teems of a number of basic pm:ameter.J.These are
permeability, porosity or voidage, nature of the solid material,
nature of thE>.fluid filling the voids, port! shapes and
tortuosities (affected by granule shape, if applicable), and the
directional nature, or anisotropy, of the medium. These
quantities, clearly dependent an each other to a large degree,
are discussed briefly below.

2.1.1 Permeability

Except in casas where particle shape and packing are regular
(single~sized spheres racked. in body-centred cube arrangements
for example) pe~neability must generally be determined

8



experimentally, since it is intimately affected by poxa-oshape
and tortuosity, etc.. Various generalised expressiens fer
permeabil:i.ty are pessible in certain eases, yet accuracy and
reliability usually dictate experimental measurement of soxcs ,
The veidage, particle size and shape-Eacecr all have mazked
effects en the permeability, and unfertunately accurate
independent determination of these parameters is very
difficult. ExceptiP.g cases where particle geemetry and packing
~re regular, permeability of the mediumis usually measured as a
single parameter, and thi.!" measurement is ef no. use if the
med.Lumis physically disturbed.

In an attempt to. fundamentally understand the effects of scale,
geemetry and packing en this parameter, acme workers have
medelled flew in cemputer-simulated random media and have
calculated permeability and other transport preperties directly
(Vrettos, Imakema& Okazaki 1989a & 1989b). The results ef this
wm:k are enceuraging, theugh substantial ameunts of compucez
t:ime are required to generate results.

2.1.2 Veidage, er void fractien

A .:.emplicating factor in the study ef pozeus media is the
tendency ef beds of part:i.cles to. have significant Local,
variations in veidnge (and thus permeabili .::y)particularly near
walls and ether solid intrusiens. Several workers have addressed
these aspectis , fer example Haughey and Beveridge (1966) exami.ned
Lceal, voidage :ariatien in beds, using measurements of
ceordinat;ien number and aceuan vaidage to. verify their
ceerdinatien-number based theery. Reb1ee, Baird & Tierney
(1958), and Benenati and Bresilow (1962) examined variations in
voLdaga at vessel ~V'alls; since veid fractien is unity at the
....'al).s of packed vessels, this effect is ef muchimpertal1.Cebelow
certain pal:ticle-diameter to. bed-dimension ratios. A further
cemplicating factor ls that it is difficult to. measure even
average voida~e in randemly packed beds witheut using intrusive
metho.dsj in uncentained media, direct,measurement ef any sort is
usually impossible. Lcca'l, veidag,e variation is difficult and

9



tedious to measure in situ, and in general, dest~uctive
methods of measuremenc (see Roblee et al, 1958) are required.

Thus, void fraction of porous media, although a simple concept
in principle, is a topic worthy of study all on its own. In the
case of coal stockpiles, inhomogeneity is of special
significance, since local variations in particle size cause
local variations in permeability, resulting in localised flows
of oxygen, which in turn promote the formation of hot spots and
combustion. This aspect is discussed in more detail in
subsequent chapters

2.1.3 Properties of the solid material

Thermal energy transfer is the process most likely to be
affected by properties of the solid. portion of the bed.. Although
measurement of thermal conductiv~ty of a solid is not trivial by
any standards, the technology and techniques are well developed
by comparison' to measurements on h,')terogeneous matel:ials such
porous media; in dealing with energy transfer in porous media,
thermal cOIlductivity of the solid·phase io:' enerally considered
to be !~nown.

Mass transfer in porous media is not affected by the nature of
the solid (surface roughness ex..:.·~pted).unless the solid itself
1s porous (e.g. activated carbon), or otherwise accessible to
the migrating species i11 question (e.g. ion-e1'::hange 1;'''~ins).
The behaviour of such systems i.e extremely COmFlejt and is a
field of research· n its own; such systems are not cous Ldexed in
this work at all: Gunn (1970) gives a concise, clear analysis of
various situations involving intra~particle transfer.

2.1.4 Properties of the fluid

Mass, energy, and momentum transfer are clearly all affected
very strongly by the physical and tra.nsport properties of the
fluid which fills the voids of the medium. Since knowledge in
this field is comparatively well advanced, these parameters
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present no difficulties to a study such as this. There are in
fact several published studies whi::h explicidy eltamine the
effect of varying fluid properties, for example, Bertin & OZoo
(1986) Axamine the effect of Prandtl number on natural
convection patterns i Horne & 0' Sullivan 0.978) examine the
effect of temperature dependent Viscosity and thet~al expansion
coefficient, to mention only two.

Fluid properties, therefore, although exceptionally important to
worle in this field, are sufficiently to1011 understood for the
purposes of studying transfer procn qes in porous media.

2.1.5 Isotropy and anisotropy

tl;'ansport: properties in isotropic media. do not: vary 'dth the
direction of transport, while variation with dir.ection in
anisotropic material.s can be marked, Anisott'opy can be either
mo.croscopie or microl3copic. A medium consisting of pa.talle).
layers of different materials possesses macroscopic anisotropy.
(see McK:!.bbin& Tyvand 19B2). Amediumo.}Qtlsistingof fibres ''l'it:h
nonz andcm orientation \\Till also have <1nisotropic transport
properties, as shownby Koch& Brady (1986).

"?hc un~ socropi<::behaviour of layerod modia can be usee' to grclat
aCNuntnga in tho design of systems to protect:. ground"tators from
V'.Llution, as shown by Yah, Galhnr & Gutjahl': (1985) in a
throo-part study of unsaturated flo~ in porous medin. Kvcrnvold
& '!yvund (1979) show hO~1insulClt:ion orienta.tion can bo used eo
optimise perfot'mance of :!.noulo.tionmater5.al, by to.king advantage
of Ilnl.sotrQPY.

Isotropy and anisotropy therefore, rop:r.asont fur more than
theol:'etical abst:ract:io~ts. However, cho aims of this study are to
develop a means for monitoring coal stQcltpilas uoing only
surface meaSU~(lment:sI and theory in not yet sufficl. .I.a\~ly
developed eo cope with the censequeaces of anioot:ropy in
general. Regatding the pnoumat:l.cpulse.testin6 of a.:t'tificio.lly
constituted anisotropic porous media (soc subseqUent chapters),



preliminary indications are that inhom,geneity can be detected
to some degree, th~"'lgh not yet: quantit.:l.tively. Furthe't'
discussi(lt'l of theories of t1:, 18port in anisotropic porous media
"10ul.d therefore not contribu."e pos1tiv31y to the th\lsis in any
way, and the reader is referred to the liter~ture for details Qf
this aspact.

2.2 MomentumTr~nsfer in Porous Medin

As discussed in 2.1, due to the complex nat:Ul:'e of IlIost porous
media, approximt1tions are used to model t:'tansfer process{~s. In
many Ilpplic.ations local spatia.l ave)·agr.s of transfer Vtu::iablF.lS
are acceptable for the purpose i in such cases, maez'cacep Lc laws
describing the a.verages are adcquatie., The scope (Ji' this w01:'k is
adequately served by ~uch approximate laws, a.nd the purpose of
this chapter ia to otttline existing encodes, and rofcr tha
reader to the litcr~ture for further, detailed information, and
supporting proof of' the modolo 01:' thcodeD.

2,2.1 Empirio...:!. th(\o1:Yof Darcy

As disoussed briefly in 1.2, tho earliast ImoW1.1.formal t:heory
for momontl.w transfer in porous media. is that: of Darcy.
Follot>1ing observation Q.t'l.doxperiment, Dm:ilY proposed a ro1o.t:ion
in the for.m of equation 2.1.

(2.1)

"I 1,0

1< is
P is
x is
p. is

the supurficill.l velocity of the nuid
the permeability of the medium
the pressure
tho spa.tial coordi,nat:o
the viscosity of the fluid

(m.s·l)
{m.2]
(Pal
(m1
[l~g.m·l,s~lj

'this equation models tho porous medium as an Ilt"ro.yof infinitely
small point-particles which rosist flow to a. degree quC',ntified
by I', so that: "I, tho voLocity, is equal to the flowrntCl
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divided by the t~tal area,

The laminar portion or tne Ergun oquation can be reduced to tho
form of (2.1) to give ''0. ex:pl;'essi.on fol:' pe:tmenbility of media
composed of particles:

(laminar por~ion of Ergun equation)

'~h(\re ~p L~' the pressure difference (Pal
L .LS the di.stanco OVer which AP is measured (m]
dp is the dio.meter of '.:ha po.rticles [m)
IPs is che shape factor [~l
G is thevoidago (-]

Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot (1960) de fino the shape factor IPs'

Tho abcvo eq~ut:!.on may be rOlltrangod and comparod to (1.1) to
givo:

(2.2)

Noto th.;lt for nonsphericul partir:lo$ t'ilo quantities !Po and dp
are not uniqucly dofinod, and that voitlt:'ll;c of tho modium hUG a
murkch' .~i.'fect. It is therefore not possibla to calculate
po;t;mQah;,.l:!.ty of particulate medill by o.nal.:ysis of 0. loose srullplo
and b.pp1ication of (2.1). Doi (1976) propol3o/.'l a. varia.~ional
Il.mt:hod of oaloulating po:tmMbUity of media. based on spatial
c()l':relatiott functions, the measurement of which t'oqui:ros
tmdisturbod portions of the modium ~'lith the particles I£roz,m'
in pLaec 'l<lith vax or reG:!.n. This method is timo~consulUing,
oxpens ive I and highly comrl.ox, and requires the USe of Clxponsive
image.ano.lyois machines, and aa .;1uc.b cannot be easily app15.od.

Since tho proposition of the above empiriclO.lly derived
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~quation$, many studies have been devoted to rigorous
derivations of models for. momencum transfer in porous medin.
Alnong these studies are Whitaker (1966) I Slattery (1969) I and
Lebon & Cloot (1986). In all of uhese studies, it is shown that
DUt'c.y'a law may be applied in I:reeping.flow situations I with
sillall 01. negligible sfJlldal "i'a:r:iations in permeability of tho
modiUlIl, among other rostriet:.ons not of relevance here. The
import of tho~o and other st1.tdies goes far beyond merC!
vorifient:i.on of Darcy's law \\nder restric.tive IlssUlllptions:
howevor, for the purposes of this: ~,orle. it is adequate that

'''-y's 'b-T has bean shown to be applica.ble under sUit.able
";~tu.ncO$. Tho reader is referred to these worles for d(\epe,r
,~ int~ ene problem.

It: l.D C)",,,:ll; then: the secolld~ordcl~ spatial de:.t'ivativco of
vo1.oc;ty llt'Cl not present in (2.l.), as they arc in the
Na'\1irll:,·St:ol~(lQ'i.lquations for flo .., of froc-flu1ds. As a rMult,
boundar.y conditi.ons for <lora-slip o.t SI)l:!.d, confin:l:ng bounduri!ls
(if Il'r(Y) cannot be. applied. It happens that this b\ of little
consequence to tho aims of the theSi:a, since solid (lnnta:i.ner
trnlla nre gClllol:'nlly ab$ont ot' ha.ve little effect,

In cases where £10'1>1 a.t impermeable bounda't'l.os is of: p:d.mo
interost: I tho Darcy 1m., it) totally inadequate. Casco in which
flow at '\o1a.11sis of erit:I.c.a.l importanc!~ includo haat and mass
transfer nt: the '''alls containing pO:I:'QUS moditl, and wh01:o
bypaasi.ng of flow along the walls is s:LBu:l.£icant::ly l,llrgo. Fsu &
Chong (1.985) d!.scuss the inadequacy !'lf the Dat-cy law in casas
such nl.l these I and usa the Brin!~an lm,T (see 2.2.3) to model
flot" in 0. pozcus medium in Which a v(l:ttic,al plate in submerged.

A :further, loss serious limitation of Darcy' I,) 10.'il is that :1.t:
applies only to laminar flow,

l'~



2.2.3 Empirical theory of Brinkman

BrinlttJlan (1947) added second spatial derivatives of velocity to
the Darcy law, arguing that momentumtransfer equations for flow
in porous media should display consistent Umiting behaviour.
Altr.ough this modification was not rigorously motivated at the
time, J.t has since been justified in the works by Vihita.l..:er
(1966) I ela.ttery (1969) I and. Lebon .s. Cloot (1986). h these
wOl:l~s, it is shown to be. a special case of rigorous equations,
as is Darcy's law. Brinkman' S la~" is adaquaee for a wider class
of situations than Darcy's law; since 1.t is not used in this
worle due to the absence of any wall~effects of importance, it is
not reproduced here, or discussed any f\lrtber.

2.2.4 Conclusions

Although Darcy's law is not j1.tstifiab1e fot: all conditi.on:;, a
vast body of natural convection litet'll.ture lee:;:o.ingheavily on i.t

is in existence. The reason for this is that: il~ many cases I the
flows are small enough to be well within the laminar
£low~regime, and impermeable boundaries are none~istent or
of limi tect significa'lce. This work deals with such case:~, and as
a rO,\1ult Darcy's law is used o:ll:clusiveJ.y to describe momentum
transfer.

Whichever momentumtransfat' equation is used, the dependence of
pressure on spatial varia.bles must he properly allowed for.
Consider the. case where there are vertical temperature
variations; in such ,9. case , the spatial pressure de:t:ivative
depends On the tempo);'ut!.lre gra.dient: as well. Under these
ci,-cumstanoos, momentum and heat transfer become UnIted, an
important phenomenon which is discussed in 2.3 below.

2.3 !teat: Transfer in l'o):ous Madill.

'thot'o is extensive lit:et'ature dealing ,dth this topic, much o.e
it concerned with natural convection. ~~at:urally I in such cases
heat and momentum tt'Olnsfer a.re intimately linked Ilnd must be
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considered simultaneously. TI1is section outlines current theory
of heat tran$fer; simultaneous heat and momentum transfer is
discussed at a later stage. Ba.lall:rishnan& Pei (1979), and
Brooks (1986) report on extensive literature surveys on thermGl
energy transfer in porous media, and the reader is referred to
those for details of worlenot referenced here.

Note that in this worle as 'l<lell as in the majority of published
work in this field, local thermal equilibrium be~~ee~ fluid and
solid is assumed. Obvious oxceptions to this are stUdies which
focus on the d.ynamics of solid~£luid heat-exchange, see Gunn
(1970), Hughes, Klein & Close (1976), and Martin (1978), to name
only a few examples of SUch studies.
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2.:3..1 Mechanisms of heat tramn:er i.n pozcus media

radiat:lon

Radiac:1.on OCCU1:s between solid and solid, gas and so l.Ld and
v:!.ce~versa, and gas absorbs radiation in betwe~n. Even in cases
where g~ometry is regula.r and well-defined, analysls of
tadiative heat-exchange is net; a simple matter; in this w'orl:, as

well as the vast majodty of work in the field, pot's geometry is
irregular and vecy much ill-defined, and rigorous analysis of
radiation is highly ccmul.ex , if not impossible. ~.fuitaker (1980)
has performed a detailed analysis of radiation in porous media
for cases in \Olhichthe fl\t:!.d is stagnant. Due to the complexity
of the resu1.tin~ tr,anspott equation, and the fact that it holds
only for stagnant syst~mllS, Whitaker's result is not applicable
to this wade.

'Young (1975) has sho,m that the ');:'01eplo.yed by radiation is
important in. beds of lmmparticles c a~ound 400bC, and that as
particles bo('ome smaller the temp!lrature at which ~a.dill.tion
effects become significant lncref.l.s('l.r', Since this work
concentrates on temperatures ''loll below 400·C and particle
diameters between l.mm and 20mm, it is n1t necaast. J tel account
for radiation offonts. Furthermore I if temperatura gradients
are small, lineadsa.tion of the radiation equations :Ls possible
(Brool~s 1986), and the ra.diation effect may be incorporl1t:ed into
the offectiv(I conductivity of the modium, meani1.1l?;that: the
medium is considerod to be a continuum. (See also conductiQn
below. )

Clearly, the approach of rad1.a.tion as a contribution to
t.>·ffeetivo conducti.vity of the medium is only of use when this
(Iffectiv... conductivity is experimentally mM,sured, ai'loe a.
p:dorJ. calculation is difficult and unreliab: a. Beveridge and
Haughey (1971) pr'1sent a detailed discussion of radiation
models: however, since radiation is not: sigdficant hcro I the
reader is referred to that w¢tk for details
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conduction

Conduction occurs in parallel. through both the solid and fluid;
only in aintered media (partially fused particulate media) is
there little or no resistance to conduction at the contact-point
be tween particles. In particulate media in general, direct
contact boct ...aen particles is very scarce, so conduction across
gaps becween particles constitutes a large portion of the
conductive resistance. The marked effect of contact-point area
on the ability of a medium to conduct heat is clearly
demonstrated by Beveridge &Haughey (1971).

The nature of conduction in porous media is best conceived if
the medium is visualised as a series of 'rods' of solid
surrounded by gas, or simply as a single lump of solid in
contact with a body of gas. There is also exchange of heat:
be~leen solid and fluid of course, so that neither the series
nor parallel conduction sufficiently explains experimental
reSUlts. Ac~ual heat transfer in porous wedia is very complex,
so compleJ~ geometric models are required to obtaitl
approximations "f this. Beveridge & Haughey demonstrate several
typas of geometric approli.imations, but as these models ,s,ra not
not applicable to this work, they are not discussed any further.

Whatever approximation is used to describe conduction, the
result is that the medium is modelled as a homogeneous,
continuous solid with a thermal conductivity equal to the
effeotive c.werall conductivity. Effective thermal conduotivity
obtl.l.ined from reliable experimental work and theoretical
analYSis are used in this work.

oonvection

Convection in porous media is a complex phenomenon, as <~re the
other modes of heat transfer. However., as in o.esllr.:i.bing
radiation and oonduction, recourse is made to a cont:i.n'Ltum
description of the fluid. The oonvMting flUid, as for momentUlll
transfer models, is considered to be flOWing through an a~ray of
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infinitely small point-particles, which resist flow as discussed
in 2.1, Thus, the usual equations describing convective heat
transfer are used, ~"ith suitable interp:t'etation being given to
the thermal conductivity variable.

2.3.2 Summary

Although several eLahcxa.ca theories for a priori calculat:ion of
radiat:l.on, conduction, and momentum transfel:' properties of
porous media are referred to above, these are not used due to
their apprOXimatenature and complexity. This work uses Darcy's
law to describe momentumtransfer, the concept: of effec.tive.
thermal conductivity of porous media to describe conduction heat
transfer in porous media, and the classical equations for
convective heat transfe't'. The result. of this is that the
overall equations describing heat transfer in the bed take the
usual convective-cot,dltctive form (Bird, Stewart & Lightfoot
1960) .

wher!:.\

2P C v· VT - k v T ~ Qs ss- --b
(2.3)

Pg is the density of the gas
Cpg is the constant pressure heat capacity of

y velocity vector
T is temperature
V is the gradient

the gas
[J .1cg~1l{-1]
[m.sM1J
[R]
[-]
[vLm-3]

bf;qW.tn" l.r 1]
Q is power input per unit volume
kb h, the thermal conductiVity of the

The terms in the velocity vector X, obtained by appli.cation of
Darcy' s la~1, must satisfy the equation of continuity so that
mass balance is maintained.
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2.4 Simultaneous Momentum and Energy Transfer in N~tural
Convection

In this case the effects of energy and moment1Jllltran.sferon each
other are best modelled using stream~functions, and application
of the Boussirtesq assumption (which is that density Is
consiue..",dconstant everywhere ex:cept in the body-force term of
the mom, JIll equation). Pressure is eliminated by application
of stream :tunc'Cions,and the resultant equations, for vertical
cylindrical geometry in dimensionless form, are :

(2.4)

(2.5)

The following quantities have been used
nondimensionalisation of the'above equations:

in the

u
v
u*
v*

lateral velocity
vertical velocity
dimensionless radial velocity
dimensionless vertical velocity
a characteristic length scale
thermal d~ifusivity
dimensionless stream function
dimensionless radial coordinate
dimensionless vertical. coordinate
dimensionless temperature
reference temperature
fluid density at To
input power (see below)
coefficient of thermal ex:pansion

of the fluid
viscosity of the fluid
Rayleigh number

[m/s)
[m/s]
ua/L

""vail
[m]

- kb/(PgCpg)

...rlL
zit
(T-To)/To
1{

~kg.m-
W.m-3

1{-1
kg.m-l.s-l

""KgLPof3To/(l'a)

Note t:hatQ, the input power., may be a function of position or

L
a

J.L

Ra
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temperature.

Boundary conditions are as follows:

W(a,S")...W(l,S").., 0 o ::: r ::: 1
wCe,a) = 0 a :s e s 1

~I = 0 as e ::: 1ar r=l

23£1 0 a ::: r s 1ae e=o
aOI -Bi·B 0 s e ::: 1ar r=l =
0(';,0) = 0 0 ::: e ::: 1
O(l,S")= 0 0 ::: r s 1

Equations (2.3) and (2.4), with houndary conditions are used to
model natural convection in vertical cylinders filled with
porous media. Havstad & Burns (1982) present a complete
derivation of these equations in dimensional form.

2.5 Conclusion

The basics of the theory of transport in porous m~dia have been
described above, and the roles of the major parameters
introduced. It is not the intentiun of the thesis to introduce
any neW theories regarding the fundamentals of transfer
processes, so the theories
the purpose of this work.
contention regarding the
particularly in the case of

as discussed above are adequate for
There is a consLdez'ab'l.eamount of
validity of the above theories,
inhomogeneous media. Slattery (1969)

and vfuittaker (1966) have investigated in great detail, and at
the most fundamental level, some of the more subtle aspuccs, and
the reader is referred to these pUblications for details.

Despite the appr.oximatenature of the theories discussed above,
it will be seen that itt gener;).J.,adequatie results may be
obtained over the range of relevance to coal stockpile
monitoring.
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3 EXPERU1ENTAL METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

3.1 Heat Transfer Experiments

All of the heat~transfer measurements used here are from
previous work. The experimental methods and equipm~nt used in
the unpublished studies will be discussed briefly.

3,1.1 Bed fitted with a rod-shaped heater

Y01lr6 et 13.1 (1986) measured the steady-state temperatures on a
cross-section normal to the centrally located horizontal
rod-heater (intended to approximate a line heater) in the bed.
The objective of the study was to experimentally verify the
conductive- convective modal, described in 2.3 I and to estimate
both the effective thermal conductivity and permeability of the
bed by minimiJitlg the sum-ofi-aquazed temperature prediction
errors. 4S thermistors were placed on a plane perpindicula:c to
the hori.zontally~placed heater. Young at aI's bed was 1m
square and O.3m deep, and packed with coal particles nomfual.Ly

lOmmin diameter. Ji'j,g. 3.1.1 shows placement of the thermistors
and heatp.r in the bed.

Thes~ neasuremenus were repeated for various power inputs, and
th", '.,,,,dwas not distu::bed in any way btiltween,successive runs, so
>ts tu ensure identical permeability of the bed at all times. See
:':()ung et aI's publication (1986) for further discussion. of
methods and equipment.

3.1. 2 Bed f:l. tted 1'1:1. th a cylindrical heater

Benson-Armer & Leibowitz (unpublished) used Young et' 111.' s bed,
but placed a small cylindrical heater (30mmdiameter by 60mm
long) vertically, at the centre of the bed. O.3m from the
bottom. Furthermore, they also ptJrformed the measurements On
three different coal-beds, each comprised of different nominal
particle sizes (under 5mm, lOmm, and 20mmrespectively). Fig,
3.1.2 shows a schematic diagram of the bed and he ....t.ar, ana
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F:!.g.3.1.3 shows thermistor and heater positinn in the bed.

Noto that thermistor positioni.ng, due to anticipated differences
in measured results, was sllghtly difff'rent ftom that: in Young
at al'!; study. The motivation for repeating Young at: 81' s
measuroments and analysis with a localioad source WIlO two-fold:

• to more dccurately reproduce and simulate a localised '.Onergy
source in Il packed bed, since. so-called 'hot-spots' te.nd to be
localised, not stretched out in a line. Also, due to the
concentrated nature of tho source, higher temp("ra1:ures are to
be expected both in t:he bed and on the surface. Thi.s allows
some investigation into mechanisms of heat transfer on the
surface of the bed.

• to obtain results which 'l'10uld allo'\1 tho effects of particle
sizo on the heat- and momentum transfer pllrllmetet's to be
determined.

As Benson-Armer & Leibowit:!.'~ report is unpub1ir,hed, their
experimental pxocedure is descri.bed l-ao10t<1:

The procedt:..co fot' each bed tYPG began with pncl<ing che bed,
talting special care in the vicinity of the array of thermistors.
Once packed, the bed WIlS purged with nitrogon eo prcvene
apeneanecuu combustion of the coal, and the heater was curncd
on. It Was found that five days wore required for tho
tl~mpornturos to reach steady stat e\ I at which t',ma the
temperatura readings \o'are ntorod on tapa. 'Xhcreaftor I pmver
input to the heater '\>1aS incroasod in prapa:ration fat' the next
run, '1'110 tomperatllro measurement.') made by Bonson-Armor &
I.eibowitz ar ~ contained in Appendix B, in their entir(lty, since
these res'.lltlJ have not been publishQd beforo,

3.2 }iomontUlllT);;'(lna:terEx'!?eriments

A method tli q4'llitatively invostigato t;:he interi.or of a porous
mecii.um without using in~;rusivo or destructive methods is
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proposed here. The method was originally conceived as a means
of probing porous media in a manner which would elucidate the
internal structure, an objective which cannot be achieved by the
usual steady-flow methods. In tho case where the medium is
freely consti.tuted (i.e. not contained ~lithin impermeable walls)
the usual steady-flow methods a1:'Oin any case not applicable, as
pressure I drop' and area for flow are both ill-defined. The
procedure consists of varying the volume of a cylinder, the open
end of which is placed on the surface of the medium, and
measuring the t:.me varying pressure at the surface of the
medium. Application uf the procedure and resul.cs may be found
ir, 5.2.1 i the equipment and procedure used is discussed in
detail below.

3.2,1 Measurement of the frequency response of 11 porous medium

mE·chanical design of the eq .<ment

Tho equipment: dosigned to make these measurements consists of a
piston .inside 11 cylinder connected to a flat plate, which is
held in place on the surface of a bed of gX'anular mateJ:'ia.l
contain~d inside a larger cylinder. The flat plate made Ii seal
with the inside of the larger cylinder, preventing the fluid
(air) from leaking out. A pressure transducer was placed at the
base of the smaller cylinder to SI3USCl the pressure at the
surface of the bod. Tho piston tITUS reciprocated approx:l,mnto1y
Ilinusoidally, using a variable-speed motor. A ske.cch of the
npparncus is sheen in Fig. 3.2. ,..

measurement system and electronics

Fig. 3.2.2 shows a simplified diagram of the measu:cement OJ ltem.
A Datil Instruments High. Performanc(l pressure trransducez'
(data-sheet in APPEND1XA) was used , 'rhe trut\sdueor UDall

strain-gauges connected to a Wheatstone bridge, which produces a
vol tage proportir.Jt1al to the pressure. The powe:t' to drivo the
Wheatstone bridge '\lIaS caken from a J?C~(is stuiu· gauge ampl:l.fior
(soe APPENDIXA for details), and tha Wheatstone output was fad.
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back into the PC·68, which filtered and [-l,mplified the signal.
The filter removed any components of the signal with frequencies
higher than 100 Hz, considerably higher than any signal actually
expected from the transducer, and the gain was set at 100. The
conditioned, amplified analog signal was fed into a high-speed
analog-co-digital converter, which was in turn connected to an
IBM-compatible XT computer. The computer Was used to set up and
control the sampling proceduzs , and to store and view the
results. The AD card controlling software allowed selection of
desired sampling frequency and length of data collection.

To ensure that all measurements commenced at a predetermined
point in the cycle of the piston, a limit-switch circuit was
connected to the trigger-bit of the AD converter. A small arm
WL\$ attached to the piston, and positioned so that it just
closed the limit-qwitch at the bottom of the piston's cycle.

method

A bed was prepared in the container by loading the dl>otlired
granular material or combination thereof.: the bed was raised to
ensure that the piston and sealing disk made contact with the
surfacl3 of the medium, and che piston was raised to the c,entre
of its travel before sealing the system by sh\~tting valve 2.
The motOl: was tun, nt a SlO~l pace to b"lgin With, and the
pressure was sampled at a suitable rate.

In all cases, the sampling frequency to1as equal to ot' greater
than 100 pet second. Tue reason for such lligh sampling rates is
that: maximum prsasure had to be measured as accurately as
possible, aud sinf!e the pressure- time trace is 1.ikoly to be
approximately sinusoidal J high sampling rates are t'squired to
achieve this, Nota that a sampling frequency of 100 per second,
is \'1011 above t1;;.o minimum required to ~uard against: <'lliasing,
since the frequency of the reciprocati.:'Ig piston was loss than 5
Hz in all cases.

Since sampling frequency waS very accurately known, it was not
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neceasary to measure reciprocation freque.ncy independently. This
could be determined from the period of the measured trace. After
the samples were stored on disk, the speed control on the motor
was adjusted slightly upward, and the procedure repeated.
Attainment of steady-state, for the beds and volumes used here,
was seen to be rapid enough that waiting was not necessary.

The ampUt'.1de of the trace, and its phase (compared to the
pressure trace exptlcted for a 1:llocked piston outlet) position of
the piston) were determine(l {or "al!(, rur-, numerically as well as
by inspection, Inspection was U$eU to enSU~q that random spikes
(if any) did not spoil thl:l results, though no unacceptable
f\;atul:es (spikes or irregularities) 'l'rere found in any of the
tra.cels. Repeatability of maximumpressure was 10 Pa for any
given run and the period of the trace (ca].cul::ted from
pea.k·to.peak) was repeatable within the limits of sampling
freq'uency (1. e. within 0.01 seconds for a sampling frequency of
100 per second).

3.2.2 Measurement of the permeability of a porous medium

Iu order to have Lndependant; me.asurements of the bed
per.rneabilities, it was arranged to have a measured flow of air
at 10~'1. measured pressure drop passed through the entire bed.
Sin(~e total bed area, and depth could be measured, this all()wed
call~ulati()n of permeability using Dm::cy's law. ":he equipment
associat:fld with these measurements is shown in Fig. 3.2.3,

It was necessary to prevent the granular material from falling
out thro\'.gh the exit-hole at the bottom, as well as to ensure
uniform flow-distribution throughout the 1en$th of the b~d. The
only way to achf.eve the former w£\s to have the bottom exit hole
covered with material impervious to the granules, and the only
way to achieve the latter 'l'1as to have a small air-space across
the. entire cross-section of the bed, bot:h o.t: top and bottom.
Achieving the Ilit:'" space at the top was simple: the disc at the
top WaS kept a small distance off the bed-surface duri.ng these
menSl.1rements. It Was neceasary , however, to support the bed at
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the bottom with a cloth, stretched over a very coarse mesh which
was in turn supported on lOmm studs on the bottom of the
container. Granules were thus prevented from fal.ling :")ut, and
uniform flow distribution was ensured by the air-gaps at top and
bottom.

The presence of the retaining cloth, how~ver, presented a
problem when measuring the permeability of the coarser material,
since cloth resistance was found to contribute significantly to
pressure drop. Thus, for the coarser material,
pressm:e-drop/flow characteristics were measured for two
different bed depths, allowi.ng the resistance of the cloth-mesh
combination to be determined. When subsequent measurements were
made, the cloth resistance as pruvi ousl.y detel:'mined was used to
arrive at the correct permeability of the bed.

Note that dunLng the frequency-response neasurenencs discussed
in 3.2.1, the, presence of the cloth presented no problem, as
pressure PU1Sel;did not have sufficient time to propagate to the
bottom of the bed; this waS espeCially true for runs in i.hieh
the bed contained any reasonable depth of fine gl:'anul~s.
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4 EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

The results of the momentumtransfer experiments (described in
the precedlng chapter) are presented in this chapter. The
measurements of Leibowitz and Bensen-Armer; (unpublished), a.re
reproduced in their entirety in Appendix B; all other heat
transfer experimental results have been published elsewhere.

4.1 MomentumTransfer Experimental Results

4.1.1 Steady momentumtransfer results

The permeability of two beds ~composed of the O. 5mmnominal
particles and the 2mmnominal particles were measured as:

K ." 3 x 10-n m2
1< :::; 2 x 10-J.2 m2

2mmpartides
0.5 mmpar.ticles

Permeability was measured over a pressure-drop range of 400 Palm
to 4000 Palm. The permeability calculated at the highest
pressure drop was approximately 75% of that calculof::t:Eldat the
lo'vest measurable pxessure drop. The reason for thi~t was not
investigated at all, SilOCElonly an apprOXimate permeability "1M

l:;6-iuired for the purposes of general comparison ,~ith model
results; no f1lrther attention is paid to these results.

I}. 1.2 Unsteady momentumtral'lsfer results

Measurements as described in 3.2 were made on a :aumber of
diffe:t:ent bed types (summarised in Table 4.1 below). As
described in 3. 2, pxassure was logged with sufficient frequency
to get accurate representation of its maximumva'Iue , and to
prevent alias:tng, For each run the amplitude of chs pras$ure
trace. and its phase wi1';:hrespect to piston pos i.tid.on were
calculated. It is the amplitude and phase of the presHure trace
that are presented and used in this work, and all of these
results appear in the graphs presented in this ohapuer ,
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Table if, 1 Pneumatic Tes.:Experimental Beds
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\r
Bed Description '
\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

1 230 mm of 2 mm
\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

2 340 mm of 2 nun
\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

3 455 lnln of 2 mm
\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

4 350 mm of O.5nun
\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

I 5

8

on top of
350 lnln of O.Snun

70 mm of 2 nun

\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
6 130 mm of 2 IlUIl

on top of
240 lnln of O,Smm

\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
7 200 nm of 2 nun

on top of
240 mm of O. 5mln

\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
200 mill of 2 mm

on top of
240mnt of 0.5mm

(repeat run 7)

\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
S 3 rom diam.

orifice
\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

M 6 mm diam.
orifice

\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
L 10mm diam.

orifice
t\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

34
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The graphs presented in Fig,'s 4.1a through 4.11a, and 4.1b
through 4.ll.b show the dependence of pressure umplitudfl offset
(Pmax~Pwo' where Pmax is the amplitude of tho pressure and Pwo
is the pressure erlt', , itude Ilt low frequency), and time lag on
reciprocation frequ(lncy [or each of tho above bed configu:':'lt:iol1S
and orifice sizGs. ng. 4.14u and l~.llfb show overlays of
l'ma'i~Pwo and lag respectively for runs 1 through 8, The
pressure amplitude offset results i:n 4.llfa clearly display
sufficient resolution to distinguish one bed f:t:om another, but
tho Lag rl~t;ul t.:> in l~ig. l~.14b o.re not rosol ved t~ the same
extent. Note that !?wo is the prossure measured low frequency,is
and corresponds to tho case where pressure is evenly distributed
throughout the entira system. Pwo appecaches ambient presDu'!:'o
for piston volume variations small in comparison to bed volume

Tho genoral trond present: in the results, as expected, is that.
amplitude incrou.ses with froquane.y. Tho oxplanat;ion for th10 is
that as f~oql.t(m(ly illcreasos, gns velod tieD inaicio tho bod
(through t~ho orifice) incroaso, requiring larget' pros[)llro
grad1.ents. This is d:l.scusrJod in clotuil :I.u Cbapter 5, with
rogard to interprM;atiotl of model l:'esult;s. Also, as expeczed ,
as f.roquoncy increasos, timo lag dl.~CreM(\S. Thil> is sat:i.ofying,
sinel" £1:1 froquency increases, 0110 would B~tpoct tho system to
behave ,11l't'O and moro lil~e a blocl~'d piston, "'hioh would display
no 1.lg at aU (by dofin:i.tiou of lag used herl) , \1hic.h is
rtlferoncod to a. b l.ocked piston).

He(llJurcmont:s simi.lat' to those on tho packed bods "mt'o made on a
system in '~hich tho rooistunco of the bed \10.8 r.eplaced t.rit:h an
Jrif:ico t placed rj,ght at: tho mounh of tho rOt~j>procntor. Tho
mot::i.vn.ti.on t'or t:his wan to 000 if tnl)t'o wan I1ny cot.'l:oopondorlco
bct'(o1Con the distributed rosintat1(}o caae (packed beds) and t1l(1
point: reoistancl' o;t' tho Qrifice I and 'Co soc i.;I; churo wore
consistontly idot\t:ifl abLo trends. I'\u:t:hormo'!~e, tho l:OOillt:uncc of
the Ori£iM plates could be very tightly ccmtrollncl, si.neo they
woro pl:e,cision machdncd loJ'i.th square edgad holes, Thol.·o coul.d
thol:o:f.'or(3 be no room for doubt about which had tho moot or lMst:
resistance. 'rho racnsurcd cmnlitudo ()ffsct:A arCl Dhown :i.n Fi.e.'tj
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As expected, the amplitude offset increases with frequency, and
with increased resistance, as can be seen in Fig. 4.1513.,which
shows overlays of the pressure amplitude offset for the three
orifice sizes. The main motivation for doing the measurements on
the orifice plates I however. was to verify the j,ntuitive
conclusion that lag decreases with increasing frequency and
incr~ases with increasing resistance. This is indeed the case,
as is clearly shown in Fig. 4.15b. One could use this
information to assist in the interpretation of measurements on
packed beds I by ass Lgnf ng lumped resistances to various section
of thp. bed, This is further investigated in Chapter 5,

4.2 Discussion.

A marked feature of Fig.'s 4.113. through 4.813. is that the
composite (layered) beds (no,'s 5 to 8) display sharp changes in
slope (see Fig.'s 4.513.to 4.813.). The 2:esu1ts for beds 5 and 6
are overlaid in Fig. 4.l2a to emphasise the behaviour. This
feature could be an indi.cation of inhomogeneity within beds, and
possibly the difference :l.n slope betwet;\n the low and high
frequency sections could be correlated with permeability ratio.
It may also for instance be fo\tnd that the location of the
SUdden increase in sl.ope gives an indication of the depth at
which the permeability changes.

One would also expect (as shown in Chapter 5) that time lag
behaviour CQuld assist in deduction of the internal structure of
the bed. Fig. 4.12b shows an overlay of the lag plots for beds
5 and 6 I and thera appears to be a digression above a frequency
of 9 l:ad/s. Howevez, examination of Fig. 4.14b l:'cveals that
there is little real variation in the ';ime lag plots for the
differ~mt beds if one takes measurement uncertainty into
acccunc , certainly tOI) little to make genel'alised conclusions,

Fig. 4.130. shows the pressure amplitude offset for runs 7 and 8
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4. 3 Sununary

(the same bed, left unddstnrrbed for t~...o weel(s), Apart from an
inexplicable deviation between 7 and 9 rad/s, the cor~espondence
between these two runs is good, thus confirming that these
measurements are reproducible, Note, however, that the lag plot
for tihese same two runs in Fig, 4.l3b shows that the later run
(run 8) ha$ a. consistently lower lag at any given frequency. No
reasonable explanation for this could be found, though future
studies should address this issue.

Due to shor:tcomings in the design of the apparatus, it was
difficult to locate the compressor on the surface of the bed
tdthout disturbing the bed at all. As a result of ehe
disturbance, which generally ticok the form of compression of the
bed, it is not possible to compare measurements on an absolute
basis. This, however, is not a serious problem when considering
application in the field, since the methods of stacldng the
piles are non well controlled, and even appnT.'E'ntly identical
piles will have different internal st:t1.1ctures.

In any CAse, th~ major application enVisaged ·for this technique
is the identification of gross differences in behavi.om;I which
would indicate whether one bed (ot" a region of a bed) wa.s
substantially more permeable than another. The presence of a
la.rge re~ion of.' high p~'rmea.bility might for instance make a bed
more susc:eptible to Cotr;oustion, so i ~·.lltification of gross
differences in permeabUit.y is considered a worthwhile pursuit.

Little of value could be deduced from measured lag curves due to
Lack of resolutiotl in the results. 'rhis is possibly due to
disturbance of the different beds during location of the
:reciprocating device on the surface, which gatl~rally ccak the
fe/rm of ccmpreas lon , The results have I however, bean reported
here in caso ~ny future analysis is to be attempted.

It is believed that some information of value can be deduced
from the prMsuru amplitude results t"eported here. In any case,



1 the apparatus lilust necessarily make contact ",1th t:he bed in
question, It is essential that disturbance in the region of
contact be kept; to a minimum.

before the method can be applied to the analysis of Lange scal,e
beds, it is necessary to address four main issups:

2 some means must be found to prevent the majority of air
escaping from the bed surfiace immediately adj acent; to the
compressor, or a means to account for these loqses,

3 in the case of a mega-ton stockpilp., 1t is clear that a
substantia( pneumatic pulse. would be required to probe the
bed to any significant depth; furthermore, the average coal
particle in such a pile has a diameter fo the order of
lO-30mm. The pel.T.leability of such a bed, even with a siZable
portion of fines, is two or der's of magnitude greate:!; than
that used in the numerical experiments discussed above and
the measurements described in Chapter 4. A large bed co.:qposed
of lO-30mm particles would th€lrefore require either very
ra~id pulSes of air, or impossibly large pulses in order to
regis tel:' any increase in pnassure , 1'[1 such a case,
alternative pulSe methods would have to be investigated.

These first two issues are 110t of crucial Lmponcance since it
is envf.sage.d that tha method \-lill be used for comparative
analysis of beds, just as the sur;tace temperature method for
estimating tot",1. energy relea.se within a bed does not require
exact; heat transfer coefficients if comparison is recpired.

4 The analysis of th~ amplitu0e~frequency curve to produce
quantitative information about the bed is clearly (I difficult
cask, and a la\')~e amount of work is rlJquired in order to
develop such an analYllis.

Xt is believed. zhati the technique coul.d he developed into one
lI'hich can be used to make meaningful and effective deduction\)
regarding the interiot of a bed.
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5 DeveLopmeuti of SomeSurface-based Measure'ment'techniques

As discussed in 1.1 and 1.3, modelling transfer processes in
porous media is exceedingly important to developing the state of
unde.rstanding, and improvement of systems in a wide range of
fields. In this chapter models ;,re appli~d to different:
artificial systems to estimate param,eters and attempt to
understand the phenomena involved. Published attemp~s to model
czanspcru in porous bodies in both natural and artificial
surroundings have shown that:

- little is known about; relevant boundary conditions at exposed
surfaces. The earliest warning of combust:Londeep within a
coal stockpile is tha appearance of 'hot spots' on the surface
of the pile. Knowledgeof the relationship between the surface
temperatures and the state of the interior of the stockpil~ is
vital to the early diagnosis of combustion dangers.

mu1tiuimensi'onal convecti".;.)-condur..tive modelling is
computationally very expensive, and often of limited use in
practical applications due to lack of knowledge regarding
internal structure. Alternative approaches to these extremely
expensive and complex calculations are required, for reasons
of economyof both time a.nd effort.

This chapce'r a~tenl'pts to specifically address the above two
Lssues , with a. view \;0 developing a syste,." for the practical
monitoring and management of coal stockpiles, using only
realistically attainable me~surements and parameters.

5.1 t\\(.Idelling Natural Thermal Convection in Porous Media

Although the applicab:i1ity of conductive-convect5.ve equations
has become accepted, a number of questions remain unanswered,
one of which is ~he treatment of boundary conditions. ~ounda.ry
conditions are "1:1I~enfo'4 granted, but no evidence of r esaarch
into validity and efficacy of the boundary conditions was found.
One of the aims of this section was therefore to test the
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applic.ation of surface heat transfer coeffj.cients to convective
heat transfer modelLing in porous media.

In p,~rticular, the suzfiace heat transfer coefficient of an
experimental coal bed was estimated by fitting model predictions
to maasuzed temperatures. An attemp1; was made to determine the
dependence of effective permeability and surface heati-jrranafez
coefficient on particle size, by fitting calculated internal
temperatures in a packed bed to experimentally measured
temperatures. No general conclusions could be reached regarding
deper.dence of surface heat transfer coefficient on particle
size, due tl) inadequacies in experimental design, but values
commElnSuratewith free convection from solid bodies were
obta:Lned, and may be used as a gud.del.Lne for future studies.
Sinc(~ no evidence of any studies regarding heat transfer
coef:Eicient at the exposed surface of porous media are evident,
this aspect is considered worthy of study,

Due to the complexity of two·dimel:1sional conductive-convective
simulatio\'l.s I several workers (Bro,:>ks6: Glasser 1986, Ilughes ,
Klein 6: Clo~le 1976, Audibert 6: Gaudet 1987, to name Qnly a few)
have developed simplified medels. These models are useful for
general ap'?li.cations such as the general monitoring of
stockpiles of coal or other fUels, or thermal st')rage beds. In
part.LcuLax , mode1.s dealing with the grading of coal-stockpile
combustd.cn hazards, and the appto::timate analysis of thermal
scor'aga beds have been published (Brooks & Glasser 1986). The
studies mentioned do not dir.e(~tly address the issue of
monj~toring intE'.r:nal processes using only measurements accessible
at 1:he s1lrface of the beds I and sLnce indications from the field
are that such methods would be welcome, a simple, fundamentally
sound model was deveLcped and casced, The technique ~la.S found to
produce consistent estimates of energy release in coal beds
using only sur.face temperatutas and the heat tra.nsfer
coefficients discussed above.
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investments, and considerable environment hazards in the case of
combustion. The strength of the model is that it is inherently
fundamental in nature, is very simple to apply, and effectively
has only one pararr.eter,namely the heat- transfer coefficient at
the exposed surface of the body. Since this parameter Can
reasonably take on v4ly a limited range of values, it is
possible to use th~ model to consistently grade ·...nd compare
hazards over a period of time, or between various stockpiles.

5.1.1 Two -di.mensional conduczd,ve -t.!onvective modelling

The work and results discussed below culminated in a publication
by Ande rson & Glasser (1990), the content of which has been
extracted from this thesis.

Conductive-convective models are discussed and jl~stified in 2.3,
and at great length in t.he literature. The motivation for
undertaking further work in this much-studied field is to
develop an understanding of the model parameters permeability
and surface heat-transfer coefficient. Young et al (1986)
estimated permeability and effective thermal conductivity of one
bed-type by minimising the sum-of-squared errors in model
temperature predictions, but subsequent investigations (see
below) have shown that the surface heat-transfer coefficient is
an extremely important parameter if the results of such
modelling are to be of real use,

A large volume of work on thermally driven convection in porous
media has been published, much of which is discussed in a review
article by Cheng (1986) . The early \\'orkwas by Lapwood (1948) I

who analysed the stability of free convection of fluids in
horizontal porous layers heated from below. Lapwocd made use of
the Darcy-law and the Boussinesq approximation and assumed the
temperatures of both the upper and lower surfaces to be known.
An approximate analysis was applied to the simplified equations
to show that there existed a critical value of the Rayleigh
numb3r, below which no convection occured.
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More recent work by Bejan (1978) dealt i'1ith flow and temperature
distributions about a concentrated energy source in an infinite
porous medium. An app'roxdraat.eanalysis of the model equations
made comparisons between coupled convection/conduction and pure
conduction t.emperaeure profiles. This clearly demonstrated the
effect of convection, which is to distort temperature profiles
from those of pure conduction, shifting them locally in the
direction of the convective flow.

Bejan (1981) also investigated the phenomenon of lateral
penetration of convection into the vertical sides of heated
porous media. The two dimensional model was shown to be
essentially one·dimen~ional due t? the large difference in the
natural horizontal and vertical scales. Approximate analysis of
the one-dimensional model gave information on the amounts of
venetration to be expected under various circumstances; this was
illustrated by application of the results to a helium-cooled
winding.

Further work by Bejan (1984) On vertical penetration Lnt;o the
base of porous structures caused by local surface-temperature
variations (hot- or cold-spots) examined the degree of
penetration of :flow- and temperature disturbances.

In all of the work mentioned above, the porous bodies have been
infinite (no surfaces), or the surface temperatures have been
assumed to be known, or of knownspatial variation, and in every
case the physical geometry was well defined. However, in
practice, surface temperatures are seldom explicitly known, but
rather take on vaLues dependent on internal temperatures and
power diSSipation. Young et al (1986) aSS'·J.IIledthat the
temperature of the top 51.trface of the coal bed was approximately
ambient, which for a line heater gave acceptable results.
However, the assumption of ambient surface temperature is, by
definition, of no di:l:ect use in the study of boundary conditions
and sur.face hot spots. This necessitates the use of boundary
conditions dependent on the local surface temperature and
temperature e;radients, (Cauchyboundary conditions). The use of
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a Cauchyboundary condition for temperature at exposed surfaces
of the bed is examined in this work.

Various reliable and corroborating estimates (including Young
pt aI's) for effective coal-bed thermal conductivity are
available (see Brooks 1986). Young et: <1.1' s cempez'atarredata
were used, but this time permeability and su~face heat-transfer
coefficient were estimated.

The two-dimensional conductive·conve'~t.ive model equations (Stle
2.3) were solved using a Galerkin finite element method with a
graded mesh, (see Gresho & Lee 1981), usmg 4-noded bilinear
elements, as well as 8-noded quadriLateral elements. Using the
guideleines presented br Gresho and Lee, it was found that a
15xJ.5bilinear mesh, graded finer in the vicinity of the surface
and the heater, adequately represented the solution (see
Appendix C for a representation of tihe mesh). The parB.l1leters
Were estimated by minimising the ;"t),~'of-squared errors in
predicted temperature at the thermhtor positions. APPF..NDIXC
contains a detailed descriptic,rl of the procedure used to solve
the aquac.Lons for a given set of parameters, as well as a
representation of the finite element mesh used. Michelsen (1979)
describes in detail the procedure used to find the best-fit set
of parameters.

The resultant parameter estimates are listed in Table 5.1, along
with their 90%confiuence intervals (see Michelsen 1979).
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Table 5.1 - Fitted Pa~ameters - Rod Heate~ , ,

Q' 11 hmin h K Kmin Kmax. max
[W.m-1] -2 -1 [m2x 107 J[W.rn .K 1

15 6.8 2.9 11.5 1.5 1.3 1.8
20 6.9 2.. 7 15.7 l.lf 1.2 1.6
30 8.9 2.9 15.8 1.9 1.8 2.2

):t is clear from Table 5.1 that little confidence can be placed
Ln the surface heat-t~ansfer coefficients. Part of the reason
to~ this is that surface temperatures were small, and
:~eat·transfer at the surface was very much convection dominated.

1:he maasuremencs of Benson-Azmar & Leibowitz (unpublished) have
been analysed as described above. The results are summarised
below.

In analys:i.ng their results, a lSxlS mesh, similarly graded to
that mentioned above, was used to solve the equations, this time
using the cylindrical aquat; ons (see 2.:3). Fi.g. 5.1.1 shows an
idealised sketch of eh. azrangemene of Benscn-Azme'r and
Leibowitz's experimental apparatus. The fitted parameters are
summa~ised in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 • Fitted Parameters - Cylindrical Heater

Q" h bmin h K l( K dmax m.tn max p

Pol] ·2 -1 [m2x 107 J [rom](i-l.m .1<. 1
5 1.7 1.0 2.9 0 0 0

7.5 0.8 0.5 1.4 0 0 0 < 5

10 1.6 1.0 2.6 0 0 0

5 10.8 5.a 15.7 1.67 1.4 1.9
10 9.6 5.0 15.4 1.43 1.1 1.5 10
18 8.3 4.8 15.1 1.31 1.1 1.4

[I -----
3.5 2.3 5.2 2.9 2.7 3.6
4.0 1.9 7.1 2.7 2.6 3.1 20

0 3.1 1.3 5.5 2.3, 2.2 2.7

rig. 5.1.2 shows contours of moasured and best-fit tempel~lltu;.t'e
p1:ofiles in the bed, in the r-2; plaM, for a lOWsourCe in a hed
composed of particles nominally 20mm in diameter. Agreement
between rr,Msured and calcuLated tElmpel"atul;'es is acceptable, thus
demonstrating that sUitability of this type of model to the
situation. Fig. 5.1.3 shows nhe streamlin.l:ls of the velocity
field corresponding to the temperatu'l,':e profile in Fig. 5.1.2.
Fig. ,).l,l~ shows an alte1;'nativ-e comparison betwc.en (lxperimantal
an,1 c~llculated temperatures; experimental temperatures ar.a
plo~ted against calculated temparaturcs for each thermistor
position. If temperature.s w~:te fi.tted oxactly, 0.11 the points
would lie on the 1+5 degroe litle (Texp..TllIod). The figure Ilhows a
distribution of points around the line, as expected.

Plots similar to Fig.' s 5.1.2 through 5, J .4 "Tore "lawed for each
of the remaining estimation runs. Thf.!l:'e was little 'Co
distinguish them fl'om those already plottod, aside from changes
in scale, so thoy have not been included hore.
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Fig. 5.1.. S shows a plot: of the sum of squared err~)rs contours
WI. Ra and IH. (equivalently K and h) I for the l,1.ylindrical heater



- ........

5.1.1 Sketch of idealised bed t,,:I.th cylindr:l.lJal heater
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(power: .....18W, nominal particle diameter "" lOmm).The contour
shape for all of the remaining cases was the same, however, with
variations in scale only, so no further contour plots have been
included here.

Since the sum-of-squared errors conicura are approximately
ellipses with their major and minor axes aligned "'ith the
Rayleigh and Biot nun;ber axes, it may be concluded that there 5.13
little covariance between these parameters.

It can be seen by comparing Tables 5.1 and 5.2 that there is
reasonable agreement between permeability estimated for beds of
lOmmparticles for the different heater types. Furthermore, the
confidence intet-vals for heat transfer coefficients in Table 5.2
are a Httle better than those in Table 5.1. The variations are
st5.11 too large, however, The reason for this is that the
permeability variable is very influential in c.;mparison to
heat- transfer coefficient I that is, a small variation in
permeability affects the predi.ction considerably more than an
equivalent change in the heat-transfer coefHcient.

Since the beds (listed in Table 5.2) Were net; disturbed between
runs using different pot.;rersI the permeabiliti,es should be
identical; ideally one permelilbility only should be fitted for
each bed type, allOWing only Biot numbel~ to vary for the
different power inputs. Such an approach wall found to be highly
Lnconvetrferrc, so individual permeabi),ities were fitted for each
run; the variation in permeability !}btained for a single bed
(1. 3 - 1. 7xl0~7 m2 for lOmmparticles and 2.3 - 2. 9xlO·7 m2was
for 20llUli patticles) deemed acceptable, Note that since the
particle sizes quoted ate nominal, it is quite accept ..ble that
permeability of the bed comprised of 20mm particles is not four
times larger than that; of the bed comprised of lOmm particles.
as would be predicted by the Ergun-derived relation in 2.1.

An attempt was made to solve the problem of obtaining reliable
estimates for heat- transfer coefficient by assigning a single f

(constant) average permeabil:!.ty to each bl1d.type and



re-estimating the heat-transfer coefficient only, using the
methods described above. These results are summarj~,: ~n Tables
5,3 and 5.4.
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Two furthel: attempts
. estimated parameters:

were made
fir ..tly,

to improve
variation of

confidence ill

surface heat

Table 5.3 ~ Fitted Heat Transfer Coefficients ~ Rod Heater
I Q' h hmin h K dmax p

~1 [W.m-2 .K-1] 2 107, ___[.!!!!!!]_[W.m ] l£x
15 6.8 2.9 11.5
20 16

.
9 2.7 15.7 1.6 10

30 8.9 2.9 15.8

Table 5.4 - Fitted Heat Transfer Coefficients - Cylindrical Heater

I . ~WI
h hmin h K

1,-1;1 I
max

-2 ·1 [m2x 107.. [W.m .K ]

5 1.48 0.99 1..97
7,5 0.74 0.49 1.15 0 < 5 I
10 0.33 0.13 0.66
5 10.78 6.74 16.17

10 11.04 6.36 15.72 1,468 10
18 10.89 6.85 14.94- -------- ----
5 4.02 2.31 5.53

7.5 5.25 3.35 6.82 2.6.3 20
10 4.57 3.31 6.32

trat'lsfer cOf.lfficient with surface temperat:ure was allowed, in
tt~O forms. The first form followed the well known result for
convection from flat horizontal plates, \1here film coefficient
vades according to the one-fourth power of the temperature
dif1:erenca between surface and ambient temperatures. The second
form allowed for. a different cont:ribution dependfng on whether
air was entE1lring or leaving the bed. Nel.ther of these models
shoved any discernable differencie in the calculated results I

fi t1:ed RaylE1igh number or surface heati- transfer coefficient.
Further I foll()wing the methods used by Horne & 0' Sl~llivan
(1978)I temperatllre dependence on viscosity and density of the
air (i. e. not lUaldng use of Boussinesq' S assumpni.on) were
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allowed for. This measure did not result in better confidence
levels in estimated parameters, poss fbLy due to experimental
design or maasuxemenc inaccuracy; these results are therefore
not included here.

Secondly, all of the parameters were re"estimated to determine
what effect (. L any) would result from alloWing the heater to be
solid (note that the parameters reported above were estimated
using a model that assumed the heater ':0 be porous. Fig. 5.1.7
shows the streamlines calculated assuming a solid heater. A
porous heater would most accurately represent the case of a
combusting stockpile, but no noticeable difference in the
calculated results or parameters could be ·'etected. This is
showu clearly in Fig. 5.1.8, which compares calculated sv.rface
temperatures for a porous heat.er and a solid heater. There is
clearly little to be gained by rigor-ously representing the
heater ...s solid.

It may be concLudad that heat transfer in porous media may ba
adequatieLy modelled using conductive-convective equations, with
permeability and surface heat-transfer coefficients as
paramecer s , Furthermore, the parameters estimated above may be
used wi't;h fair confidence in situations not far removed from the
laboratory conditions, particularly since it was shown that the
prese'(',cla of the solid heater makes no notd.cab'l,e difference to
the model results.

5.1. 2 Development of a simplifiec. one-diwensional model

Whenattempting predictive modelling of coal stockpiles the rate
of combustion (if any) is not known, and a simpLe model such as
that applied above, is of little use, and is furthermore
exceptionally expens Ive to solve fer beds of any appreciable
size. Also, the actual temperature and flow profile in the bed
are of. little direct Use in assessing combustion hazards.
I<i'.eally, one would like a model which al1o~'1s reasonable
prediction of energy dissipation from simple and accessible
(therefore restricted to the surface) measurements. This was
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tue motivating factor in the development of a simplified model
for estimation of energy dissipation from readily accessible
measurements.

Examination of the contours in the region z=L in Fig. 5.1.2
shows that surface temperatures are adequately represented by
the conductive-convective model Fig. 5.1.6 shows this more
clearly on a T-r plot at the surface. Prompted by the above
observation, an attempt was made to estimate power input from
measured surface temperatures alone. Afr.er fixing surface
heat-transfer coefficients and permeability as originally
estimated (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2), the source, power which
minimised the sum-of-squared temperature pJ;"ediction errors on
the surface only (internal temperatures were not fitted) was
ca.lculated.

Note that in
not varied,
experiments.

these calculations the position of the source 'l1as
and was asaumed to be the same as in the
'The results of these early attempts are not

reported here since they are of no construct'lve use. Tn all
cases, however, a close fj t to the surface temperature was
obtained, and the predicted power input in every caSe was within
10%of what was a.ctual1y used in the exp6riments, demonstrating
that surface temperature may be used as an indiuator of the
energy input to the bed. This concept is clearly applicable to
solid bodies, and is easy to justify in the absence of
convection currents through the body itself.

Encouraged by these numerical experiments, development of a
simplified one-dimensional model was undertakon. The model Was
developed to inve,<'Jtigate the variation of surface temperature
with surface heat·transf~r coefficient and ene~gy input.

The system modelled consists of a horizontal porous layer,
heated along the bottom surface qy a porous heater (see Fig.
5.1.9 for a schematic sketch of the system), Note that the layer
does not rest on an impermeable support, as in Lapwood(1948)
or var i.ous cchar similar studies. Using the Boussinesq
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assumption, the Darcy law, and the equa.tion of continuity,
the following expressions are obtained for temperature and
velocity of convection in the layer (sen Appendix C for
derivation) :

t~hore

(5.2)

Thp tempora.tul.·o and velocity in the Layez , as ().xpectAd, are
interdependetlt on each other. Fo.t:givfln physicill properties and
energy input: pet unit area., <I. '1; must be calculated by solving
equation 5.1, 'which :ts clearly transcendental in v~, Solution
is only possible if done numerically, and a FORTRM~77 program
called 'lAYER' (see Appendi:-cC) \<10.$ \.,r:l.tt,m to achieve this.
Fig . .5 .1.10 shows the variation of the surface t('.mperutut'e (~"'l)
with q and R.al (l(gLPo!(/JO:».

A most interesting feature of Fig. 5.1.10 is thlltl dospite the
vat'illt:ion of Rl.I.l over tt<10 decades (40 t..) 4?OO), '1tJry little
vllriation in the surface tamporature difforo'1co appears (for a
given heat-trr.nafer coefficient). The SU1.·:C.:tce tomporllt:ure
difference m.· t:horafol:'e be l~a1<:onto depend only on onergy input
por unit area, q, and surface hoat-transfer coeffic1.ent h.
Since Ral betweon 40 and 4000 covor& most situutions of
practical interest, and since that pa:mmoter includcn both tho
vertical l"mgt:h scal,e and tho permeability f it is possible to
calculate t'lHlenergy input to the J.ayer k.nowingonly tho surface
tompotaturo and surface hoat- t't.'ansfcr.: coefficiont:. Sut'face
temperatura of n co~l stockpild :1.$ relatively easy to measure,
thus loaving onty tho ~ur£aco hcati- t:r.ansfet' coefficient: to be
determinCld. This need for a rol:!.ublo Gurface hoat-transfer
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coefficient was a major factor motivating the research on that
parameter, discussed above.

This rel.mlt is applied to practical situations as follcws:

The temperature is measured at an F4doquate number of points on
the sut'fac~ 0':: tho medi1.tm. In the e.asc of coal stockpiles, this
may be done by aerial thermography Tho energy input per unit
area 18 calculated llHing the above method and the. measured
suriace temperatut'l3s. and these contributions are SUllUlIP..d or
iutugro.ted over the surface of the medium.

r q(t.'£; (::)] dS (5.3)

s

0.5
Q ." 21l'f t(l(lITs(t'))dr

o
(5.4.)

\-There S i!1 I"t '! exposed surface I and vector x is posl cion on s, G:
e ~on il) thn t(·. al energy being dissipated in tho bed. ThEI
app',icabil~ ':'.y 'of the model has been tOlltcd. (lS disc.ussed below,
und 170und eo be adequate £"r tho intended purpcae ,

Test of' the one-dimensional model

Fot' each st>t:
disrJipation was
heaccr oqn,(S.3)

of moallurcd ~xpo);'J.m(lntal results tho power
ostitunteci as :ilhot1nabove, ]!'or tho cylindrical
takes the foll.owing form:

In doing these calculations throe separate valucs of 11(3.0,
7.0 and 11.0 w.m·2, 1<"1 'l-lOre used. Tho results are
presentod itl Tuble 5.5 bolo\V',
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Table 5. 5..e~Energy Estimated from Measu':ed Surface Temperatures

Q Q h d H
P q

[Wl (W.m·2.K"ll [m] [m]
itlQ_ut estimated

5.5 3.0
5.0 11.0 7.0 0.005 0.3

l6 ..~. 11.0
11.4 3.0

7.5 21.6 7.0 0.005 0.3

31.6 11.0
9.9 3.0

10.0 18.9 7.0 0.005 0.3
27.5 11.0 -2.8 3.0

5.0 5.6 7.0 0.01 0.3
8.6 11.0
5.9 3.0

10.0 11.0' 7.0 0.01 0.3
_...15.6_ 11.0 -........ "" ..... 3.013,3

18.0 23.8 7.0 0.01 0.3
32.4 11.0- 3.2 3.0

5.0 6.2 7.0 O. (\'1, 0.3

-- 9.~ 11.0
4.4 3.0

7.5 8.4 7.0 0.02 0.3
12.4 11.0
4.7 3.0

10.0 8.7 7.0 0.02 0.3
12.2 ~b.Q ..

Clearly, if a reliable hoat-transfer coe££icient i" used when
applying the simplified model, the accuracy of the estimated
pOl'ler input is quito (l(!coptl.1ble, and the model is suitable for
application as suggested,
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Since independent: data on power input and surface ter.:peratures
of porous media are extremely scarce, it was necessary to
simulate additional results with ""hich the model could be
further tested. Surface temperatures on a large, cylindrically
symmetrical bed \'lere therefore simulated using the
conductive-convective model discussed above. This is justified
since it has been clearly demonstrated in this chapter and oth(-Jr
publications that temperatures in porous media are adequacal.y
modelled by such an approach.

The bed simulated had a radius of 10m and a height of 10m, and
was composed of 10mm particles. The power source had both
t:adius and height equal, to 101m, and was located in ''lario'Us
positions. The power input was also varied; a surface
heat-transfer coefficient of 11 W.m-2.IC1 was used for.: all
of the simulations. The purpose of these simulations was to
obtain surface temperatures for large beds, with sources of
varying size, so that the effects of these changes (if any) on
the estimates' could be examined. The power input to the
simulated bed was estimate~ using equation (5.4); the results of
this are shown in Table 5.6.

Table S. 6 ~ Energy Estimated from Simulated Telliperatures

--Q h d Ii

[Wl I' ·2 -1 lL [m?W.m .K 1
5.0 6.3 11.0

50.0 53.5 11.0 0.01 6.1
500.0 507.6 -~"""'. 11.0 --5.0 6.9 11.0 0.01 8.3
500.0 5:31~.5 11.0 -5.0 4.8 11.0 0.01 2.8
50.0 50.4 11.0

From the results in Table 5.6 it can be seen that the position
and size of the source are also not important in estimating the
power input from thEl surface temperatut:es and so we may conclude
that thi.s simplified model over the range of parameter values
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used, which is rea.sonable for coal stockpiles, is a useful one
for monitoring spontaneous combustion.

The only major discrepancy could be caused by having an
incorrect value of the surface heat transfer coefficient. Since
in most cases measured surface temperatu't'es are compared to

those taken at an earlier time I the actual value of h is not
too critical. Furthermore, values of h for different coal
stockpiles are not likely to vary significantly, so that
comparison between different piles should also be valid.
Finally, once a body of measurements has been built up,
including occasions where burning has actually occurred lone
should be able to more readily interpret such results.

Discussion

Real coal stockpilQ,$ and \lIas1:;odumps tend to be very large and
inhomogeneous and j~he cask of modelling the dwnps is well nigh
impossible. If one could have a simple overall estimate of
energy dissipation this CQuld be vcry valun J.e for two reasons.

One would like to have such a measure of energy dissipation for
burning dunnps in order to try to estimate the amount of
pollut:iol.1. such as sulphur dioxide being discbarged in!", the
atmosphere. If one knew the onGrgy dissipa.tion rate. One could
reasonabl.y est:imata the burnin~ rata using a known heat: of
rauct:i.on and hence through the known concentration of the
materia.l in the eMl, the pollutant discharge rate.

FU'l:thermore one would also like to be able to use the result to
decide when spontaneous combustion in a dump or stockpile is
becoming a problem so that the necessary prevontit:l.ve action,
such as "digging the hot spot out", could be tal~en. It is
expensive and difficult: to do this "digging out", and one would
like to be sure there was a real problem before taldng such
action; on the other hand if one ~V'aits too long and the matcirial
is too hot, exposing it to the atmosphere is dangenoun and the
ensuing fire difficult to extinguish.
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For monitoring of large dumps the only really feasible approach
is to use
helicoptel:' .

infra-red
Only in

thermography
this way is

preferably
it: really

done from
possi.hle

a
to

identify "tempP-l:ature anoma.LLes" in the surface temperatures at
some point~ relative to the rest of the surface.

Exper:i.(mce has ahown that it is essential to do such surveys
under some sort of "standard conditions" in order to interpret
the results. It i.s most conveni.ene to do these surveys on a
cloudless still night just before dawn. This is often done at
full ~oon in order to ease the navigation problems involved.

In order to turn these surface temperature measuremencs into
some sort of quantitative measure of the energy dissipation
rate, it is clear one needs an estimate of the s\~rface heat
transfer coefficient. It is also clear from the analysis in the
previous section that the result is fairly sensitive to the
value of this' parameter. Thus to effectively use 't:11is simple
model it is necessary to obtain some value for this quantity and
preferably know how or :!,f the value changes with the w'eather
conditions.

The value of the heat transfer coefficient used by Brooks and
Glasser (1986) in their calculations was one estimated by
assuming the main mechanism for heat loss from the
surface (other than that romoved by the flowing gas) was
radiation. In this case assuming black body radiation to
ambient temperature the value of the heat transfer coefficient
one can calculate is about 6 W'. m...21~·1 \lrhich is entirely
consistent t'l'ith the estimated val.ues in Table 5.5, but does not
show the variations for the different pa.rticb sizes.

Brooles [18 J in some experiments on an insulated coal bed open at
both ends, found that his temperature ..time results on both
cooling and reaction runs could be fitted using heat transfer
coefficients at the bottom and top of the bed with values of 3.7
W.m-2, lel and 9.3 W.m-2, rl respectively.
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As snen front the values in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 there is not a
consi.stent variation of heat transfer coefficients with particle
size, though the values for each particle size do not appear to
vary with pO'll'er input. Of course different coals have very
different surf.1.ces ranging from bright shiny to dull matte and
it could be expected, certainly, if radiation is important, that
this alone would give rise to a range of values.

The problem is made worse by diurnal temperature variations
beIng superimposed on the surface of the dump. However ac it is
the difference between the "anoma.ly"and the rE:!st of the surface
that: is being measured this effect is not as large as one might
at j;irst think. Obviously rain can also have a major effect on
sud:ace temperatures and. wind has the dual effect of changd.ng
the surface heat transfer coefficient as well as forcing air
thr()ugh the dump, and so possibly changing the oxidation rate.

All one ~an say is that the larger the energy diSSipation rate,
the smaller the problGms caused by these other effects, thus in
the:se surveys one is looking for consistent patter-ns. It has
often been observed when one is doing the me:l.surement·just
before dawn that at such an "anomaly" one first sees a "surface
cold spot" which is later follo,qed at the same or a neighbouring
place by the "surfa.ce hot spot". It would appear that this is
caused by the cool air moving into the dump having a lat'ger
effect on surface temperatures in the early stages of
self-heating, than the hot air laa.vi.ng it. This situa.tion then
rapidly changes over to a hot-spot which then exhibits ever
increasing s\trfacEl temperatures.

In pra.ctice dumps of differen.t particle sizes show very
different types of "surface" anomalies. One can use this model
t'o combine all the information into a single useful criterion by

which one can decide when further c.onfirmatory action is needed.
This action usually takes the rc,l.'"TII of sending a. person to the
suspect area and knocking a tetnperaturll and oxygen probe a metre
or two into the material, to confirm if there is a real problem.
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In the case of burning dumpsagain the manner of burning is very
different for material of different particle sizes. For lurger
particles burning tends to take place much deeper in the dump
and to be spread over a larger area than for smaller particles,
Where burning is often in the toe of the dump, Again the
criterion can be used in c.ombining all the results into a single
measure of the burning or energy dissipation rate.

From th~s discussion it is clear that a theory describing
variation of surface heat~transfer coefficient with convection
rat.. , surface characteristics, energy dissipation etc. would be
most useful in developing and maintaining a database of surface
heat transfer coefficients which may be expected in such
si tuatri.cns, Such a theory has been de.veloped by Glasser t

Wil1i.ams, Brooks, Burch and Humphries (1990) The predictive
surface~temperature model, together .ritn the heat-transfer
coefficient theory, provides a simple and reliable method for
moni':::oringand grading combustion hazaxds l.n the field.

Because of the insensitivity to other parameters (depth,
permeability, etc.) the surface remparatarre theory discussed
above provides a basis for comparison between a wide 'wlriety of
si.tuations with differing surface temperature patterns, even in
the absence of a heac- transfer coefi:lcient model. As a result of
this it should 11l:ovepl...sible in the future for the wh.:>le
pro~:ess of monitot:ing and protecting dumps and. stocl~pi1es to be
dona on a muchm()re scientj,fic basis.

In reality of course the heat $01.1.1':ceis not: a heater but a
section of the coal oxidizing (undeirgo Lng a chemical reaction).
This fact should in no way significantly alter the concLusi.on as
the flow and heat transfer mechanisms will be relatively
unl'l.ffected by the chemical reaction. Furthermore if ~tll the
oxygen is adsorbed the molar flow rllte of the air will Imly be
reduce,1 by 20%. Conversely if all the oxygen is turned into
carbon monoxide the molar flow~rate will be increased 'by 20%

while if it is all turned to carbon dioxide the flow rat~\ will
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remain unchanged with only a change in the meanmolecular weight
of the gas. All of these effects are essentially negligible
relative to the purposes to which the model is intended t·') be
used. Thus one can see that the model is directly applicable to
self-heating situations in real stockpiles of coal.

5.2 Modelling Transient MomentumTransfer in Porous Media

Steady-state momentumtransfet' experiments may be used to
determine the ef:fective permeability of a bed by using
equation (1.1), in much the same way as effective thermal
conductivity of a solid body is determined by measuring energy
flux and temperature gradient (Flumerfelt & Slattery 1969),

Such effective values are of little use under conditions
different to those of the experi.nent, particularly if unsteady
behaviour is being investigated, whare certain inhomogeneities
may play no role at all (SUch as a layer of material located at
depths to wh:ich cyclic surface-d.isturbances do not reach)
Fu~thermore, in the case where the porous body is not contained
by ~Y'ell·de.fined, impermeable walls, steady flow methods are
difficult if not imp"- .;.ble to apply, for the simple reason that
there is either no defined end-point at which to measure any
variable, or any suclt I endpoint' is totally inaccessible.

Furthermore I if estimates of conductivity or permeability of
materials are required unde:r circumstances which ...rould not allow
e.xtraction of a sample, or where such extractio11/sampl:l.ng were
either impossible or self~defeating, the steady~state
m~asureme';1: technique would be completely unsud.t.abLe, For
example, it is impossible to sample do nonhomogeneousbody of
loose particles in its natural form, and therefore the
steady·flot>l method of permeability or thermal conductivity
measurement is extremely difficult to apply.

Such circumstances call f.or £1. method which does not rely on the
ddmensi.cns of the ' container' I such ".s seismology ultra*sound
imagi.ng. All such techniques rely on the analysis of
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reflections of disturbances imposed on the 'system'. A common
feat1.1re of the abovementioned examples is that the disturbance
(seismic ~xplosion or ultrasonic vibration) must be reflected to
a degree by the entities wh~..ch are to be probed. Hence, the
signal energies and f:c:equencies used for ultrasonic Lmagfng
depend on whether one is testing for defects in materials, or
whether one is scanning a human to monitor the progress of an
unborn infant. The energy used to scan a meta.l component for
defects would pass straight through a human body, or cause
considerable damage and pain at any rate.

In summary then, a measurement technique applicable to
uncontained porous bodies of arbitrary geometry must possess the
follOWing characteristics:

- the points \1£ disturban'le and measurement 1l1\),Stbe readily
accessible, ~referably at the same point

- the disturhance signal must be adequately , l:eflected'

- the technique must not require the porous body to be
contained within walls of any sort.

Since permeability and voidage are properties of po'rous media
which primarIly affect flowrate/pressure distributions, it would
make moat .rense if flow and pressure were used to probe pczous
medi..., lo.sing principles which parallel seismology and ultras,';lund
ted",niques.

Th~ development of a measuremenn technique which avoids the
problems associated with steady-state methods and does not
require the porous body to be contained, is discussed and
appLf.ad below.
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5.2.1 Development of a surfaM"based method for characterising
porous media

A method of permeability measurement has been devised which has

eur ch ' s crust, and to
used in engineering,

similarities to sa i smf.c probing of the
general frequency testing methods
particularly in the fields of
(Luybon, 1982) and reactor analysis
method proposed if, summarised be'l.ow:

process control theory
(Levenspiel, 1.972). The

If one were to force a cyclic flow of fluid into & porous body
from a free surface (for example by mounting a reciprocating
compressor en tho bed), it would be expected that the pl:essurQ
variation within the bed 'of auld depend on the int~rnal structure
of the bod., at least to the extent that the flow penetrated. By
increuai'l the. frequency of the flowrat:e cycl,c ,one vlould expect
that varying pO'l:tionr. of the bed would exert influence on tho
flow, by means of resistance to flow (permeability) and
,~a!>acitanco for retaining tho fluid in i.nterst:itial Spaces
(voidnge) . By analysing the diffe.rences be.tt>1een the pressure
history measured at various frequencies, one could in principle
deduce the internal structure of the bed.

AJ.though ehe basic principle of this frequ~mcY'response method
is very common, as referenced above, the m~thor: could find no
cNidenco of this particular ,/pe of upplica.tion in the
literature. One study that bMrs scmo small rosemhlunco is that
of Nmne.thand Virag (1989), who modelled tho equulioo.t.i.on of gaa
pressures in packed beds. the maj or differonco hotlY'oen that
study and this is that Nemeth and Virag aaaumed tho prcsaure at
tho surfaco (if the bed to be an ' a priori' known function, and
that thoy mJOd stop ehanges in this surf.ace pX'oGsuro;
furthormore, eh" study did not address tho offecto of
inhomogeneity on the prorwuro history,

It is thus be l.Lovcd that this mothod of prob:!..rl,gporous media by
imposj,ng only surfaco disturbances .io novel nnd "1Q.11 vlorth
investigating.
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Although the idea. is applicable (in theory at any rate) to a
general inhomogeneity, it is conceptually and mathematically
simpler to allow inhomogensity only in che dir.ection normal to
flow, i.l;. in the case of infinitely laX'go surface for flow,
Lnhomogeno Lcy is allowed only in planar layers, normal to the
direction of flow, and for a po Inti- OJ:' sphazevshaped sUl"face I

only sphexf.oal.Ly- (or hemispheric ally· ) symmetrical layers of
inhomogeneity are allowed. The assumpti01,'l.of planar flO'l>1 cl'olarly
does not apply to the si.tuation where a compressor is mounted on
the surface of 11 bed, since the £low pattern would tend to be
largely spherical; furthermore, the mnjority of the £low "10uld
tend to reverse, and leave the bed i.n an annular :tegion close to
the drcumfercnce of the compre,9sor Imouth' ,

Although it greatly simplifies modelling of the Situation.,
restricting flow and inhomogeneity to a planar configuration
prevents direct application to practical situntions, Such
simpJ.ificatiOtiD do however 0.110'" for primary ver:i.£ication and
demonstration of the method.

The modelling of such a £lystem is c~nceptually simple (within
the li,mita of available phenomenological, laMS describing flow in
porous media), and tho d£~r:l."l).tion/3of mr>dela which use Darey's
la\'1 to relate pressure gradient and floW' 'lre detailed in
Appendix D. 'the most rigorou,; modol allows for apherical
geometry and compressibility of the fluid, ,'lnd spherical
inhomogeneity; the simplt30t model alloWS for' planRl;',
incompressible flo,,, in hcmcgcnecus bodies only,

The equations describing the pressure ,,,ithi.n a porous body, for
planar, compressible flow, arc reproduced hore for conven~.ence.

(5.5)

l?(X,O) co Pumb (5.6) (:';.7)
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P (O)V (0)c c

(5.8)

where Pc is the pressure inside the reciproc~ting device which
is used to impose the pressure fluctuation. By
definition, this is also P(xQO,t) {Fa]

Vc is the (sinusoidally) varying volume of the
rec'~¥~cating device [m3]

L is the ~dPth of the porous body (m]
x is distance, measured in the direction of flow [m]
e is voidage. [ - )
!lamb is the .ambient pressure [Pal
A is the tl.C'eaof the one-dimensional bed measured

normal to the flow (m2]

Some important'features of the above equations are:

• K appears inside th~ bracleets on the left hand side of
equation (5.5), (see Appendix D for d(lrivation), resulting i.n
a nonlinear equation for cases ~1here K is not constant. It
i.s primarily this term which influences the p.ressure gra.dient
in nonhomogeneous bodies, as will presently be seen.

- Note that although void fraction of the medium (6) directly
affects th~) permeability K, the term e appear-s in the
coef:Hcient of the time derivative as wall as the boundary
condition (5.8), in its own right. This means that porous
media with equal permeabilities bl).t different voidnge
characteristics will have different amplitud(~~frequoncy
chal;actel:istics I as demonstrated be l.ow.

• The boundary condit::l.on (5.8) contains the velume integral of
the prosstlre within eha body; as n )':'e.sult, the solution of
this set ot equations is not a simple t.ask , 'Mcmathand Vit'ng
(1.989) US$ a Newton method to soIve their somewhat simpler
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equat.ions, but the author is not aware of a simple technique
for the solution of the equations listed above, especia.lly in
the case of varying 1< (and more particularly di$continuous 1<,
as in the case of layered beds, or strata).

A numerical method of solution has been used, for the l;"sasons
discussed above. A FORTRAN 77 program using Nag routine D03PGF
(1982) as the core PDE solver was written. The complex boundary
cond1tion (5.S) and supporting code Wa.9 developed by the author,
and a printout of the program is pres~nted in Appendix D.

5.2.2 Application of the model

5.2.2.1 Trends in pressure 'measured' at x=O

The scena:t;io ddscuaaed in 5.2.1 above was modelled using the
method described in Append~'~ P, for a range of pulsation
fr£:.l'I\\enc.ies.Table 5.7 S1.\l) tises the model parameters used.
Note ::hat a :pormenbi.J.ity ratio of 9 is caused by a particle
diameter ratio of only 3 (all elsa being equal): such a ratio in
pa.rticle di.:unetersis not: di£ficl).ltto iDlilg.Lneor encounte-r. The
location of the interface bet.:wM.nthe more permeable mate'>:ial
(upper region) and the less permeable material (lower region)
was varied from 0.21 to L in steps of 0.2L. Seo Fig. 5.2.1 for a
schematic rep:r.esontation of the composite bed, 'rho maximum
pl:'ess\\reat the surface was determined for each f't'equency, and
these figures plotted a.gllinst each other. The p'l':'ocedurawas
repeated for each of the interface positions.
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5.2.1 Schematic sketch of layered bed
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S.2.2 Plot of pressure amplitude ?£fset VB. frequency
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Table 5.7 - Base Case Parameters for Pnew~atlc Test Simulations

Ie c-) I 0.42

I~ (mm)I 0.4/0.12

Irps (-) I 0.6 4 x 10-11 m2.

IVo (m3)I 5.0 ~ K '" or
I~V (m3) I 0.002 4 x 10-12 m2

It (m) I 0.45
IA (m2)I 0.031 c.f. measured permeabilities,

I see section 4.1.1

Fig. 5.2.2 shows the plots of , pH tude vs . frequency for the
five different bed composicions, superimposed on one g~~~h. As
expec ced , in the limit of low frequency, whel~eneither section
of the bed pxesencs any appreciable resistance to flow, the
pl;Msure measured at the surface does not depend on bed
composition.

Note: Numerical modelling of such a system at very low
frequency is difficult and prone to numeri-::a1 inst':abiJ.ity
due to very small pressure gradients, as well as
computationally expensive. Model results t;hf.}refore begin
at a frequency of approximately 2 rad,iaM per second.

A further measure which may be infor~lativfl hel:;'(!is the relatiol'!.
between the maximumpressure measured at the surface of the bed
and the position in which the piston is at: that time. Fo~ a
totally imperme,\\ble bed, the ma~dmumpressure will coinci,d~ 'llrit:h
bottom- daad-c.entrre of the piston, and lil<ewise for an
infinitely pezmeabLe bed. However, for a finite permeability I

the retarding effect of the bed on the f.lc~'w would a1tel;' this,
and therefore investigation of the ' lag' is considered
WOl;'th"li1e, ll'or instanc.e, experiments ccnductied uoi.tg ,orifice
plates as (lumped) resistance to flow (see Chapter 4) show that
time lag Lncraases as resistance to flow increases, and that
this effect dimini,shes as fr~quency increases.
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Definition: 'Lag' here is defined as t:he (angul.ar or time)
difference between the occurrence of maximum
pressure and bottom- dead cen1:re of the piston.

Fig. 5.2.3 showu variation in tilllt:llag with frequency, for the
parame~ers listed in Table 5.7. The character of these results
is in general agreement with measured lags (see Chapter 4), but
no quantitative conclusions can be made without further work,
both experimental and theoretical. In any case, the behaviour of
lag with frequency is as expected: a more permeable, homot,nueous
bad (curve a) experiences a smaller lag than a bed whose bottom
80% (curve e) is one tenth as permeable as the former bed.
Furt:hel;"work on this aspf;lctis raquired if quantitati11e results
are to be ohtained.

5.2.2.2 Trends in pressure profile within the bnd

It can be seen in Fig. 5.2.2 that the amplitude measured at x=O
j,ncreases faster for beds in which the less permeable layer
occurs nearer to t11(, surf'aco, The reason for this iI, that as
frequency in.creases, l.arger velocities (and therefore larger
pressure ~radients) are cllused in the bed, Flows in the lower,
less parmeab Le layer of the bed are retarded, to the extent
where increasing portions of the lower, less pezmaab Ls region
experience smaller and smaller deviations from ambient pressure.
As smaller regions of the bed beccme 'IlvailableI to acccmodat;e
compression taking place in the piston, pressure must increase
accordingly. The presence of larger. und larger purtions of loss
permeable material in the bed amplifies this affect:, hence the
behaviour l1fthe curves ittFig. 5.2.2.

When vl.l.ryingthe bed' compositj,on, one would expect to see
evidence of the 'Lwaibbility' (discussc'd above) in the pres:,ure
profiles. This is i.ndeed the case, as shown in Fig;. 5.2.4, which
compares the pressure profiles for the various layered heds, for
the same patameters as Table 5.7, except that AVQO.0045m3
(demonstrating chat small pressure varia.tione I and hence
gradients, still show adequate resolution). The point in t.ime
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selected for 'freezing'
rel~iprocating device is
clarity and contrast in
frequency is constant

the ptessure gradients is when the
at bottom-dead-centre (for maximum

the profiles); in this case, pulsation
at 4 revolutions per second.

It is very clear from this graph that, as expected, there is
little or rio gradient: in the upper (higher permeability) section
of the bed, and comparatively large gradients in the upper
regions of the less pe rmaabLe sections. As the volume of the
less permeable section becomes a smaller and smaller fraction of
the total volume, the effect becomes less marked, as expected,
to the po Int; where no pressure gradient is evident (see curve
e). Note also the slightly less-than-ambient pressure of curve
a, above appro~lmately x/LPO.9.

In the limit as frequency becomes large, the layered bed will
begin to behave as a shallow bed with depth equal to the depth
of the upper, more porous layer. This behaviour is a clearly
evident in Fig: 5.2.5, calculated using the base case parameters
in Table 5.7. Fig. S.2.!i compares the pressure profile at
varf.oua frequencies, for a bed with a less permeable layer
located at 40% of total depth (once again, the profile was
I frozen' with the reciprocator at bottom dead centre). It is
clear from the graph that that the gradients in the two regions
of the bed dif:£er more and more as frequency increases. The
higher the f.re'1uency, the less gas is contained in the lower
region of the bed, due to its higher resistance to gao flow (see
curve e)

It has therefore been demcns trraued that by varying the frequency
of the disturbance at the ~Iurface, the bad is 'probed' to
vlllCying depths (small freq\J,encies probe deeper than high
frequencies). Bed structure can thus be deduced by comparing the
amplitude-frequency characte:d.stic to that of a simple, k-nown
bed.

Onemight also be J.nterested in the void fraction 'lI'ariatil.)n of a
bed, (bearing in mind that for beds of particulates,
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petmeabHity is strongly dependent on void fraction). It is
possible. though. for layers of similar permeability to have
different void fractions if the shape of the pa.rticles in the
layers is different ._onsider sand shape particles vs ,
shale-type particles of the same characteristic diameter).

5.2.3 Interpretation of model results

The effect of a layer of different void fraction (p~rameters as
in Table 5.7) is shown in Fig. 5.2.6; the graph shows the
amplitude-frequency characteristic for a bed of fixed size.
whose lower portion has a void fraction of 0.36 as opposed to
0.42 in the upper section. Note: to isolate the effects of
voLdaga here. the permeability of the entire bed was kept
uniform at 1.48xlO-llm2.

The depth of the section with 0.42 void fraction varies from 20%
of total bed depth to 100!/sof total bed depth; in all cases.
petmeability Was kept const-ant. To facilitate comparison. each
curve in Fig. 5.2.6 was normalised by its own low-frequency
valUej the res1.1ltant curves are shown in Fig. 5.2.7. It is
clear that voidage has a significant effect in its own right.
quIte apart from its effects on permeability. Fig. 5.2.8 shows
the variation of lag with frequency for the beds with different
voidage layers. Thus one can in principle detect the presence of
layers with varying voidage by such measurements, though the
resolution between ampl:i.tudes or lags for the different beds is
small, and measurements will have to be taken with great care.
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Ideally. one would like to be able to analyse the
amplitude-frequency and lag-frequency characteristics and arrive
at a quantitative description of the bed. Since inc~easing the
frequency leads to a diminishing portion of the bed being
active. in theory one could devise a 'deconvolution' which would
give some quantitative measure of the perm(~ability·dept:h
relationship from the amplitude-f:-:equenc.y respotlSe curve. All
disturbance- reflection measurement; techniques reqUire analysis
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of the resu1r::s in some such way, since all reoul cs , right across
the frequency runge I are uffoc ti3d by the material nearest: to the
surface. and to a lesser extent (dependent on frequency in this
caso ) by the matE'·J a'. f'.1rther away.

To !lecua'll)' determi ..,. 11 I~,d.t:able deconvolution would require 0.

substantial effort and clmsidorable mathematical sophistication,
as well as a large amount of further experimental results for
vorif:l.cation. One might study the methods used to doconvoluto
sonic and uJ.t'l:asonic
analysis methods usad
sueh an in dep th study

imaging measurements, or the seismic
by geologists and geophysicists, though
is not within the IJcope of this thesis.

5.2.4 Discusaion.

Although tho above applic.:ltion is artificial in that model
1;'00u1t8 arc explained 1<111;hprio:c ImmY'lodgc of bed at:ruct\!~:o, and
tho bod ia ar~i£icially containod in an impormeablo container,
the reo'l1t;::; do domonstt'ato that inhomogeneity of i.l. porous medium
may in principle bo deduood from sur£'aClt1 mcasuremenes only.
Furthnrmoro, these roau.!.ts woro aufficiontlJ encouraging to
prompt oxpt\ri.mentul investi.gation of the mothod.

The (m~"i·.1mcntul procedure is discussed an Chapter 3, and the
reHu1t.~l prcwonto.1 in Chapter 4. 'I.'he meaauz'ed frequoncy r(;)spomJf.l
behaViour diopb.yed u pa.rt1.m.tlur f.ea.ture which roqui.ros mention
hero I tltU10ly that for Laycrod bada \tl\lch as that described in
5.2.2. above) , there was 0. sharp trans i tion in the
amplitudo-frequoncy bL'lulViomi. In '(J(l:rtic\\lar, the. slope oj: the
lllnp1l.tudc-f:cc(jucncy curve incroased sharply at a point. This
:fn(ltUl:o io cloarly not apparone in tho model :t:ooults pl:ooentod
abcvo , and no Iltt:empt at: builrling n model which o'ltpl.dns ch:l.s
phcnemonen succeeded,

1~hoprasence at.' an inL'1oxion just above tho low frequency rogioli
in a foat~\lr(l of a nu.mber of How-r(lsista.nco modF'1." inc.l.ttding £l

\lin!~lo lumped'rooist:nnco modol, and a mu].tiple l:'(lnistanco !nodol
(00(\ Appondix D,D .1.2), and ~'10uld thol:'cfo:.:o not out::i.ofa.ct:orily
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explain the sudden t:mnsition. Fig. 5.2.9 chows a sketch of the
multi~resistance model referred to above. Flg.5.2.10 shows a
plot of the frequency-amplitude behaviour for four related sets
of resistances, and Fig. 5.2.11 a plot of time lag va.
frequency. Tho model. parkmeters used are sUIlUllarised in Ta.bla 5.8
below (see Appendix D for modul derivation)

Ta.ble 5.8 • Parameters for Lumped Resistanco Model
CaSe A Case B Case C cas;2..J

K:1 5 5 5 5

XlZ 5 5 5 0.5 K:n
Ie:> 5 5 0.5 0.5 is

_K:4 5 0.5 0:5 0.5 of
VI 0.2
V,). 1
Vs 1 for all cases Vn
V4 1. i---

(in arbitrary units)
offective permeability
hole n

in arbitrary units
s volumo of cha.mber n

Caan A eorrclIJponds 1:0 U complot"ly hcmogcnecua bod, and casas B
ehrcugh D corrospond to bods \.,it:h a less. ~m(labl0 layer at tho
bottom, in various positions. The inflexion a.t low £'requenc,y is
obvious I even in case A. Tho presence of the inflexiol"1 at low
frequency, also apparont in tho single lumpod t'osistnnce case,
is thereforo not. indicative of inhomogeneity.

It ~V'ould nppoo:r howevcr , that tho upwnrd inflmtiol1. in tue
f,p:..:.mt'od amplitude (tWO Fi~. "s 4.ln through 4.6a) for laY0l:'nd
bods is not ovid':mt: in those model results. 'rhe causa of tho
inflexion in tho measured rooults is not; claar yet, though a
number of pOMiblo cnUE10S exist:

1) A transition from lnmtnar to turbulent £10to1above a cot'tain
froquency, ttl such a mannel: tho.t it manifosto il:~IClf

pm:til"ulatly ifl the lowol:, Leas p(»rmonble layer. Thin could
1:0SU.I.' in 0. sha.rp it\crons(l in frictional Losaos (a.nal,agouo to
the 110ult in friction factor evide.nt: in single"phase £1otol in
p:l.pos and channe.l.s) , itl turn giving a. t:rannit::i.on tn the
amplitude-frequency bohaviour.
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2) Inadeq\ulcy of the Darcy Law in describing the flows present.
Indeed, the major 'restriction of Darcy's ],aw is that it is
valid only for laminar flow in homogen~ous media only. The
modelling wcrk described above has planar flow at all times,
whereas the experimental apparatus emp l.oyed (see Cha.pter 3)

made use of what approxtmaced spherically symmetric flow
patterns. The rosult of; this is that the a:~M for flow would
have been small near to the source, rEHlulting in higher
veloci ties, and therefore higher prossura gradients. It: is
believed t:hat the magr,itude of pressure gradients present in
the bed render the DIl1:cylaw inadequate.

It is tempting to dra'I1 the general conclusion that a sudden
transition i11 the amplitude~frequency curve :1.£1 an indicatot' of
large-scale inhomogene,ity. There is, howevc,r, "lot sufficient
information at this stage to support such a C0l1!1J.usion, and
f;'t.trthBr wo:r:kis requi'ced, both on the model and the experimental
equipment and techniques.

Note, howover, that there is reasonablo agreement (in cha.racter)
between the time lag results of the rigorous numerical model and
the lumped-parameter multi-chamber model; while such qualitative
results a'l!e encouraging, they are not U$eful in their present
form, and more modelling work is requir.ed tv devolop the
tochniquu adequately

I't: remains to per:eol:m an in~depth modelling and expor:l..nental
study of the phenomena discussed in this $ootion, particularly
~\Tith a view to under's tanding and improving on tho
phenornene Iogf.cal, luwl~ ~IThichdescribe the unsteady I .:!ompreof)j,ble
flow tIThich ceeurs in t:h,o experimental beds.

S..3 Conclllsi.ons

Tho above discussions and applicntiom: have demonstrated that
management of coul 8toclq)ilo$ basad on sudaco maasuzeraenne is a
viable proposition. In particular, tho energy re1oas!) Iqit:hin
$t:ocl~pilas may now be ostimated using a scientifically bllsed
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The most likely positive development regarding the energy
estimation technique would be a reliable theory for heat
transfer coefficients on e~posed surfaces of porous media.

theory, which appears to give consistent estimates based on
comparf.sonwith laboratory results. The major uncareatntv of the
estimates arises from the value of surface heat transfer
coefficient assumed. In the event that only comparative
estimates for stockpiles ~tnder certain similar conditions 111;e
required, this is not a major shortcoming, since the heat
transfer eoefficient''''on the different piles lllay,to a first
approximation, be assUllledequal.

Further work on the aspects of modelling unsteady momentUlll
transfer (as discussed in 5.2 above) is required to develop the
method to a level where the time and effort are justified by the
quality of the results obtained. Reliable and eff:l.cient
lllodellingprovides the key to improving and adapting measurement
and Ulonitoring techn:l.quesifurther work on the models is
required, both to define the limits of validity and to make nuch
calct\lations more effectiVE! and accessible to practit:i.onersin
related fields.
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6 A Systematic Approach to Coal Stockpile Management

Preceding chapters have deveLoped and verified some concepts
which are applicable to coal stockpile
monitoring and management, namely:

the efficacy of classical heat transfer coefficients in
modelling surface temperatl.ll:e of coal stockpiles

• the predictable relationship between surface temperature of a
stockpile and the energy di$sipa,tion wi,thin

• the relationship between the measured response of a bed to a
periodic pressure disturbance and the internal structure of
that bed

The intention of this chapter is to describe a sy~tematic
approach to monitoring; coal stockpiles, one which combines
previously published findings and the ideas mentioned above.
The basic systom which is discussed in the remainder of this
chapter is intended to specifically address the following
questions:

• whether a stockpile (or section thereof), previously known M

be stable or non-ccmbustdng , is stondily deval.op Lng into a
combustion hazard

• in the event of an eXisting or developing combustion hazard
being identified, some scientifically informed measures of
controlling and possibly eliminat:j,ng the combustion are
required. This t~ould include the type of measures to be tal.::en
as well as the locati.on at which action would bast be eaken.

In the c e \qhere a new stocltpile is to be built,
preventati"la measures should be taken; effective and
practical meaSlut'GSmust be devised, and this is best done
using a scientific approach.
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The discussion below propoSes an approach that is systematic and
makes use of the techniques which have been develop ~d in this
thesis. As thesu methoc.s are further developed, improvements to
the system can be made, particularly with regard to the
quantitative nature of the permeability probing technique. The
most obvious route for improv~ment of any of the techniques is
the adjustment of parameters, so that model results mora
accurately correspond to observed behaviour. All observations,
measurements, and subsequent calculations should "e recorded,
and a systematic database maintained, so that mt ..1 parame'Cers
can be regularly assessed and updated.

Existing data on behaviour of the interior of coal stockpiles is
vcty very scarce, so the accuracy of any of the techniques
developed here can not be assessed a priori; it is for precisely
this reason that simulated temperatures were used for
preliminary verification of the energy release estimation
technique (see 5.1.2) . Ir is only by combining field
ebservatn ons with theori.cs that the suitabilIty of the results
to practical applications will be improved, thus bridging the
gap between laboratory and stockpile.

Due to the sheer size of Illost stockpiles, and the methods used
to lay them, it is necessary to have some fom of map of the
surface, such as a cartesian or polar coordinate system, with
reference point/s which are visible from a height suitable for
helicopter based infra-red thermography measurements. For the
remainder of the discussion it will be assumed that the
stockpiles(s) has been surveyed, and that a su::'.:able map has
been dram'. up.

It is suggested that pre't.iminary infra-red thermogl.'aphs be
recorded and studied to decide on the initial resolution
requi:l;'ad j:or temperaturE;:measurements.
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6.1 Identification of Developing Combustion Hazards

Having decided on a grid, infra-red thermographs (IRT) must be
measured regularly, at two or three day intervals, until other
indications of the required frequency become available. In tht!
case of a recently laid stockpile, it may be necessary to wait
for weeks or months before any significant surface temperature
variations become apparent. In this case, initally, weekly rRT's
shoul.d be adequate. Every attempt must be made to measure the
IRT's under standard conditions, such as discussed in Chapter 5
(just before daWl1,and at full moon in the case of navigational
problems. etc. ), and considerable care is recommended in the
selection of temperature intervals. Fig. 5.1. 8 shows that a
temperature difference of only 3°C can indicate an energy flux
as high as 40 W.m-2. It is recommended that the rRT range be
set from ambient temperature to ambient plus S·Ci it will soon
become apparent whether a smaller or larger range is required.

As soon as measureable differences between surface and ~'mbiet').t:
temperatures start to occur t it will be noticed that higher
temperatures occur in ' islands' surrounded by regions of '!. "t"el:;
temperature. This is cha.racteristic of convection in large beds,
see Bradshaw (1990). At this stage, the energy assoc.iated with
some of the more extreme hot: 'islands' (hot spots) should be.
calculated using the methods desc.ribed ea.rlier. The map
discus.::ed above is necessary to referenc)e the hot spots (which
may mov or change size with t:ime, thereby becoming
unreccgn •. ble) and so that the scale of the IRT is known.
Without: the scale, the tRT cannot: be used to estimate total
energy associated with a hot spot. In the absence of any data
to the contrary, it is recommended that a heat transfer
coefficient of 7 tV.m"llel be used.

The hot spots on the surface mark regions in which hot air and
volatile combustion products leave the stockpile, so the oxygen
and carbon monOXide/dioxide content of' the gas should be
measured; this data is complementary to estimates of energy
release associated with each hos spot. Due to the low gas
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velocities expected within the stockpile gas samples must be
drawn from at least half a metre below the surface, to prevont
contamination by surface air. For thi.s reason, gas is usually
sampled using a probe sheathed in a narrow pipe wh:i.chis knocked
approximately one metre into the stockpile.

Thus one would record the total energy release and thermographic
data associated with aach hot spot. as well as the compcsLtalon
of gas samples dru"I'm from within the hot spots. Using the
database of infotmation so collected, together 'l'tith visua.l
observations and the input of experienced personnel, one could
b.,gin to derive criteria for combustion aftelr a sttfficient
number of hot spots have been munitored. For exampl.e , One might
examine the trend of ena:l:'gyre.lease, area of spt~ead of the hot
spot, as well a~1oxygen content of the axtiant; gas. Even in the
absence of exact heat transff.llr coefficients I S. general upwa:cd
trend will indicate the development of a problem associated "rith
partic\~lar hot spots. Once combustion is knoYm'to be occur:l:'ing
beneath particular SP0l,;S, on9 might ident:i.fy early trends which
p:l:'edict combustion. Of course, in cases ~lhe:;,e there is
considerable existing experience with combustion in sto~~l~piles,
one may know sooner if a hot spot represents a ccmbuacd.cn 'site ..
resulting in a quicker :l:'at,.''''n on the investment of time and
effort in measurement and analysis.

Alte:l:'natively, one could set up a number of di:ffer~1nt
experimental piles, some of wh:i.chwill. definitely .ombusc , and
obtain some initial data 'Vlith which to decide on combustion
c:l:'iteria. This coul.d be more economical than awaiting combustion
in several dlffe:l:'6tlt sites on a large stockpile of high value
coal, though care would have to be taken in the Mtlstruction of
the pile to ensure that representativG behaviou:l:' is obtained.

Once the database is established and is being maintained,
problem hot spots can be identified with more confidence, to the
point whl~re there is enough conf Ldence in the diagnosis to cake
corrective action.
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6.2 Corrective Action

When potential or existing haaards can be i.;tentified f:t"omthe
trend of energy :t"elease wit~l time etc., one would like to be
able to take preventative o:t" co;::t"ective action. Th;'~ requires
some knowledge of the location and magnitude of the combustion
site. choug'.• these axe difficult to determine with, ,ny certainty
from the surface otlly. Again, the best indications of this would
be experienc~ with similar piles, although a database approach
based on actual occurrence of combustion would suf~ice.

For example, a hot spot deep within the bed would show a greater
spread than a hot-spot of similar power located rt6ar to the
su:t"face of the bed. Thus, 1:Iy plotting I radial spr,aad' of hot
spots on a vertical axis against the energy associated with each
spot on the horizontal axis, one might be able to obtral.n an i(1.\"Ia
of the relative depths of the hot spots Someactual depths would
have to be measured at "orne stage if any quantitative scale is
to be assigned to the depth categories i this would greatly
as::;tst practitioners in makitl;.l informed deci" d1S regal:ding
eKcavation of hot spots,

Note that there is consider~ble danger associated with , digging I

out hoti-upo cs , since oKygen supply to the combustd.ng region is
greatly increased as diggi11g progresses. Furthermore t

conversion of coal to soft ash resl.\lts f.n structural weakness of
the bed in that t'egion, and there is the dangez of ser:l.ous
inju:t"y, or loss of life. This only emphasises the need for early
identification of combUstion, and cort'ective action.

An alternative or additional corrective action is to i.dentify
the regions of the bed responsible for major ingress of air
which sustains combustion, and to cover those areas with some
material which retards flow of air.

The re'sults of Br'adshaw (1990). among others, show that,: for
homogeneous beds, the ingress of air take,'! place in a region
surrounding the hotr-npot; , This is true also for :f.nbomogeneous
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beds, with the exception that distribution will be uneven,
favoring portions t'lith higher permeabili.ty. An obvious action
would be to blanket the region with some impermeable layer. thus
removing a source of ready oxygen. Such methods have been
discussed previously; Brooks and Glasser (1986) discuss methods
such as covering the stockpile with sand, or fine coal.

The prob Lem with such measures is that imperfections in the
surface coating (such as cracks or very thinly coated areas)
exacerbate the situation by causing highly localised flows of
air. Spreading methods which prevent imperfect sealing could be
investigated, such as the controlled spraying of an inexpensive,
flexible organic foam cove:dng from a helicopter, to cover the
entire surface of the s rockpLLe , For such a method to prove
eccnomi.ca l., che, cost would have to be a sui.eab ly small fraction
of the value of coal in the bed, obviously favoring stockpile
geometry which .ninimises the exposed surfpce area per unit
volume. Should such a technique be developed ,it would be
sensible to coat the entire atiockp Ll.c , and use the l'lIonit:ot'i'41g
techniques suggested in the thesis to Loca- ..tI lrreaks or
imperfecf;ions in the coating. The remainder of this discussion
refe'rs to unsealed stockpiles, though applicat.Lon to sealed
stockpiles is al~o possible.

If it: ~s suspected that certain regions of the bed a.re causing
disproportionate ingress of air, reliable methods of idene:ifying
these areas would allow action to be taken where it is most
urgently xequired. One method which could be USlOrY 0 locate
areas of ingress (usually surroundi.ng the hot spo .dentif':'Led
by previous IRT) is to see in which regions artifically
introduced smoke is dra'l'ffi into the stocl~pile. Regions of major
ingress will tend to be in the 'coldest' areas on the surface,
so efforts should be g1.\1.dedby study of th'} IRT. S1.nce
free-convection velocities of air into or 01.\t of stockpiles are
uS1.\a1lyof the order of a few millimetres per second, care would
~11,We to be taken to exclude the! effects of very l:i.ght, otherwise
urmoutceab'l,e breezes. For example, one coul.d con!'lj~'tuct 11 box out:
of clear parspex , and make prOVision for. introd1.\cing a small
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amount of smoke near the surface of the stockpile. It would then
be evident after a minute or so whether air is being su~ked into
the stockpile, or being expelled; diagnosis can be confirmed by
analysing samples of gas drawn from those regions of the
stockpile.

The pulsed-air technique described in 5.2.1 could be used to
supplement the above techniques once suitably developed, ~hough
in any case one would at this stage have a f.-,ir idea of the
general regions responsible for: ingress of the air which is
sustaining combust:l.on. Although it will not be possiblCl to
totally prevent air irlgress from sustaining a partict.1.1ar hot
spot (short of covering the entire stockpile as dbcussed
above), it will allways be beneficial to seal off as much of the
high permeability region as possible.

6,3 Con~truceion of new stockpiles

Tho old adage' ,prevention is botter than cure' is as true as
ever in this case. The cost and difficulty of cure, ~vident in
the above discussion, can be avoided by preventing tho formation
of aneas of high permeability, at least at the surface of the
stocl~piles. Brooks (1985), Broclcs and t;lasser (1986), and
Bradshaw (1990) discuss tho effects of particle size on tendency
to combustion, and it is to be expecucd that stocl~pi1as of very
largo particles or of very small particles do not easily
combust. Tho reason is insufficient surface at'Q·o.fo'l: reaction in
the formel': case. and difficulty of eonvec eian duo to lot.,
permeability Ln the latter. It therefore stands to reason that
for D. particular coo.l type. there is a particle size for ~"hich
combUstion is most likely; efforts to ident'tfy the criteri.on for
this diameter are ongoing, and are compUcnted by numerical
difficulties, among other i!J~lUes. See ...roeles and Glasser (1986).
and Bro.dshat-T(1990) for discussions of the t(J(),hniques used.

Tho effects of voidago, very influential in permeability of the
stockpile I have. aLSO been studied 1y the above roseate.hers,
though it is not yet completely clear whom compa,cting of
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stockpiles (to reduce permeability) is economically
advantageous, though the grade (and hence value) of the coal
beLng s trockpLkad clearly has a drc:.stic effect on this. The
inclusion or eltclus5.on of fines from stockpiles is also an issue
here, since fines nea...~ the sU'l.'face tend to scarve the interior
of oxygen due to their comparitively high reactivity; fines in
the interior exacerbate combustion, also by virtue of their high
reactivity. Although the exact effect of fines distributed
within the stockpile is difficult to determine, as a result of
comp-rcaef.ona.Lcomplications, a general recommendation is to
exclude fines from the interiQr of the pile, as much as is
possible.

Note that the forma.tion of large-scale inhomogeneity and the
inclusion of fines is inherent in the usual method of stockpile
construction (i.e. conveyor layering), and little can be done to
prevent this , short of developing a new yet practical method of
deposition. See vlilliams (1963), Shinoharo, Shoji & Tanaka
(1970), and Bicking (1967) for both theoretical and eJtp~rimenta1
<:tu.dies of particle size segregation during laying IOf
particulate materials.

rho t.fork of Bradshaw (1990) and others should be studied. if some
,~ffort is to be made to choose 1l1.1 a'·~t'age particle size which
,,,ould lessen li1<:elihood of clOmhu"'t::i.on.

All things considered, all efforts Dhould be made during
stockpile construction to prevent the unnecessary inclusion of
inhomogeneities, par.ticularly near the s~trface of the finished
pHe. If any such inhomlOgeneities are evident, either from
visual e't!lminat:ion or by any of the methods discussed above I

these inhomogeneities should be covered over with a 1o.yer of
material which ,,,oulr: slow down the ingress of air.
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6.4 Conclusion

The above outline of a formalism for. monitoring coal stockpiles
has been discussed in the interests of encouraging the
application of scientific principles and methods in the
management of resOUrces. Although the thesis has generally
concentrated on coal, stockpiles, the pl:'inciples described
throughout can be applied to any resource stockpile that is
prone to destruction by combustion. The applicability of some of
the conclusions and techniques to physically different media
(such as fibrous materi;,l) may require testing and verification,
but the underlying methods are rigorously based and only the
physically descriptive parameters ego
density etc. will require adjustment.

thermal conductivity,
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7. Conclusion

Reliab~,"1 ",f,t:l.mal·...s of the parameters which characterise porous
media aru Il£iun]:~'P assumed to be available, although this is in
fact seldom tt'l."" particularly in the case of large-scale
acockp LLaa of co. :1. The extreme sensitivity of porous media to
Rayleigh number has been demonstrated Ln several published
studies (most notably that of Lapwcod, 1948), thereby
emphasising the need for a sdentific approach to monitoring and
analysing coal stockpiles.

In particular, practitioners need to know whether coal
stockpiles are burning within (as certain types are prone to
do), or whether they are likely to burn at some time in the
future. As simple as these questions may seem, several t'1orkers
have spent considerable time and effort in an attempt to answer
them, and the worl~ in this thesis has made a tangible
contribution in this regard.

01assil1(11 two-dimensional conductive·convecti'V~ modeLs wer~
applied to the analysis of four diffe:t:'ent, carefully controlled
experimental coal beds; the best-fit pe:t:'mea.bility and sU:t:'face
heat-transfer coefficient were found by minimisin~ the
sum-of'-equaree temperature errors. Su:.:facfI heat-t'\.'o.nsfer
coefficient was shown to be of great impo:t:'tllnce in application
to the coal stockpiling industry, though it is belie';ed that a.
comprehensive study of this parameter is· still reqUired,
particul,'lrly with :t:'ognrd to experimentation. No identifiable
t:t:'end with J?a17ticle size or energy flux could r)e identified,
mainly due to inadequacies in design of expet'im(mtlll apparatus.

A simple, one-dimensional model of conducti·.,ro-convective heat;
transfer in a packed bed Was developed and applied to the
estimation of energy dissipat5.on within coal, beds. In
partic\.\lar, the model was applied to carefully contt'olled
exped,nental si,tuationtl, and it was :~holm that the heat t):'ansfe:l.'
coefficient at the exposed surf<"ce of. the bed is an extremely
influential pa~ameter, pa~ticularly ~ince sU:t:'facotamperatu:t:'o is
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the only indic,Ltion of combustion ;~hich is readily accessible to
personnel moni':odng stockpiles. It "las shown that tho amount;of
energy releas'.'lcl within a bed can be estimated knowi.ng only
surface temperature and the heat~tr8.nsfer coefficient at the
surface. This is particularly useful in the field, where in
general little or nothing is known about the internal structure
of the bed, and aerial infra-red thermography is the only type
of measurement that is feasible on a suitable scale

l~e model relates total energy flux (convective plus conductive)
+:hrough the
temperature
independent
interest.

surface of the bed to the difference between ambient
and surface temperature, and is virtually

of Rayleigh number for all cases of practical

Total energy dissipation. within a bed, obtained by integrating
flux over the whole swrface, can be used to grade combustion
hazards, particularly 1.f case-histories of a number of beds are
maintained. Tho rtlSlJ.lts can be u$(\d to compare behaviour of
different stockp:!.les, or monito'!:.' the p:rograss of a single
scockpi.Le OVer a period of time. as described :l.nChapter 6.

It is beliaved that this result makes a substantial contribution
to knowledge in this field, since it is fundamentally based, is
simple, and has been shown to accurately predict energy
dissipation, uubj ect to the availability of suitable estimates
for surface heat·transfe~ coefficient.

The influQntial role played by the surface heat-transfer
coeffic:i.en t is c:learJ.y evident in the re5Ul1;s of this model,
particularly on examination of the surface tempera.t\\re!energy
flux curves contained in Chapter 5. An attempt: (!1$ mentioned
above) lo1asthl'.·refore made to investigate the role of particle
llize and tempe:t:a.ture on the surface heat- truus':er coefficient,
'-lith little success (due to inadequacies in (!xped,mental
design). Briefly stated, inadequate confidence levels and
sCatter in the esttmated coefficient prevetlted mellni.ngful
conclusions rl?garding this pal:"Il.11eterfrom being reached. A
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number of possible reasons for this were identified, namely
inaccurate temperatut'e measurement, fundamenta.l shortcomings of
the classical conductive~convective model equations, and
insufficient volume of collected data. It is, he-rever, unlikely
that increased accuracy of temperature measurement will
significantly increase confidence in the estimated parameters.

Since scatter is worse at high temperatures, it is likl~1.y that
improvements in model formul,a.tion will improve (lOnfidencl~ levels
of all parameter estimates. The major cause for unacueptiab'l,e
conf'Ldeuce interval width, howevcz, is the fa(~t tr.la.t
permeability affects the interior temperature prcfilE! quite
dras'i:i cally in comparf.scn to the heat transfer coeffici.e',nt, and
since most of the temperat1.lre measurements were taken insIde th\.
bed, a change in J:lermeability results in a larger varia1:ion ir,
sum-of-squared errors than a similar change in sUl:'fac:::e
heat-transfer coefficient. This explains the disproportLonate
effect of permeability on sum-af-squared erl:'ors.

decreases as

since the s~read of
the number of estimated
number of relevant

the confidence int'erval
parameters increases, and
experimental dana p,oints

Furthermore,
increases as

increases, it would make sense to either lnc~t'ease the numbl~l~of
experimental datil points f,n each run, I'll'.' to desigrl an
e'l\.periment in wh:!.ch a miL1:tmumnumber of unknown param~iters
exists. This \>7ouldentail Mnc.ontrat:ion of thermistors itl a
region nepr thEOlsurface of the experill1ental bed. Alcernat::ively,
a totally differe::tt type of apparatus is required, one in which
the surface heat-tra-nsfer coeUicient only i~1 fitted. 'this
would result in blattsr esti.mates of the heat tramlfer
coefficient, thus achJle,.bg the obj sc tivl!!.

The Iqork in this thesis played a role in drawing the atte11tion
of cchez researllhers to the crit,ilca.l i,mportance of tho surface
heat-transfer coefficient, see f(~l:' example the puhlication by
Glasser, lYiUiams, Brooks, Burch and HumphrIes (1991). The,se
xasearchexs developed a single-par~\meter experimental apparatus I

and repol:'t r~~sults which demonstrate a general down'l1al:'dtrend in
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heat transf,sr coefficient with increasing convection velocity.
Further work is required to elucidate this relationship, though
results to date appear to be premising.

The main obj ective of this thas Ls has been the investigation of
methods which allow the early identification and prevention of
combustion hazards. It hr:s been concIuafve.Ly shownby Bzooks and
Glasser (1986) that convection within stockpiles is the
mechanism which init:lates and maf.ntraLns the supply of oxygen,
and that large-scale inhomogeneity within stockpiles (well
documented, see Williams 1963. Shinohara, Shoji 6< Tanaka 1970,
and Bicking 1967), ra .u'l.tis in localised flows of air which
aggravate the problem of combustion.

It is therefore desi.rabl,e to detect large-scale variations in
permeability within a. stockpile, and a. method which gives
indications of permeability and Laxga-aca'l,e inhomogeneity has
therefore been pr~posed and verifi~d in the thesis. Although it
has not: yet been fully develope~ and tested 011 a large scale, i.t
is believed that the Method could be very useful in detecting
local variations in permeability of large-scale stockpiles, a
measur emerrc~lhich at present is not practically feasible.

The method is simple in concept, and Uses pneumatic pulses and
pressure measurement \:0 'probe' the bed. It has been
demonstrated using a simple model that increased frequency of
pulses resulted in s:naller and smaller portions of the bed
influencing the measured pressure at the surface. Application of
the model to a bed 'l7ith a less permeable layer at tbe bottom
gave results noticably different to those for a simple
homog~neous bed, thus demonstrating the feasibility of the
method in principle.

Experimental measurements on inhomogeneous !"ystems ~lu,,~·'ed
characteristics rlistinctly different from sim:l..1.armeasurements
On simple hOlllot,""leou.ssystems. demonstrating that the concept
has potential in practice as woll as in theory. Measurements on
layered beds, however, showed sharp increases in slope of the
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amplitude-frequency curve, whereas model results did not display
any such cha.racteristics. Investig.:!tions to date have not yet
yielded any satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon, though
it is believed that refinements to model geometry, and the
relation between pressure gradient and flow 'W'ouldgo a long way
to resolving the issue,

Another issue which requires examination and improvement is the
method used to introduce the pneumatic pulses into the bed. Of
necessity, the 4pparatus used here makes contact with the bed,
and precautions must be taken to prevent any significant
disturbance in this region, One aspect which has not been
addressed is the prevention of leaking (of the pulse) directly
out; I)f the bed, or a method of quantitatively analysing the
resul.cs . These issues 'W'il:!.need to be investigated if the
technique is to be developt:!dfurther.

Ho'W'evel:preliminary it may be at this stage it is believed that
this techni'lue- is novel, and may in the future be applied to
good effect if developed sufficiently.

Lastly, the preceding chapuar o'\ltlines a formalism which could
be applied in the managementof coal stockpiles, partic,ulB.rly in
the development and maintenance of a quantitative database of
stoc).l;pile behaviour. Further development of. the ideas in the
preceding chapter would increase the reliability of the system
described, partic.ularly i.f combined with previous experience.

It. summary, it is has been shown that $urface"based measurements
alone me,ybe used to deduce 5ubstantj.ally more information about
coal stockpiles (and other porous media) than 'W'ouldat first
appear possible, This thesis has therefore contributed to the
state of kno'W'ledgein this field, by proposing and verifying two
novel methods for monitoring and investigating stockpiles. It
has also drawn attention to a parameter (surface heat transfer
coefficient) ~lhose importance far belies the :'"veJ. of expcsuze
it has received in the relevant liter~ture to date,
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APPENDIX A Experimental Equipment

exuipment and procedures.
included here.

These details are therefore not

A.l Heat Transfer Experimental Equipment

Younget a1 (1986) have published details of their experimental

Benson-Arme r & Leibowitz (unpublished) performed measurements
similar to those described by Young et al (1986). but with a
different energy~source arrangement. and ",light modifications in
thermistor positioning. Chapter 3 concefn- schematic diagrams
of the bed and heater arrangement, and. ganeza.L equipment
specifications are listed by Younget a1.

Thermipcor placement.

Thermistor placement is shown in Fig,. '3.1.~" Thermistors were
concentrated in the upper central regioh of the bed so as to
maximise resolution of the temperature contours in this region
(Refer Fig. 5.1.2),

Reate:c dimensions

The locali;;ed energy sou-rce was constructed as a 30rnmdiameter
by 60rnmlong cylinder, inside which two 100 W halogen quartz
light-bulbs We"emounted (readily available, cost effective and
reasonably compact 'heaters'). One of the bulbr acted as
standby, in case the other bulb blew, which meant that the bed
would not huve to be unpacked merely to repla.ce an exhausted
bul.b; Powezinput to the bulb wa~measure~ and controlled using
a variac.

Procedures

Beds were hand-packed, a few particles at a time. This
prevented the inclusion of L~'·W~'·scaleinhomogeneities into the
bed, and also prevented damage to the 'net' on which the
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thermistors were located.

After initial packing of the bed, the whole apparatus was
flushed with nitrogen to excLude any possibility of combustion
or I self-heating' thereby introducing unknown factors into the
experiments.

Once it had been packed ~'lith the particular sLzc of particles
under investigation, the bed was not disturbed at all between
different runs, which were performed in order of increaoing
power input (thus minimising time taken to reach steady state).
Using the electronic measurement circuit described by Young at
al, the tem,eratures were monitored inr.ermittently; steady scate
was generally attained within four to five days. At this stage,
the temp"ratures at all points were "'easured and stored on
magnetic tape.

A.2 Momentumtransfer equipment

!n order to facilitate measurements on the idealised system
described in Cha ,ter 5, a special system had to be designed.
Before the final design was selected, a number of practical
problems had to be addressed, namely:

1 - gas flows were to be restricted to the packed bed. !f most
of tht. gas '-Tereto flow through a fren-surface of the bed ,
the. object of the exercise would be defeated. It is
accepned that this difficulty would app!.y equally, if not
more, to a p:r:nctl.cal situation.

2 • The equipment had to be capable of simula.t::'ng vurious bed
depths, and changing this depth. or bad ~omposition, had
to be as quick and simple as possible.

3 • Approximate harmonic mot:l.onof the piston was required, to
simplify analysis j fOt'tunately this could be easily
a¢hieved to a degree adequate for the intended purpose.
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After considerable thought and discussion, it y1at! decided that
the best method of ens~ring that all gas flow had rass into the
bed was t~ mount a disc around the 'mouth' of the compressor,
and to ensure that this dine could be brought directly intI.)
contact with the bed surface. This would minimise gas
bypassing, although some bypassing along the disc su~face would
still occur. Due to thl.. <lntici.pat:Eld size range of particles,
(0.5mm to 2. Ommnominal diameter) and the final dimpnsions of
the bed, the amount of bypassing may be neg'l.ecnod ,

Due to the limited amount of space available, it was not
practical to perform the moasurements on a. free pile of
particles i a container was therefore provided to limit the
lateral tlpread of the bed. The inside diameter of the container
Was made the same as the diameter of the disc, (thereby creating
It seal) to facilitate lumped measurement- of the beds (see
Chapter 3). Net;e that it :Ls not necessary to c::o'!'tain the bed,
provided that the vertical scale of interest (layer depeh , etc)
is not much larger than the horizontal scale (disc radius).
Should the vertical scale be much larger than the horizontal
scale, the fraction of gas bypassing the bpd.regions of interost
would become unacceptabl.y large, thereby distorting tho results.

!t is not known at this stage whether it is possible to develop
1 method of analysis '~hich can account for gas bypassing the
regions of interes t, or which loaves tho bed 0. short dis tance
from the I inj cction' point. Alt:'lough such a methodology is
essential. to the prncticdl application of the method being
tested her.e, the limitations inherent in the equipment as
designed arc considered acceptable for pr.tmary development and
testing of the concept.

Harmcni.c motion was achieved by mounting a disc acentrically on
an axle. The angle "arm of the piS tor, waD connected to the
occentric.ally mounted disc, which was dr:l.von by a. ;G 1tW Normand
high torque motor. The dcsd.gn or: the drive and 1l.tllw.ge was such
that the top link essentially follol>1ed tho lowest: point on the
ac.entrically mounced disk. The verti cal location of this point
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is sinusoidal. and with the dimensions shown (see Fig. 3.2.1)
the piston moves 125mm on either side of the mean piston
position. Piston volwne varied approximately according to
V"'O.4l~2+ O.'246·sin(wt), where V is in Htres.

Fig. 3.2.1. shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus.

A.2.l Pressure moasuremcrt

Due to the nature of the experiment, small transient
differential pressures are to be expected. For this reason, a
high precision, quality electronic pressure transducer wss
selected, namely a Data Instruments Model AB HI? 0 to 6 psig.
The transducer t'fas connected to the 1/4" pressure tap!'ling by
means of a special low volume adapter. Note that the transducer
provides accuracy of 0.25% of tho ful.1 range pressure.

A data sheet fo~ the range of transducers is attached.

A.2.2 Signal conditioning

The 1'rO$:)1I.1"6transduc6l:' discussed above l:'eturns an analog
voltage of 0 to 100 mVas pl:€l~;SUrexangas from 0 to 6 psi. Since
the analog- to-digital ccnve :::er (see' below) :t'('\quires /J. lOV DC
analog input to maximise resolution in tho logged data,
conditioning of tho O-lOOmV signal wa" t'cqu:!.:t·cd. Signal
conditioning WU1J ca't'ried out by a dedicated st:rain-gaugt1
amplifier card (model Pc- 68) The adj ustable amplifier "'1).$

calibrated at: a gain of 100 (to amplify lOOmV1:'0 lOV), and the
adjustable low-pailS f:Lltol:' set to 100 H:z: (sinc~! mmtimur,lsignal
fl:'c'luency expect:od was 3Hz).

The signal conditioner uloo supplied a stahle, filtered
o;;:citation voltage of 5V DC no ehe erunsJucer..

A date shOflt for tho PC·6S is attached.
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flGm DATA INSTRUMENTS
'(ILl 4 Hartwell Place, Lexington, MA 02173 USA

Mod®~AS
Pressure Tran!;;jucer Ins :ruction Sheat
Standard and HI<:,;IPel,{,lrmance

PHYSICAL
RANGES

OVERLOAO

CASE MA1ERIA!.

SHOCI( &
VIDRA110N
RESI$TANCE

El.ECTRICAI.
SIGNAl. OUTPUT

EXCITATION
VOLTAGE
zane BALANCE
SENSITIVITY
llRIOOg
RE:SISTANce
ELECTRICAL
CONNECTION

PERFORMANCE
ACCURACY'

RUSOWTIQN
opeRATING
TEMPERA1unll
RANGg
COMPltNSilTSO
TIlMPERATUIUl
flANGIl
THERMAL gr.~IlC'T·
ON2!'mo
THElflMilL GI'F!lCT'
SI!NSITIVITV

0<), '5, ~5, 50 PSIG, lOll, 200,
51)(1, 1000, 2000, :3000, 5000,
10,000, 15,000 ~nd 20,O()0 f'SISt
(PSIA avallabla • $i3O OI)Uon 1),

2 IImoG (or 30K PSI ma~,J rated
prasoure without d!llnngo; 5 limns
(or 50K PSI maN.) ro tcd prooauro
wllhout bursling
3101.. olalnleso sleellor rangoo
50 PSI and undor
1505PH ulalnlesG GI~OI for rongoo 100
PSI lind ovor
Undamagod by SO G'~. Moote
MIL<lT0-810 a Pl~.5144,
curve AP, umo or.hodule II

100 mllllvolls ot raled pro~suro,
:!:H~,open circuit
5Vdc or ae rms recom-
rnonced; a V maxtmun,
Within :t:5 mV at 70'1' (21.1·C)
20mVN
Input, 150 ohrnn :!:00 onmn
Output, 1150hma ;:25(lhmu
4 conductor ohloldcd cub 1o,
311W1((I.9m) long, Goa OPTIONS

Within 1% 1".$, trom boot fit otralghl
nne, IMlualno nOrt·lInearlty, roponl.
ability nnd hyaloronlc. SOl) OPTIONS
Intlnllo
~GS' to 2oo'l'( ~53.0·C 1093,3'C)
Co.lIbe OXICllded to 300 'F (140 'Cl
SooOPTIONS
30·" 10 130"1' f- 1.1'e to Q4.4·C)
Dtancorcl mer1BO°T' tor All H(gh
Por/ormiMco)
Lope thM 5', of full ncato over com.
POIwolod ranoo. Soo OPTIONS
LOOo IhUh 2% of rending over
oomponoolOd 'noQe, SO~ OPTIONS.

'Vllluoo nora 10' AO OtMdard
CooO~1I0nu lor AD High Parlon"nn~o
IU01to100PSI DndnbOvoh.vo c.~oo o.olod trom thO I .rounding
AlmODPhO'(I,prOviding max,mum re"abllllY In humid or ccrrealvo
onvtronmaot Ipalel. Runoo. bolUW 100 pm .ro vontod to IhQ
'ImOO~hGro and ro.d g.GO ~r¢o."ro Indop<>ndontlv of borl!'
motrlC)prODouro ChanOOD(POIOI,

\.-

OPTIONS
¥nrIOUQ OptlOnnl oporatlng cnaractcrtatleu and mocnnnlOQI
IQaturoo CON ba Ilicorpomtod In stMdurd Modal AS
trnooaucoro. M addiliQnal COol, for ~ppllcatlons which
roquuc Improve~ llorformaocQ, Thesa arc doolgnatod by G
numoneat coc!o~
Option, Absoluto prossuto vOrela". AVnlIablo In 16, 25

~nd50 PSIA
ThQ HIQtt florlol1l1on~QAll Me nccurMlo~ of :l: 0.25%

from best lit straight uno for rongo!) ().100 10
().&ooa PSIS. Hlghor or lowor mnona, Mva ac- _
curactea of :!: 0.5%. All Hlah Performanco
mOdolo have zoro tornperuture compensatton Qf
1009 Ihiln J: 1% of FSO/l00oP (550C) ever cern-
ponoated ranoo And 11cnan temperature com-
pansatlon of iOGS tMIl :l: 1% ot roodlna por
10001' 15S'C) ovor componsated mngo. •

Option 3 OQrll~d fitting (or attaching protoctlvQ ncco
arQUnd <:ablo

Option 4 Inolnll Ionqor cabla by apllclng to o~lating ~ It,
cobia

Option G
Op\lon 7

lnatoiliongor ~ontlnuour) cobfll
t'.xlendod Operating temperatura Ronuo to
:lOO°F (Na.Goe.) a and 16 pal Q~eludod, Includon
BendIx PTIH·1().QP oloclrlol1l eonnoctor With M
oxtondod QMD
P!~ Code: A+ Etxcllatlon S+Slannl

C~ Signal 0- e.,cIIQtlO"
E and F not uood

Genoral
Tho Ail Stlll1dnrd and High Porfort11nncc. pril110uro trans.
ducor 10 u ruOGod, eceurato and omen prOOQur(>mOMurlng
Inottument doolgnod lor IOUuntrlal corvlco. 110ccnntrueuon
rouluroo nfmpll~llY, ruggodoooo, and aaconcc of moving
parta, Sorolccnductor nlraln gagao mounted en '" unlquo
GMOOr tTlOMUro IhO dalloctloo of tho dlapllmgm nt lin
eontor, 'Tho Wain gaon~ nrc wlrOd Inlo Il WhOolctcriO alldgo
which 1$ bllluncod 01 nO-loo~ conditions, Proc~uro on thO
dlaphrogm eDuaoo It to da1li)cl, WalnlOg tno OOOQO, and
ohongino thOlr cloolrlcal roalatoMo. Whon M QX~ltotlQn
vQllago 10appllod aereao two corneru Qr tho bUdgo, n oionoi
voltago prOPQrtlonn, 10 proesuro In producod oorooo tho
other two ccrnora, Tho IlIQh oonlllllvity 0/ tnC) wain gagel
QOhGor ecrnutnnuon ailowa tho d ,nphlagm dofllWtlQn 10 co
05 low no 0,002-1,05 1'111'11), Thuo, inn diaphraGm ntroOUOQarc
mlnlmlzOd InourinO IQng 1110,



Dnta lnatrurnente Inc. olfQro Q wide rungo of signal condl.
ueners, ccntrotlera and m~ or Indle:lloro ter both bOnr.h and
1U1Ilai mounl; and a Cl)!lbllltor f~r Iho MOdal AB.
Thos. unns cupply Iho 5 voll axcltatlo~ Md ~Ignal amplilicao
tlcn, Rofor to cat.,O!l for dotatla.
ApplicatIon Intommtlor.
Tho AS unue are pilJ110ulariv aullQd for molling moesuro-
menta whore shock "nd vibration are present, SCe:lUOOof
low oporrUlng alroontJ, they may bO used up to raled pros-
IlUto mngo wllhout any raductlon In Ufo oxpcctnnoy.
All trnnsdUClJtil measure gogu prcsouro. On mngoa of 11)0
Pal Md up, vontlng 10 atmoopill)rlo pro"'luru la "01 nDOl)S-
snry emco nennat baromolno preo.ura chllngaa will htlva
nogllglolo Mfoc' on necumc;y. ThoS6 units have bOOn noaled
to provldo moxlmum rollot)Jllty In tho ptosono~ of mololuro
nnd ¢ort'OolVQatrnoecneroa,
Tho 00 pOI nod lowot ronge uhlla hove tho Internal cavity ot
Ihu tmnsducor vontod to QlrlIQophorQ. Thin 10accompliShed
by means of a enort tubo ~'hlch Qxtondo Into IhO cable,
roference to ntrnospnorte ProoSuI'IlIU IhUc provided Ihru tho
Onblo JMkot. It 10 Important thon not to ~ot the alld of tho
C~olo nor Ip pinch II very tightly It clamping 10 rl!qulrod. Till)
OuI':IJ jack9t shOUld nOI ba punr-tured, portloijlarly In 0(111)0
alva onvll'()nmonlo, Md should co ImmlMlod In aetean, dry,
envlronmont.
AS pressure ttllMdueoro may 0100 ee auppllod to measuru
abaolute preeaurca, ThoDOmodolQ In rongoo of 15,25, nnd 50
Polo aro ovacuated Gild hOnlloti(l;)lIy BOOled.Tholr clQ<ltrlcal
oolon:o 10Qat 10 glvo minimum output at Q palo.

Installation
Tho AS transducer may l10 Molly mountod In Iho wnll of n
proodUro VIlllUQI, pump hounlng, machine, etc, or It mav bo
provld~d With an adaptor to otundatt;l plplnl,l or tulling
ilyatorno. Adnptoro for many dilialool typal) of Plum~lno
Oonooollooo ruo available:

ADAPTeRS

""".

(

(
Tho Guggooted mountlnQ rnethod chown bolew may bo ueod
for all prOGSUllll1lrtQas. Whon uulng tho auggoattld proesuro
mounllno, cars must bOOXQIC14odnot 10d=ao tho "0" flnu

l
during Inat~lIntlon. Uea ot a lubriCllllt 1&rm;eromerldod. HaM
tiQhtonlno 10unu~III' Quf!lclQnt 10OCl)!IIquldil UQto ~,I)O(! psi
plovfdoo thO "0" rino mountino QUrllloo ttnlah 10IldOQu~tQ(32
mlcrolnchQo or bottor),



Although tho AS tronsduQom am ruggod. thoy should not bo
handlod cat.loasly. cero should bo taken to avoid undue
forco on Iho eablo or b<)ndlng It llholJ)ly whera II Is atlachod
to tho transducor, Avoid otrlklng, scmtchlnu, or donllng tho
dlopMlgm plllilculariy on low ro,ngo unlls. Als~ n~to that II
10posslblo 10 apply onough proaouro to tM dlaphmgm with
ih. thumb 10 ovt)r1oad low filOgo unus,

Protcctlvo cap .
Each tnlnadueOI Is shipped with a protoctlvo cap which
should be removed bctero In.tallatlon.

(

MalntonamlO
No mnlntononca 10 roqulrod with thoso transduenm, Tho
abaonco of mOVing parts and tho solid alalO aensora maka
them troubl;l>froo and rollobl e, Soma procnutlon In handling
tho Irnnsducam In MCO:lS<UY. partloul,,~y In the low PMSSUro
nlnOo~. 0(1 not PI'l)SS on lI'll dhlph<aOI.u uolen!) lhO unit I,
connrlcled to a prcaaum n>1dOut 10 mali 0 sura tho lull q~Io
rating Is not exceeded. Tho dlophmuOl ~ ohould, of OOUllIa,
bOprotooted from nicks, Gcr;)lohoo and donts, Tho protoctlVQ
cap nhOuld rotn(lln on tho unit until It I~ ready fllr IMtaliatlon.

It la lmpcrtant that tho InQulatiOn roo,olanr.o 01 thO oloctrical
circuit hu malntalnod. MOloturo, dIrt or contaminated olio at
tM oOldar ecnnocuenu may be B seuree of troublo. II 10
Important th«t the 001110 ronlalns tmc from puncturce and
thnt It bO protocted from choml~1 ntl;Gcl~ (Carofully road tno
Inalollation ooctIOI1.) rho eaete suppllod with tM tfilMduoor
h33 a touQt\ PVO lack!!t. If 1M envlronmonlal condltlon9 oro
sovero, n prolocllvQ DN>ovomay bo I"Darted Qi/or tho cable.

IImalfunction of tho Il'anoducor Is suspected, tho following
ole~trlCt11 chacko aro rocommondod:

1. Input ro~tQ!aneo (REO 10 etACI() should bo I50:!; $0 ohms,
2. Output rClllalMco (tlIIEEN 10WHITE) should bo 115:1: 25

enme,
3. Aoolotonco to ground llolVioon any loud and tnlMducor

OB3U ohculd bo fj()Q mogohmo minimum. Whon 1lI!lking Ihle
moil!!uromllnt rl\llllo cum Ihot Ill<)mogohmolor 10limited to
00 volts DC. Do not connect an lnoulatlon teeter bolwoon
two Illlldo. Tho tmnSouQor will b<)pOrTMnonUy d=ged,

CAUTION: 0 VOIIO 10 tho mllllimum voltoge whlen can bo
safely apPlied 10 tho trnnOdUcor Input or output termlnale.lf
U voltr, IU appllod from tho groan t(l althor tho [()d or blMI(
fermlnale 1110 unit mny ba pormaMnlly damaged.

If tho trancducor han boon Meldantlv evorloMed, a penna-
nont ZQf!) shift may occur. Tho tmlloducor rnny otlll function
prop.rly hcwovor ilnQ Q ro-balanclng VJllh an oxtorMI rooll)<
tor 3Ddnocribed In sccuen IV nhould bo porlonnad 10verify
IhO prop~r functioning of tho unll.

Inotrumontation and Oporo!lon Theory
ThO Inctrumontatton fOr uoo with tho AS troooduconllO vary
~Implo. Only a rogulillcd conolt.lt VOItDUO OOUI'I:O and a
moW r(leordor, Mcillooeopo or othOr readout lnatrurnont I~
roqulrod.
Tho A8 traM<lueor muy bo uxcltod with olthor GO or do
YoltQgo. For many tempomry or toot oppllQlltiOna. Q ballary
may bO Q oultnblo ecurco, rno tocommondod oxcltatlon 10a
V do or 00 nne, 00 not oxcocd GV. Tht oup~ly OMu!d bQ obi"
to dollvor a current of at Icaat 50 mA at \) V. cennoet Iho
oxcnauon nemGa tho rod and bloGI( loodo. Tha graon und
white ICUds should bo connocIOti to tho readout lnolmrr.onl,

Circuit Dlogram

Cautfon: Soma power ouppllco o~lIlblt en InduCtlvQ 'kick or
do not reguloto ptoPQtly tho lnalont thoY al1llumed on.With
Quch aupplla t • lalYJo IronalontvollagQ may bO oppl!od 10 Iho
tmnsduGcr fOoultln~ In ponol"l" olcolrlC!11 ftliluro. With nup.
pilon of Ihlo typo It Ie rooomm"oded thot tho transducer b<)
OnQrol~od only uflor mo powar supply hoo begun 10 rogulQto.
Tho brldgtl ImpodMco of tM AS tmMducQI'n mngoa rrem
about 100 to about 200 ohrnu, Thin ImpodMCG lncrocecs
approximately 0% par l00'F tcmpomturo nco. M 0 ccnsc-
quonco,'1f sorlon ro~lotoi'll oro uced to ~I<lP Iho ~Kcltatlon
volhlgo 1(1 1M rocommondod II VOila, tho voltago appearing
01 tho trnnsd.\~orwllllncroO$o wlttllnCrcMlng tompQrot~tl).
thua producing 0 cullbllllion er npan cner, Thin offect can
eMliy no culCUlol(ld. ThQ mtIXlmum C(lllbmtlort error tntro-
dueod by ~Otlo~ Inpul dropping roslotorn 10+ 0% pur ~OO'P
and eceure whon 1M roolotancQ boc~mo~ Intlntto. (COnstonl
currant ~upply.)
ThO elonal voltago appcutlno OQrooo tho output toada 01 thO
ImOOUucor IQboth I), funatlon of Iho applied preaauro and tho
oXcllatfon volta~o. Tl10 trnnrtduco!\1 havo brwn cullbml(ld tq
100 mV =1% full Jcalo Qutput with OXMtly 6.0volto QXC)111l'
lion. If. for OKDtnplo, 2.5 velts QxcltoUon 10ucod, Iho Ovlput
at full Deolo will 1)0prop~rtlanally tcwor orSO tnV. At no toou,
'Q amali roolduQI O'Jlput .ollngo will no prQ~ont. Thla Yoltnge
(Wllhln 5% of tho tml'oduc~~Q full nceto outPul) cun OOQlly
uo nulled QuIbymoot fCud.<J~t tMtrumonlU. Nulling ~n I1too
bo ac~lovod bV PlocloQ a nhunt ro~loWr from tho whtto lood
to olthor rod or bl~Ck dopondlng upon tho polarity 01 tho
unbnlnMo.



d-OUTPUT SIGNAL.... x. woe ... ~hc<J
BAN WHY (lI)(,J)C1 • """
NOms:
1_ClnCtJITPAOVIOe~ APPROX. 110%FULL SOAI,£!

Zf.A(j IlA\ANCa RANGe.
2. n~1t "RI! CAUSAATlON A()JU3TMENT f:iE$13T0R3

INSIDETRANnOUOI!ll
extornal Zel'Q Balance Clreult

CirculiI)' used with tho tronnduo.or can cause OQVOI1lQ
chango. In Its temperature componnatlon. ThID problem can
IlO avoldod with an AS trnnedueer by phuntlng only across
tho InMllvo raslatom on tho "Whlto Old!!" of tho bridge. If for
any rMson ttlo user 10010ne muot uhunt on activo gago, tho
uhunt should b6 I(opt 05 largo as posslblo (201< a mlfolmum)
and an aqual .hunt on thO otMr aotlve gaga '11111nullify IhO
offect on lllMperoture comp~nS!ltlon. Shunllng tho «ctlvo
galloo will also roduco t~o cutput nlgnal aomowhBl: 201( a
ahunts Will roduco thO nonoltlvlty by about 0.0%.
A wldo varl~ty 01 roadlly avalloble rnotora mllllo sultablc
rondout dovlcos for tho AS tranaducore, Whcl1 cxcltod wllh
about b.6 V, Iho AB will drlvo a 10Q mteroamp 1000 ohm
meter full scalo.1t also has Qumolont non~ltlvlty (or utlowlln
moot digltul paMI M(Mm, •

'" .. . ;#~,
Shunt callbrotlon 10a tochnlqua usorkdlh stratn gago'troM'
duc~ro Uslmulato the affoct of applied !irosourll to produco
on cufput signal. i3huntlno 1400 ohmil' aerece Ihl' black and
wtilt~ lo~do of tho AB troMducor pro<Jucoo a olgnnlopproxl·
maloly aqual to Iho Imnllducar lull Sadie, almll~,jy II 3000
ohm shunt will simulate 1l5()% output Glgnnl. Thana valuea
ilrt) approxlmato and will Val)' trem unit to utllt, If chunt
Cl)lIbmUon Is 10 bo used, It 10 recOMmonded thM tho nelllni
transducer uhunt output bo dotolTOlnod by tool nod
rccOrdlld... .

ProO$uro Overloud!)
Tho AS IranoduCoro will Withstand high Qv~rloodo M tabu-
Intad In TObie 1. For ovarload ratlngo 01 adoptors, aeo
P:lgo 2.

It thl. ovorload rating Is BXCOodod,ol(l()trlcal fallum ma1
occur. An B anlaly foatulll lhOy havo boo" doslgnad to witI'!<
stand much higher burnt pressuros then tho prcaauro which
will adijQO permanent damngo.
ImporttJnt Both utotlc and dynamlo c;vorload. Must bo COli'
Bldarod wnon oOloollng " presuure tranaducer, In mo.t
syolomo, presaure lIuctuationa exlot. Tho." fluctuotlOml
can hav. vory largo and VOl)' lallt PMI< proosures all In wator
hammer 0110010. If tho transducor hI connocte~ to II Qlocv
raspondlng InolruMont ouoh pretlsuro pooles (nay not be
cboorvod. Where prassuro pulsoe aro oxpocted, the trans-
ducot rating ohould bo high enough to prevent ovorlood by
tho PC3l( pmaaurc, ThO lifo 01 tho tmnaducl1rwlll bo reduced
II tho tronsducar Is rQllontcdly Op!lrotnd In tho ovaNOgd
r~ngQ, particularly under dynamlo condltioM. An eeeuto-
QCCPO la a convenlont tool for dUlormlnlng II hlQh proaslJra
transients oxlst In a 9yolom. rnblo 1

Ratod Prcenurc MaximuM ~rousuro MInimum
PSI WIthout camooa PST Burst Pressul'll

r- 20000 30000 50000
16000 25000 50000
10000 20000 50,000._
5000 10000 25,000
3000 0,000. 15000

__ :,000 4000 10000
1000 :1000 5000 ..
500 1000 2500
200 400 1000
100 200 500
50 100 500
25 50 250
15 _30 150
6 1$ 5()

(

MECHANICAL NATUIlAL FREQUENCV·
R.noo Frequoncy (Hz)

a 20500
15 MOO
25 4,000
50 0,000
100 0.000
200 10,1)00
500 1!l,OOQ

1,000 a eneve ~5.1)OO
ExOluolVQ:0' Plumbl(\Q. Valu~s Ih\led IttO npPrQltlmalo.

MW"7A""R""R"'A.,.,N=TY':------.-~·----.,

~~~~(l~=::f'r:m:~~!";:;::J~?::t~~~~~I~~!·:tt=
t01M CHfQlnAi I'lWCh.W. ,lIW ptcdlJr;t tfl.,,.hWtldwlll'l!:\ 11'1. OM V'I4I~.xt ~
1(1 moit 1(t.t4fJ "'1iI1~4 will b4 NIlIC«t.j Of retwh!d 11' I~ dll(,.,,~ I)J 01114
In4lrumelllr.. tlI1I)UatWt;trAnI"". "I)nll;~ Oftm;)!ltd.i\lIJ'.?u'Qtl 0 ••• h1&t(\JIOO'lI&
!i\lInIJIKIIIFllQ IIQ PfOIIuc" ttl ' .. cUng ~t)~III;.t,11Of\ t,At\dUt!o. W4 MCUm~ fIQ
~PMfjlblUtv tee thtlt mli:la.., Uat.II\QINtI~nt. c¢e~11 n\) IItbiUtv fot <Stmt~ (,.
InelrJ«\IAiI)f ~\u'\n~ In o.ppU:AIMf\o I,illl~1 ~t iIAA'll.lQl.. ~

Datn lnntrurnonts mc., 4 HartwE)ll Plnco, l.oKlngton, MA 02173, USA (am 601.7450 Telax: 200061 Pitl'_tM~N



Specifications

Gain

Range: 2 to 5000 Y /V
Temperature drift: 25ppm per degree C (max)
Nonlinearity: + /.0.005% max

Input bias current

Initial: + I-ZOnA max
D rif'l: + /-lOpA per degree C max

Input impedance

Differential: 1GOhm/l00pF
Common mode: 1GOhm/lOOI'F

Input voltage

Linear dllf'erenllal: + /-SV
Max. common 1110de Input: lOY (Galn « 1)

eMit, H< source. imbalance

G '" 2, DC to 60Hz: 86dS min
G "" 100 to 500, U<.Hzbandwidth, DC to 60Hz: 110dB min
G '" 100 to 500, 10Hz bandwidth, DC: 110dB min
G ,_"'100 to 500, 10Hz bandwidth, 60Hz: 140dil min

Input noise! (0 " 1000)

Voltage, 0.1 • 10Hz: 0.3uV p.p
Voltage, 10 • tOOHt.: luV p.p

Current, 0.1 • 10Hz: GOpA pop
Current, 10 - 100Hz: lOOpA p.p

Filter

Number of poles: 2
Roll-off: 40dB/declItle

Bridge excitation

Output voltage ra nge: + 4 to + 9 volts
Output current: lOOmA
Input regulation! (1,05%/volt
Load regulation, 11l1A· 50mA: 0.1%
Temperature stnbility: 0.004% per degree C
Output noise: 2(J{)IIV p.p

Half -bridge completion

Resistor value: 2.oK 1-/.1%
Temperature tracking: + /-5ppm

Power supply

Voltage, rated perf'onnance: + /·15VDC
Vullage, opera ting: + /.12 to + /. 18VDC
Supply current (including cxcltatlon supply): + /.tomA/channel



A.2.3 Data rcquisition

Analog data from the transducer was fed into the A-D card (a
PC-26 card, datasheet attached) in an IBM compatible XT
computer, with a CPU frequencj of 4.77 MHz. The A-D converter
used is capable of converting analog data from one channel (as
is the case here) at up to 16 000 Hz, clearly more than adequat~
for the purposes of this worl<:. The converter has a digital
resolution of 1 in 4095, i ,e. 0.025% (again, .?dequatefor this
work). Data-logging software supplied with the A-D card
calculated sampling frequency required to give samples at the
required intervals, and took care of all the interfacing between
the A·D card and the computer. Once sorted, data WaS stored on
disc in ASCII format for later analysis.

A data sheet for the A-D COIlverteris attache~.

The above items, connected as shown in Fig. 3.2.2, constituted
the measuremen~ circuit.

A 10
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An1a~(JgIUJ~t© lDngWal~ Co[ll)V~rnflOU1l Cfallld
T~ PC2f&

1 INTRODUCTION

Tho PC-26 card Is a plug in data acquisition board 10( the IBM PC and compatlblo PC's. Tho PC-26 board
Includas tho Analog Devices NO convortfJ( ,~O 574 with a typical conversion time of 25 !JoS, and a 16
channel mnttlplexer, Typical conversion time lor the whole sys1em (Multiplexer, Sample &. Hold, AD 574) Is
40 /is.

The sample rate can be determined by software (using a software clock)or by the onboaed programmable
timer. The sampling softwara whiCh is Included with tho PC-26 board allows tho user to sample any of L'W
16 Input channels with a sampling rate of 2000 Hz (Turbo Pascal) or 200 Hz (BASIC).

For full use of the PC-26 board an additlonal I;ofiware package (written In TURBO PASCAL and
ASSEMBLER) ;S avaJlablo. With this software It Is posslble 10 program tho onboard timer 10 provide a
sampl(ng frequency of between t.me sample every hotlr up to 9500 samples per second (USing Interrupt line
IRQ 5). U$I,lg the software clock modo, sampling rates of up to 16 000 samples It second are possible. The
sample data can be vlewed on the screen (only With ~;;raphic:; Monitor), and/or stored Oil disc for further
analysis.

2. SPECIFICATIONS

NO CONVERTER AD 574 JO (KO):

Resolution
Conversion time

12b1t
25 iJ.S (AO 514)
40 Il.S (Multiplexer, S&H, AD 57'4)
·5Vlo+SV
·10Vto+10V
OVto+10V
11 (12) bit, 10. CI.025% (0.012%)
~dlustable to zero
O.51(O.5)1ppmlC
101(5)lppm/G
so/(27)/ppm/G

Input voHage

Unoarity
Offset
Unearity dri!1
Ofisetdrift)
Gafndrift

SAMPLE & HOLD U: 398:

settllngtirne
Sample & Hold error

< 10 IJ.S
<0.005%

MULtiPLEXER IH 6116

soltUnotimo
Input impedance



APPENDIX B Experimental Results

B.1 Heat Transfer Experimental Results - Localised source

Bensen-Armer' lit Leibowitz measured the steady-state temperature:
profiles in a bed heated by a centrally located cylindrical
heater, as discussed in the paper by Anderson &. Glasser (1990).
Their results are as yet unpublished, and are therefore
presented here in full.

A schematic sketch of the bed, showing heater placement, is
contained in Fig. 5.1.1 in Chapter 5. Fig. 3.1.3 shows the
placement of thermistors in the r·z plane of the cylbdrical
section. As discussed in Chapter 3. the experimental methods
utilised are identical to those used by Young et al.

Benson-Armer & Leibowitz investigated three different beds, for
three different levels of power input to the heater, at; follows:

Bed type
-5rnm 10rnm 20rnm

Power Input
5 W

7,5 VI

10 VI

5 VI

10 VI

18 VI

5 VI

7.5 VI
10 VI

For each run, the average temperature ?f the t~lmperatttre
controlled room in which the experiments were conducted, is
listed. The measured steady-state temperatures are listed below:

B 1



Q=5 W DP=-5H.M

Tamb = 21.4

r z T

0.0 0.0 21.4
0.1 0.0 21.4
0.21 0.0 21.4
0.33 0.0 21.4
0.41 0.0 21..4
0.5 0.0 21.4
0.0 0.09 30.28
0.15 0.09 28.45
0.27 0.09 25.93
0.41 0.09 24.38
0.5 0.09 21.4
0.0 0.2 46.68
0,05 0.2 41.08
0.15 0.2 32.08
0.27 0.2 26.67
0.41. 0.2 23.81
0.5 0.2 21.4
0.05 0.28 50..91
0.1 0.28 38.43
0.15 0.28 32.41
0.21 0.28 29.18
0.27 0.28 26.70
0.33 0.28 25.38
0.5 0.28 21.4
0.05 0.32 52.21
0.1 0.32 39.01
0.15 0.32 33.49
0.21 0.32 29.41
0.27 0.32 26.96
0.33 0.32 2!:.49
0.41 0.32 23.92
O.S 0.32 21.4
0.0 0.37 50.85
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0.05 0.37 45.50
0,1 0.37 36.4(1
0.15 0.37 31.64
\).21. 0.37 28.21
0.27 0.37 26.20
0.33 0.:37 24.94
0.41 0.37 23.73
0.5 0.37 21.4
0.0 0.43 ~4 49
0.05 0.43 32.62
0.1 0.43 30. 7

0.15 0.43 28.29
0.21 0.43 26.09
0.27 0.43 25.02
0.33 0.43 24.12
0.5 0.43 21.4
0.0 0.5 26.87
0.05 0.5 26.65
0.1 0.5 26.24
0.15 0.5 24.94
0.21 0.5 24.08
0.27 0.5 23.44
0.33 0.5 23.01
0.41 0.5 22.22
0.5 0.5 21.4·
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Q",,7.5W Dl'",,·5HM
Ta.mb "" 21.1

r z T

0.0 0.0 21.1
0.1 0.0 21.1
0.21 0.0 21.1
0.33 0,0 21.1
0.41 0.0 21.1
0.5 0.0 21.1
0.0 0.09 %.37
0,15 0.09 33.21
0.27 0.09 29.01
0.41 O.O~ 26.10
0.5 0.09 21.1
0.0 0.2 65.12
0.05 0.2 55.26
0.15 0.2 39.57
0.27 0.2 30.07
O. t~l 0.2 25.15
0.5 0.2 21.1
0.05 0.28 73.23
0.1 0.28 $1.03
0.3.5 0.28 40.33
0.21 0.28 34.27
0.21 0.28 30.03
0.33 Q,28 27.70
0.5 0.28 21.1
0.05 0.32 76.39
0.1 0.32 52.23
0.15 0.32 1~2.14
0.21 0.32 34.81
0.27 0.32 30.45
0.33 0.32 27.00
o .1~1 0.32 25.22
0.5 0.32 21.1
0.0 0.37 7,·,lI4
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0.05 0.37 64.58
O. J. 0.37 47.51
0.15 0.37 38.82
0.21 0.37 32.58
0.27 0.37 29.13
0.33 0.37 26.80
0.41 0.37 2lf.81
0.5 0.37 21.1
0.0 0.43 44.20
0.05 0.43 40.71
0.1 0.43 37.08
0.11£ 0.43 32.72
0.21 0.1+3 28.81
0.27 C .1~3 26.92
0.33 0.43 2.5.35
O.S 0.43 21.1
0.0 (l.S 30.46
0.05 (l.S 30.12
0.1 0.5 29.30
0.15 0.5 27.04
0.21 0.5 25.52
0.27 0.5 24.49
0.33 0.5 23.80
O. t.l 0.5 22.87
0.5 0.5 ~!l.l
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Q",,10'W DP",·SMM
Tllmb '" 21. 7

r z T

0.0 0.0 21.7
0.1 0.0 21..7
0.15 0.0 21. 7
0.33 0.0 21..7
0.41. 0.0 21.7
0.5 0.0 21.. 'I
1),0 0.09 39.93

1.5 0.09 35,98
i 0.09 '~O.84

o 41- ('.09 27.14
0.5 0.09 21.7
0 () 0.2 75.12
0.05 0.2 G~.05
O. j,!'j 0.2 43. ill.
0 27 0.2 32.07
0.41 0.2 25.83
0.5 0.2 21.7
0.05 0.28 85.15
0.1 0.28 57.93
0.15 0.28 44.80
0.21 0.28 37.20
0.27 0.28 31.98
0.33 0.28 29.07
O.S 0.28 21.7
O.OS 0.32 89.09
0.1 0.32 59,42
0.15 0.32 46.99
0,21 0.32 37.90
0.27 0.32 32,t.1-9
0.33 0.32 29.17
0.41. 0.32 25.90
O.S 0.32 21.7
0.0 0.37 86.81
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0.05 0.37 74.65
0.1 0.37 53.58
0.15 0.37 42.85
0.21 0.37 35.07
0.27 0.37 30.84
0.33 0.37 27.91
0.41 0.37 25.36
0.5 0.37 21.7
0.0 o .l~3 49.47
0.05 0.43 45.14
0.1 0.43 40.63
0.15 0.43 35.18
0.21 o .4f3 30.30
0.27 0.43 27.96
0.33 0.43 25.99
0.5 0.43 21.7
0,0 0.5 32.18
0.05 0.5 31.79
0.1 0.5 30.76
0.15 0.5 27.90
0.21 0.5 26.02
0.27 0.5 24.73
0.33 0.5 23.87
0.41 0.5 22.57
0.5 0.5 21.7
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Q=5W DP"'lCM
Tamb "" 22.0

r z T

0.0 0.0 22.
0.1 0.0 22.
0.21 0.0 22.
0.33 0.0 22.
0.41 0.0 22.
0.5 0.0 22.
0.0 0.09 22.
0.15 0.09 23.63
0.27 0.09 22 86
0.41 0.09 22..85
0.5 .'.09 22.
0.0 0.2 28.15
0.05 0.2 27.39
0.15 0.2 25.07
0.27 0.2 23.48
0.41 0.2 22.94
0.5 0.2 22.
0.05 0.28 37.27
0.1 0.28 2~ ..SO
0.15 0.28 26.57
0.21 0.28 25.01
0.27 0.28 23.89
0.33 0.28 23.89
0.5 0.28 22.
0.05 0.32 l~2. 22
0.1 0.32 30.74
0.15 0.32 27.29
0.21 0,32 25.35
0.27 0.32 24.
0.33 0.32 23.41
0.41 0.32 22.92
0.5 0.32 22.
0.0 0.37 51.09
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0.05 0,37 40.89
0.1 0.37 32.31
0.15 0.37 27.60
0.21 0.37 25.1
0.27 0.37 23.83
0.33 0.37 23.34
0.41. 0.37 22.87
0.5 0.37 22.
0.0 0.43 38.59
0.05 0.43 34.57
0.1 0.43 29.94
0.15 0.43 26.52
o.zi 0.43 24.48
0.27 0.43 23.48
0.33 0.43 23.1
O.S 0.43 22.
0.0 0.5 28,75
0.05 O.S 28,1}S
0.1. 0.5 26.27
O.1.S 0.5 24.3
0.21 O.S 23.1.7
0.27 0.5 22.67
0.33 0.5 22.49
0.(4<1 0.5 22.35
0.5 0.5 22,
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Q=lOt.J Dl'=lCM
Tamb '"23.0

r z T

0.0 0.0 23.
0.1 0.0 23.
0.21 0.0 23.
0.33 0.0 23.
0.41 0.0 23.
0.5 0.0 23.
0.0 0.09 25.5
0.15 0.09 25.05
0.27 0.09 24.13
0.41 0.09 23.78
0.5 0.09 23.
0.0 0.2 31.20
0.05 0.2 30.13
0.15 0.2 27.09
0.27 0.2 24.94
0.41 0.2 23.91
0.5 0.2 23.
0.05 0.28 46.77
0.1 0.28 33.75
0.15 0.28 29.48
0.21 0.28 27.08
0.27 0.28 25.50
0.33 0.28 24.67
0.5 0.28 23.
0.05 0.32 57.01
0.1 0.32 36.Sl}
0.15 0.32 30.85
0.21 0.32 2'7.67
0.27 0.32 25.5
0.33 0.32 24.63
0.41 0.32 23.80
O.S 0.32 23.
0.0 0.37 80.29
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0.05 0.37 58.38
0.1 0.37 40.89
0.15 0.37 32.18
0.21 0.37 27.66
0.27 0.31 25.52
0.33 0.31 24.54
0.41 0.37 23.69
0.5 0.31 23.
0.0 0.43 59.56
0.05 0.43 49.69
0.1 0.43 38.38
0.15 0.43 31.17
0.21 0.43 26.89
0.21 0.43 24.92
0.33 0.43 24.15
0.5 0.43 23.
0.0 0.5 39.86
0.05 0.5 39.49
0.1 0.5 32.43
0.15 0.5 27.13
0.21 0.5 24.57
0.27 0.5 23.67
0,33 0.5 23.31
0,41 0.5 23.08
0,5 0.5 23.
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Q"'lBH' DP=1CM
Tamb = 21.0

't z T

0.0 0.0 21.
0.1 0.0 21-
0.21 0.0 21.
a., 0.0 n.
0.41 0.0 21.
0.5 0.0 21.
0.0 o.oq 24.99
0.15 0.09 24.46
0.27 0.09 23.30
0.41 0.09 22.41
0,5 0.09 21.
0.0 0.2 33.06
C),05 0.2 30,67
0.15 0.2 27.03
0.27 0.2 24.33
0.41 0.2 22.66
0.5 0.2 21.
0.05 0.28 55.75
0.1 0.28 35.78
0.15 0.28 30.11
0,21 0.28 26.97
0.27 0.28 25.01
0.33 0.28 23.84
o.s 0.28 21.
0,05 0,32 73,38
0.1 0.32 l~O. 35

0.15 0.32 32.13
0.21 0.32 27.92
0,27 0.32 25.28
0.33 0,32 23.74
0.41 0.32 22.50
O.S 0,32 21.
0.0 O. st 118.09
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0.05 0.37 78.17
0.1 0.37 48.34
0.15 0.37 34.66
0.21 0,37 28.08
0.27 0.37 25.11
0.33 0.37 23.61
0.41 0.37 22.30
0.5 0.37 21.
0.0 0.43 85.89
0.05 0.43 67.41
0.1 0.43 46.21
0.15 0.43 34.21
0.21 0.43 27.30
0.27 0.43 24.23
0.33 0.43 23.02.
0,5 0.43 21.
0.0 0.5 54.96
0.05 0.5 52.82
0.1 0.5 38.55
0.15 0.5 28.25
0.21 0.5 23.76
0.27 I' .J 22.28
0.33 0.5 21.70
0.41 0.5 21.26
0.5 0.5 21.
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Q""sW DP=2CM
Tamb ""20.0

r z T

0,0 0.0 20.
0.1 0.0 20.
0.21 0.0 20.
0.33 0.0 20.
0.41 0.0 20.
0.5 0.0 20.
0,0 0.09 21.24
0.15 0.09 21.15
0.27 C.09 20.68
0.41 0.09 20.59
0.5 0.09 20.
0.0 0.2 23.22
0.05 0.2 22.64
0.1:: 0.2 21.79
0.27 0.2 21.06
0.41 0.2 20.68
0.5 0.2 20.
0.05 0.28 26.92
0.1 0.28 23.94
0.1.5 0.28 22.46
0.21 0.28 21.88
0.27 0.28 21.22
0.33 0.28 20.93
0.5 0.28 20.
0.05 0.32 37.06
0.1 0.:.'12 25.30
0.15 0.32 2-'.29
0.21 0.32 21.83
0.27 0.32 21.31
0.33 0.32 20.97
0.41 0.32 20.60
0.5 0.32 20.
0.0 0.37 48.72
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0.05 0.37 33.55
0.1 0.37 26.55
0.15 0.37 23.80
0.21 0.37 22.02
0.27 0.37 21.1.8
0.33 0.37 2.0.92
0.41 0.37 20.53
0.5 0,37 20.
0.0 0.43 1+2.40
0.05 0.43 34.34
0.1 O. t~3 27.49
0.15 0.43 24.08
0.21 0.43 21..82
0.27 0.43 21.08
0.33 0.43 20.72
0.5 0.43 20.
0.0 0.5 36.06
0.05 O.S 30.n
0.1 D.S 24.17
O.1.S 0.5 22.15
0.21 0.5 20.88
0.27 0.5 20.56
0.33 0.5 20.40
0.41 O.S 20.38
0.5 O.S lO.
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Q.,7.5W Dl'",2CM
Tamb '" 21.0

r z 1:

0.0 0,0 21.
0.1. 0.0 21.
0 ...:1 0.0 21.
0.33 0.0 21.
o .l~l 0.0 21.
0.5 0.0 21.
0.0 0.09 21. 67
0.15 0.09 21.58
0.27 0.09 21.37
0.41 0.09 20.05
0.5 0.09 21.
0.0 0.2 23.76
0.05 0.2 23.13
0.15 0.2 22.20
0.27 0.2 21.48
0.41. 0.2 21.~3
0.5 0.2 21.
a.us 0.28 2B.24
0.1 0.28 24.65
0.15 0.28 23.04
0.21 0.28 22.39
0.27 0.28 21.'70
0.33 0.28 21.46
0.5 0.28 21.
0.05 0.32 41.38
0.1 0.32 26.38
0.1,5 O.~2 2!~.Olt.
0.21 0.32 22.41
0.27 0.32 21.86
0.33 0.32 21.56
0.41 0.32 21.33
O.S 0.32 21.
0.0 0.37 57.03



0.05 0.37 36.93
0.1 0.37 28.13
0.15 0.37 24.82
0.21 0.37 22.74
0.2.7 0.37 21.82
0.33 0.37 21.58
0.41 0.37 21.37
0.5 0.37 21.
O. ) 0.43 51.46
O.t .. 0.43 39.30
0.1 0.43 29.94
0.15 0.43 25.1+9

0.21 0.4:l 22.75
0.27 0.1+3 21.91
0.33 0.43 21.56
0.5 O. '+3 21.
0.0 0.5 43.38
0.05 0.;' 34.69
0.1 0.5 26.16
0.15 0.5 23.46
0.21 0.5 21.98
0.27 O.S 21.65
0.33 0.5 21.62
0.41 0.5 21.55
0.5 0.5 21.
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Q",,10VI Dl?=2CM
Tamb '"' 21.9

1:' z T

0.0 0.0 21.9
0.1 0.0 21.9
0.21 0.0 21.9
0.33 0.0 21.9
0.41 0.0 21.9
O.S 0.0 21..9
0.0 0.09 22.78
0.15 0.09 22.70
0.27 0.09 22.21
0.1+1 0.09 22.12
0.5 0.09 21. 9
0.0 0.2 25.05
0.05 0.2 24.39
0.15 0.2 23.42
0.27 0.2 22.64
o .l~l 0.2 22.21
0.5 0.2 21.9
0.05 0.28 30.32
0.1 0.28 26.08
0.15 0.28 24.32
0.21 0.28 23.62
0.27 0.28 22..86
0.33 0.28 22.52
0.5 0.28 21.9
0.05 0.32 47.28
0.1 0.32 28.10
0.15 0.32 25.45
0.21 0.32 23.65
0.27 0.32 23.01
0.33 0.32 22.58
0.41 0.32 22.16
0.5 0.32 21. 9
0.0 0.37 75 ..82
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0.05 0.37 41.31
0.1 0.37 30.31
0.15 0.37 26.41
0.21 0.37 23.98
0.27 0.37 22.9~
0.33 0.17 22.55
0.41 0.37 22.11
0.5 0.37 21.9
0.0 0.43 63.68
0.05 o .as l~5. 66
0.1 0.43 32.98
0.15 0.43 27.28
0.21 0.43 23.90
0.27 0.43 22.84
0.33 0.4,3 ':1.35
0.5 0.43 21.9
0.0 0.5 53.05
0.05 0.5 40.22
0.1 0.5 28.30
0.15 0.5 24.61
0.21 O.S 22.65
0.27 0.5 22.22
0.33 0.5 22.02
0.41 0.5 21.97
0.5 0.5 21.9
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B.2 Momentum Transfer Experimental Results

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, measurements of the
time-varying pres'ure at the surface of the beds were logged via
an A·D converter by an IBM compatible XT computer. Measurements
on eight different beds and three different orifice sizes were
taken, at 7 or more differerltreciprocation frequencies. Since
at least five hundred points warl;\logged for each reciprocatiot"l
frequency, this means that 3500 points were logged f.oreach run,
giving over 38 000 data points in total. It is clearly
impractical to report each one If these points on paper, so the
table below lists only amplitude and lag with respect to piston
position. The table below summarises the runs which Were
performed; the results of each run are summarised in the pages
I'1hic11.follow:
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Tabla B.l - Pneumatic Tase Experiment~l Beds
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
1 Bed 1 Description 1
1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 1 I 230 mm of 2 mm 1
1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 2 1 340 mm of 2 mm 1

1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 3 1 455 mm of 2 mm I
1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 4 1 350 rom of 0.5mm 1

1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 5 1 70 mm of 2 mm 1
[ 1 On top of 1

I 1 350 mm of 0,5mm 1
1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 6 1 130 mm of. 2 mm I

lion top of 1
1 'I 240 mm of 0.5mm 1
1\\\ \ \.\ 1\ \ \ \ \\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ I
I 7 1 200 mm of 2 mrn I

lion top of 1
1 I 240 nun of O. 5mm 1
1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 8 1 200 mm of 2 mm I

lion top of 1
1 I 240mm of 0.5mm 1
I 1 (repeat 2 weeks Laner ) 1
1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
1 s I 3 mm diam. !
1 I orifice I
1\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
I M 1 6 mm diam. 1

I I orifice 1

1 \\\\\\ i\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 1
ILl 10 mm dian\, 1

I 1 orifice 1
1\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1
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230mm of 2mm

w Amplitude Lag
(tad/s) (Po.) (s)

5.8 970 0.71
7.4 970 0.63
8.7 970 0.56

10.2 980 0.52
11.6 91)0 0.49
13.3 990 0.47
14.6 1010 0 ,5

340mm of 2mm
w Amplitude Lag

(rad/s) (Po.) (13)

4.6 7tf7 0.98
5.6 768 0.82
6.6 798 0.74
7.5 828 0.68
8.0 858 0.65
8.3 848 0.S3
9.0 889 0.62
9.9 899 0.60

11.0 %9 0,56
12.5 1020 0.52
13.8 1100 0.51
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455mm ~2mm
w Amplitude Lag

(rad/s) (Pa) (s)

2.8 535 1.13
3.8 535 0.91
4.7 555 0.79
6.1 565 0.68
7.6 585 0.60
8.8 656 0.57

10.0 666 0.52
11.4 676 0.49
12.8 717 0.46
h·.1 717 0.44
16.0 727 0.42
18.0 828 0.41

350mm of 0.5mm
w Ampli tude Lag

(rll.d/s) (Pa) (8)

2.8 727 1 56
3.7 797 1.19
4,5 838 1.02
5,4 878 0.88
6.2 929 0.77
7.2 989 0.72
8.1 1070 0.68
9.0 1161 0.67
9.9 1232 0.65

10.8 1272 0.61
12.0 1353 0.60
13.4 1464 0.55
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70mm of 2mm on 350rnmof O. 5mm
w Amplitude Lag

(rad/s) (Pa.) (s)

2.2 626 1.66
3.5 666 1.24
4.8 737 0.97
5.7 777 0.84
6.7 848 0.7.5
7.8 888 0.68
9.0 929 0.68

10.1 1070 0.68
11.7 1211 0.62
13.8 1525 0.57
15.8 2322 0.60
18.0 2979 0.54

130mm of 2mm on 200mm of 0.5mm
w Amplitude Lag

(rad/s) (Pa) (s)

1.9 710 1.76
2.8 830 1.29
3.5 900 1.10
4.3 980 0.95
5.3 1160 0.85
6.2 1430 0.77
7.2 1600 0.70
7.9 151~0 0.66
8.8 1630 0.60
9.9 2120 0.59

10.8 2630 0.54
11.9 3450 0.51
12.8 4490 0.49
14.6 5540 0.45
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200mm of 2mm on 240mm of 0.5mm
w AmplitUde Lag

(rad/s) CPa) (s)

3.6 525 1.20
4.3 555 1.06
5.3 6.)6 0.91
6.4 646 0.80
7.1 677 0.74
8.2 717 0.66
8.9 737 0.65
9.9 788 0.71

11.3 858 0.61
12.2 990 0.64
13.4 1151 0.59

200mm of 2romon 240mm of 0.5w~ (repeat)

w Amplitude Lag

(rad/s) . (Fa) (s)

2.3 585 1..4.5
3.1 504 1.13
3.7 494 0.97
4.4 515 0.90
5.3 585 0.79
6.1 575 0.72
6.9 616 0.68
7.7 575 0.64
8.7 646 0.59
9.4 706 0.56

10.2 767 0.54
11. 3 868 0.51
12.3 1040 0.49
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3nun bole
W Amplitude Lag

(ri.Ld/s) (1'a) :s)

2.1 6989 1.90
2.9 11866 1.46
3.7 16512 1.24
4.2 20148 1.13
5.0 25076 1.03
5.9 3m02 0.90
7.2 37822 0.77
7.8 41357 0.69

6w.lnbole
w Amplitude Lag

(rad/s) (Pa) (s)

2.8 1300 1.31
4.0 '2300 1.05
4.6 2800 0.96
5.3 3500 0.88
5.8 4200 0.83
6.4· 4900 0.78
7.1. SIlOu 0.73
7.6 6600 0.71
8.9 8500 0.64
9,9 10000 0.61

10.6 11100 0.58
11..5 12600 0.56
12.7 14100 0.53
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10mm hole
w Amplitude Lag

(rad/a) (Po.) (0)

2.9 50 1.00
.. 1 272 0.85
5.2 504 0.78
6.2 747 0.72
7.1 989 0.67
8.5 1444 0.63
9 I) 1696 0.58.oW

10.0 1939 0.55
11.0 2252 0.53
11.9 2565 0.51
12.9 2898 0.49
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Appendix C Heat Transfer Modelling

C.l 't\~o dimens:i.onal modelling

ThA two~dime~sionlll conductive c<:Jnvactive model equations were
so-wed using an iterative Galerldn finite element method,
loscribed in detail by Zienk5.t~icz (1977). Fig. CL]' shows the
l5x15 graded mesh used; the shaded portion shows the pnsi:don
and cmtent of the heater.

Tlw gene.ral progl'i.l.m st:ructu'Ce is described in the documents
"DESCRIPTION OF FEPDE" and "PDFELM" which follow, Also
coneafned 5.n the document are a number of exampl.es which t'1ero
used to verify the validity of eha code,
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CYL.!NDR!CAL
HEATER

r Z

J. 0.00000 0.0000
2 0.00461 0.1210
3 0.01b3Q 0.2186
4 0.03500 0.3026
5 0.07175 0.3800
6 0.11286 0.4554
7 0.16633 0.5400
8 0.23610 0.6095
9 0.32678 0.6600

10 0.44093 0.7668
11 0.57'716 0.8405
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INTRODUCTION

'FEPD~I has been written to solve system~ n~ nonlinear, linked
partial diffa~ential equations using finl~d element methods. The
finite element method was chosen for its versatility and ability
to handle the complex fot1l1of equations and boundary conditions
encountered in practice.

Knowledge of finite element th,~or"J is required to see up and
solve a problem using 'FEPDE'. An adequate introduction to finite
element theory may be found in the 'NAG Finite Element: Library •
Level l' manual (1983). The data structure and coding of 'FEPDE'
is based on the example program 'NAGFl!.3P2FORTRA,t:T', which may be
found in the Levell manual, as well as on the 'ENGINEERING' disk
on the ~its mainframe.



CNet"Viewof ' FEPDE'

The eoda may be divided into ~~O 3 majo~ sections:

1) Ms.i:n sect:ion
This section sets up commonblocks and reads in all. the data
required, ego mesh geometry and tOFology, experimental
measurements, outrput checking flags and so on. The nodal
:eX-eadom array 'NF' (which is used in the assembly of element
contributions into the final system matrix 'SYSK') is
(~onl':!ruct:ad from the use~·supplie.d meah and boundal;Y condition
data. (see below), Any model parameters t'equired are read in by
the main program.

2) Sllb't'outina ' FEL'1.N1:'
This is the section of progx-am that actt.l.ally calculates thaI
'element stiffness' matrices 'EL~' I which are derived from the
de:t:'ivt).t:ive Cer:nts in the equation(s), as well as the elament:
VO(\tor 'X'rlEC', which accounts for any other terms in the
equat:ion., such as energy generation (' heat: seuzce ") terms or
eenaeanea , The a.bovementioned 'locto);' and a.rra.y Ilre defined in
usel.' supplied st.\b~ol.\.::ines (see below). 'These element
contributions are as~embled into the system matrix and vector
, SYSlC' and IFJ:lS t by the routiI'lOS ' ASUSM' and ' ASFJ:lS '

~es'Pectiv(;'\ly, using the ' steering' vector ,NSTER.' which is
deriv,ed :Ex-omelement copology ducJ. by the s1.tbroutit"e 'DIRECT'.

Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary conditions are in~luded by the
l?ayne~:~runs rot.::";hod, and a. b01.mdary integral, res'Poctive1y.

3) Subrout:lnes defining the oquat:ions and boundary corrlttions.
'!'hes£!)are clividod as follows:

3 .1) Sub17cutine ' EQNS'
This subrout.ine defines ~hc equations tesulting from the
finite elament: ana.lys:.,s of ene original 'l'artia.l diffeI.'ontilll
e.quations. The contributions :f~om each va:dab1.e and oMh
equation are calculated separately, and may depend on any

_.



variable dependent; or Lndependarre) I or the grarlient of arty
dependent va.riable. See examp l,e belew.

3.2) Subroutine 'SOURCT'
This subroutine calculates the cont:ributiort f~oll1 source tarti1!l
(which m.ay be distributed Ol:' concentrated) Ot~ cons cancs , the
vaJ.ue rett',)':,.led by , SOUReT' may depend on any variable
(depertdent or independent), or the gradient 01: any dependent
'lariable.

3.3) Subroutine 'BFUNM'
This subroutine calculates the corttributions of the dependent
variables in the boundary condition:. to the system llIac:::'i::.:.
Again, contributions from each variable artd equation are
calculated separately. The boundary conditiol1. terms may
depend on any variable (dependent or independent), Or the
gradient of any dependent variable

3.4) Subroutine 'BFUNV'
this subroutine calculated the contribl.'.t;ions of constants in
the boundary conditions to the dght·hand side matrix RES I,

Contributions fr.oll1 each equation are calculated separately.
!he boundary conditions may deplmd Ott any vari.able (dependent
or inde-pende.nt), or ehe gradie'at of any dependent varia.bl.e,

3.5) Functica 'H'
this fu etion calculates the dirichlet condition for the
~quat::!.OtlJ. The value mny depend on rJ.ttyvaria.ble (de:pel',\de.ntor
indeper..dent) or the gra.d.i~lt'1tof a.ny dependant:: va.riable. Va.lues
for each '.'Iqua.tion are (:111 culated separately.

3.6) Functions '!XY' a.nd 'DFXY'
I FX!(' ( ,DFX'!' J evaLuacas the va.lue of [g:1; ;lie-tIt of] any
dependent varia.ble given elemen~ number and pOSition within
the element (and ciirol;otion in which zradient :l.s tcquircd1,



4) Serv~ce Subroutines
These are as follows:

4.1) Subroutines ,ASMAT' and 'ASVEC'
This assembles equation/variable matri:l:-contribut:ionsinto
the element matri~. This is best described by an e~ample.

Eg. if the following equations are to be solved

S(~)+ T(~)- U(~)

Where P, Q, 5, and T are differential operators operating in
&2 (i.e. (~,y) ).

Identify the contributions from P, Q, S, T With p, q, 5, t
respectively.

The element matr:!.:!:cont"l:ibution, al from <fi in A may be
written
as fC\1J.ows (ass'l..Uningthree noded triangular elements i<>r
example) :

p p
p p
p p

p
p
p

similarly for Q,S,t

Where the subscript; IIdenotes contribution from that operato)::'

ap to at are then assembled into the overall alement
matrix as follows:

-



I: q 4, q 0 q 0 q

t ::'J e S 1: s t

0 q Q q 0 q 0 q

Eele - s t s t s t S t

.. q 0 q e q 0 q

S t S t s t s t

1'1 q 0 q 0
q Q q

s t s t s s t

The 'p entries have beet'. replaced with a "to clarify the
assembly process. It:: S.s clear from the above demonstration
that t::lla matrices contrihuted by each variable are 'stretched'
out and placed in a nNx.nNmatrix., where l'f is the number of
variables, and n is th~ number of nodes per element. The above
ma.tri~1,;is contructed by 'ASMAT', given ep ..• eT'

Similarly the right hand side contributions are assembled by
'ASVEC' as follows:

u

r

u

The bounda.cy cOTl.dit:;.l.onmatrices and vectors as described in
section 3 are subjected to the SalUe assembly operations.

4.2) Sub~outine 'SEPRT'
The solut:ion of the system of lineal;' equations nefinlld by
(SYSKIRctS1 is in the form of a ve¢tor of length Nxtotal number
of nodes. I 5EPR!' separates this lumped vector into arrays
FVAL(i,j) where i denotes variabJ.e number, and j denotes node



number, The value of any particular variable at any node are
thus readily availableduring execution. This is useful and
economical in cases where iteration is required.
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(1/1)

1 Introduction

1,1 Gene~al consid~rations and background.

The general class of problem soluble by ttl'DFELM" is as follows:

Where M is an operator, operating linearly on the first: time
derivative of <ii. the loh.s. of (111) ta.kes the form of
a linear sum of first order time-derivatives, whose
indivtdual coefficients may be nonlinear in spatial
derivatives if necessary.

1< is a genezal, , nonlinear opexacor , opet'ating on spa.t1,1.1
derivatives of 91 of a.ny order below that of the shape
functions employed.

Note: Application of Green's theorem reduces the order of
the [;patia.l de~ivatives, thus expanding the applicability
J:'ange of any given shape function.

The cur~ent "l?nFE:rl-l" implementation uses the Galerkin w.lighted
residual method, though only mi~1or changes would. be necessary to
change this (to a collocation method, for example).

"l'DlS'ELM" I S predecessor ('IFEP,DE", AndersCln, 1986),
solve only the steady-state analogue of (1/1). It:
com'~larative1y small task to extend the code and (
so1'1)'0. the unsteady-state problem as well.

wa.s desi$'tmd to
therefore a.

s truc t:t.tre t:o

'rhe preiiminacy- finite el.ement analysis of the left and r.h. sides of
(1/1,) is discussed i.n detail in ma.ny texts, No.crie and de Vries
(1973), for example. Assembly of r. h. s. contributions into a single
matrix and a vecto~ is discussed in detail by Anderson (1986).
Assembly of 1.h.s. contributions (into the matrix 'SYSM', the
time~cleJ:'iva.tive multiplier) is done in a similar fashion.

l.2 Who should use "PDFEUi"? (or 'What is the purpose of this
manual? ')

The mathomatical sophisticat::;'Qn required by finite-element methods



exceeds that of the average user; moreover, some preliminary
finite-elenh.:nt analysis on a problem is necessary before it can be
submitted to "PDFELM". There are also various control options which
nxust: be correctly chosen if the program is to operate at maximum
efficiency. As a result, this ptogram is no~ a tool for beginners.

a) infornt those persons au fa.it: with finite-elemmtt methods of' the
format of the program and required data, so that they may use it if

Therefore, the purpose of this manual is to:

necess .'ry.

b) inform a wider audience of the type of problem soluble by the
program, so that they may request inst::;'ttct::i.on in the setting up of
their partir.ular problem, if applicable.

Finite-element analysis of -.quation (1/1) yields:'

(2/1)
at

vihere SYSMand S~(SK are matrices (both may depend on tho dependent:
varia.ble q:. as shewn)

! is the time dependent part of ~ ( where ~ ~ tl ' ~)
tl are the shape functions, dependent only on ~
.E is a vector

Details of the composition of tho above matrices and. vectors ate
discussed in detail by Anderson (1986),

for an um:taady-sta.te solution, the system (2/1) is solved for
8~/at (r.1;l.s evaluated at the current time valuo) using suppl:i.ed
initial conditions. The solut:ion is ther; advanced in time by a.
multistep method or by Gear's method•

. fOl: a steady-state solL\tion, the r.h.s. of (2/1) is aquatied to
::!;e:coI and the. resulting expression solved i.ter.atively for 4} until
successive values satisfy a Usol:.opeeified convel:gonce crital:ion.

Note: if the a()effia1.en~s of the time c1edva.tives do not depend on



<l? or e, (this can be seen by inspection) the User can set a flag
which ensures that the matrix 'SYSM' is assembled and decomposed
(into upper and lower triangular matrices) only once dur.ing unsteady
simulations I right at the st:art. This has a darmatic effect on run
times, since solution of (2/1) during succeas Lve time~marching steps
requires only 'back-substitution' into the triangular matrices. As the
total number of degrees of freedom in a problem. :i.t''lcreases, reducti~\n of
SYSM'rapidly begins to dom.inate overall solution tim.e.

3 Applicati~ng

Some sample problems (with solutions) which have been solved using the
program 'g,re summar:l.sed below. Many of the results have been checked
against published dataj these checks are ommited here for the sake of
brevity.

3.1 Simulation of Rivulet Flow
differential equation.

a single, linear parti~l

The equation descl'.'ibing potential flO'I1, in a wall-bound vertical
rivulet, fo~ example, is:

The bounda:t:)"conditions are shown on fig. 1. Initial condHion is
vz ~ 0 oval'.' the domain O.

-
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Fig. 2 shows the steady-state velocity profile in a ri~llet; note
the maximUlJ'/6loc1ty at the furthermost edge of the rivulet (marked
with a .)

Fig. 3 shows the e·;':I;".).tionof the ma,"dmUt.tvelocity with time.

This kind of analysis is relevant to the design of solid-fluidd
chemical reactors, su~h as 'trickle-beds'.

3.2 Simulation of "Iteady thermal conduction Ln a composite medium •
a single nonlinea~ partial differential equation.

The equation describing steady thermal conduction in a composite
me.diumwhose conductivity depends on both position and temperature is
as follows:

Boundary Qonditil?ns ;:Lro as shown in fig. 4; val.l.s.tion of thermal
conduc~ivity with position is also shown.

A temperature-pooition surface is shown in fig. 5 fer the case where
conductivity depends Unea.rly en a, k(x,y,9) .., k(~~,y)[1+9]. Fi~. Q
s1;lO\QS the temperature along the vertical centreline Ii. e. x ....O. S. The

'stop' resulting from the highly conductive core is clearly visible
here.

Ca.lculations of t.:hj.s SOl:'t are used to estimate thermal energy' transfer
in glass-fibre reinforced plastics and steel· concreto ~ompo~ites, for
exo.mple.
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3.3 Simulation of natural convection heat transfet' in porous annulus
- two linked nonlinear partial differEmtial equations

The equations describing free convection in this case are as follows:

Where the streamfunction, Boussinesq approxinlation and Darcy law have
been used to simplify the full equations (see Bejan 1984 for details).

Results for a RaylE!ligh number (Ra) of 300 are presented. Fig. g
shows the streamlinesl, and fig. 9 shows the Lsoche'rms,

Appropdate bourrdazy conditions and dimensions: are shown in fig. 7.

Such calculations are used to eva.luate the average Nusselt number for
heat transfe17 through layers of insulation azound steam. pipes, and
heat-leaks 1n:o cryogenic installations, fo~ example.

3.4 Fitting measured temperature data to a model • least-squares
estimation of parameters.

lh~ sum of squares of temperature prediction errors for some
~~perimental measurements was minimised by variation of the Rayleigh
n.unber and a neat transfer coefficient. For experimental. details and
numerical results, see Anderson (1987). Fitted results predicted
penneabilities (embedded in R.a.) of the same order of magnitude as
chose estimated using known physical quap.tities (particle Size,
viscosity, etc.).

._
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3.5 Summary

The four problem types described above az'a merely representative of
the range of problems soluble by 'PDFELM.'.A more general d.escription.
of solvaLle equations is given in section 1.

4 Operation21_]etails

4.1 Data structu~e

The data. structure of ' PDFELM'has been built up (ccns Ldez'abLy) from
that of a 'NAG' example program. Variable an~ common-block names are
self explanato~7, and far too numerous to list here. The significance
and format of user supplied data (element geometry, topology etc.) are
detailed 1.l"L section 4.3 I in order to assist the user to set: up the
required data file.

4.2 General program structure

Program, subprogram and fur.ction subprogram names are s,.,lf
expLana.cory , The main program and control subroutines are kaye in a
file called 'PDFELMFORTRAN',and the service and out?1.lt control
routines are kept :in IPDSUBSFORTItAN'.The reason for this is that
normally only service routines (such as that which defines the
equations to be solved, and aJoundary conditions) need to he edited and
compiled by the user. This separation saves compilation time.

All subroutines of interest to the general user are listed and
described in the. 'FEPDE' manual (Anderson, 1986).



4.3 Format: of the nodal data fUe

no. of nodes spatial dimension no. of equations
(llse of nodes • formac as follows)

node number
element type

(11st: of
eLemenc numbez'

x·co~rd y-coord as r~qd.
no. of elements nodes per element

element topology • f~rruat:as follows)
nodel node2 node3 node4

no. of boundary condn. lists for variable 1*1

I
I
1
I
1

I
1 inner bracket repeated -
1-

I bndry. condn
I type
1 list of bndry. nodes in groups of ten

1-

nodes per side number of node,>
in this list

see *

Outer bracket repeated (per variable as req'd)

no. of lists of 'extraction' nodes +

I extrctn. var ,
1_-

no. of extrcn. nodes (list of nodes)

bracket repeated • see +

flag for ma..'uaJ.check of convergence criteria.

list of parameters raq'd by problem.

no. of
contin'n
stf!PS

flag for
trace of
convgnce.

flag for casle

start. time end time no. of; t stops

flag for SYSM characteristics (time or ~ dependent 1)

notes:

• I~~traction' nodes. Although values at all nodes arQ printed at Qaeh
step, it is often desirable to extract valuos at specific nodes (eg.
Mntreline temperatures) and print them to a sepll.r,'1tofile. This

-



facility allows such manipulations to be done con~eniently

- #Cont:l.nuation. The continuation methad (see de Villiers, 1984) lIIlly
be implemented if necessary. Parameters so' "max: and the number
of continuation steps arc essential data if this o1't:l.on is selected .

• flags set to zer.o cause bypass of feature

- task flag at: present takes on values of 0,1,2,3,4.
o => single steady-state si,mula.tion
1 => fit pa:rameters to a model by minimi.:a.tion of sum

errors, This requires e~pe:riment:iJ.l data and
intorpolation.

4 => unsteady state simulation.

of squared
means of

Fe:!:P1.1:tp05esof clarificat'.i on. a sample nodaJ. datafile is given
bAlow. This datafile is fo~ (see fig. 10 for details):

- steady state solution (ta51<; flag""O) of a single equation over il

domain of square cross section, using 9 quadrilateral elements of the
8 nodad type.

- a. Dirichlet (type L) bounda.ry condition is a:pplitld a.long the bottom
edge (y""O); de'dva.;';.l.vil1(type 2) bounda.ry condit; ens a.re a:pplied dong
thtl remaining ed[;5es.

Function va.lues at the nodes on the positive-slope diagona.l
(bottom-left to top l','ight) a.re e~tra.cted, h.mal.') '1' list.

~ CotWerg~tlCG crite:da. checldng is l3.utomatic..

- Con~e4'genc.e is t2;'a.codby set'eon output

-



• Continuation is employed, with e advanced from 0 to 1. in 7 stevs •

,SAMELE nATA ng

• 'rime stepping da.ta and SYSM characteristics are inelevant in this
caSe.

9

1.
2
.3

2
0.0
0.166
0.333

1
0.0
0.0
0.0

38 0.666 1.0
39 0.833 1.0
40 1.000 1.0

1. 1. 8 12 13 ll~ 9 .3 2
2 3 9 1.4- 1S 15 10 5 4-
3 :; 10 16 J.7 18 11 7 6

9 27 32 38 39 40 33 29 28

2
2 3 ),9

1 8 12 19 £3 SO 34 35 36 37
3$ 39 40 33 29 22 18 n 7

1. .3 5
2 .3 4- S 6

1.
l 4- 1. 14 27 40
po.raml pat'WlI2 po.ram3
a
0 1.0 7 1 1. 0
(SYSM characteristics flag)
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C.2 One dimensional modelling

C.2.1 Derivation of the model equations

Applicat:i.on of an energy balance. the Boussinesq 'assumption
(i.e. Pg constant except ·..'here it apnears an buoyancy terms,
implying that Vz is assumed constant) and the Darcy law to the
one-dimensional geometry shown in Fig. 5.1. 7 yields the
following equations, in dimensionless form:

a2e ~'< ae
-"'var'2. z ar

At the bottom of the bed air flow is driven by the thermal
convection induced by the power input q. It is is assumed that
no energy i~ lost from this end, and so the boundary condition
can be written:

(C.l)

(C.2)

Heat transfer at the free surface can be modelled by a constant
heat transfer coafficient and so this boundary condition is
given Pv

(C.4)

. ael IDr r=l = Bi e r~l (0.3)

The general solut:l.Otlto (0.1) is:

Insertion of the boundary conditions gives the equation of the
temperature profile, equation (5.2). However, the veloCity term
in (5.2) is still unknown, This may be calculated by applying
the Darcy law alldBoussinesq assumption:

C 2.



·K ( 8P ]v",,- -+pgz M 8z g
(Darcy law) (C • .5)

Substituting for the Fressure gradient using the Boussinasq
approximation gives:

v "".~ [ .po g + P $)z M g g

o

'" Kgpg(l.!ol (C.6)

Nondimensionali~ing ~c.6);: nd integrating both sides bet\oleen
~"'O and ~""1 (remembering that v; is constant under the
BoussLnasq assumption) gives eq1.<ation (5.1) , which is the
desired result.

C 3



C.2.2 'LAYER', a FORTRAN 77 program to calculate internal
energy dissipation within porous bodies from surface
temperatures.

Listing of FORTRAN 77 program 'lAYER' follows. Program
calculates surface temperature for various Layez depths, surface
heat- tran.sfer coefficients, Rayleigh Itumbers I and energy
inputs.

IMPLICIT REALl~8 (A-H,O-Z)
EXTERNAL FVQ
COMMON Il:'ITRANSI BI" Q I X.LEN 1 RA, KNTR
DIMENSION P.GUES(2) 1 XH(3)

XH(1)=3.0DO
XH(2)",7.0DO
XH(3) ....U.ODO

Yl""l.OODO
V=l.lODO
QA=1.00D'O
XLEN=1.00DO

DO 999 NC""l, 3
HCOEF".;ltH(NC)

DO 10 KNTR=4, 4004, 4000
X.LEN=I<NTRltfO •000
DO 10 1=1,10

QA=I/2.0D-l.0
EPS=l.OD·9
lZPS2=1. 00- 6
ETA ..4.000
NSIG",S
N=l
rrMAX",,1000
TOo.273.1SDO+21.9EO
TKB",O.16DO
BI"'HCOEF~VXI.EN/TKB
Q"'QA~~XLEN/TKB/TO
RGUES(l)=V

FIND ROOT OF EQUATIONc



CALL ZREAL2(~-~, EPS, EPS2, ETA, NSIG, N, RGUES, ITMAX, IER)
V=RGUES(l)
IF (IER.GT.O) THEN

WRITE(4, ~~) I IER '" " IER, XLEN, V
STOP

END IF
G EVALUATE FUNCTION, VERIFY THAT A ROOT HAS BEEN FOUND

FF"'FVQ(V)
G CALCULATE TEMPlRATURE AT Y1 (Y=l)

THT=THET(Yl,V)
WRITE(4, ~~) TO*THT, QA

10 CONTINUE

999 CONTINUE
STOP
END

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ?IQ(VEL)
IMPLICIT REAL\~8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /HTRANS/ BI, Q, XLEN, RA, KNTR

C FUNCTION EVALUATES TO 0 WlIEN CORRECT VELOCITY
IS SUBSTITUTED, NUMERICAL OVERFLOW IS PREVENTED

RA=400 .OOO,.XLEN
V""VEL
FVQ""O.OODO
ANS3 ..0.00DO
IF (V.LT.133.0) THEN

ANS1=( -DEXP (V)\~Q\<V-DEXP (V)\~VI~*2·DEXP (V)~W'kBI)
ANS2""(•DEXP (V)'.Q*V.DEXP (V)\~Q)'..sr- DEXP (V) \W\b~2-DEXP (V)'W·.ltBI+Q#BI)
ANS3=DLOG(ANS1/ANS2)

END U'

ANS""(RA.\~(ANS3+Q» / (Q+V)
FVQ",V-ANS
RETURN
END

c
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION THET(Y,VEL)
IMPLICIr REALI'r8(A·H,O-Z)
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COl1MON/HTRANS/ BI, Q, XLEN, RA, KNTR
V""ABS(VEL)

C THI~T"(Q)« -EXP(WY)~~BI+DEXP(v)~'<V+DEXP(V)\~BI» /(DEXP (V)II-W (V+BI) )
C SIMPLE EXPRESSION, VALID FOR Y=l ONLY

TH):£T=Q/(BI+V)
RE'I:URN
EN::>
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C.3 Application of. the layer modM.l to realistic situations

Application of the model to estimation of energy dissipation
from surface temperatures is described in detail in section
5.1.2. The listing of the program follows. Note that the program
is suitbu to radially symmetrical temperature profiles, as
measured in the laboratory. Extension to arbitrarily varying
surface temperatures merely require;], a two dimensional spline to
interpolate measured temperatures instead of a one dimensional
cubic spline as below.

Listing of FORTR&~ 77 program 'SURFA(\' follows. Program
calculates total ene.rgy release by integrating the energy flux
over the upper surface, Experimental temperature-coordinates
are read in from a data file. Program is currently set up to
deel with l;'adially symmetric data, though exnens Lo, ,'0 the
general case is simple, The program was verified oy ':"_"paring
results to manual calculations on simple temperature pl;'ofiles.

EXTERNALTRAD
COM1-1ON/SPLN/ J, X(30),Y(30), C(50,3), NPTS, IC, PI
COM.t10N/FITP/ PAR(3)
WRITE(4,*) 'POLAR COORDINATES'

LISTING OF COEFFICIENTS FOF BEST FIT APPROXIMATION
OF Q(t.'l') "" PAR(1)~vt.'J.'PAR(2)

PAR(l) & PAR(2) ARE DEPENDENTON h ANDTEMPERATURE
RANGEAS SHOWN.

C h '" 3 W/sq.m.K
C PAR(1)=3.891124
C PAR(2)=1.1"372!l
C
C FAR(I)",3 .t..'l9993
C PAR(2)"'1.2~0146
C h '" 7 W/sq,m.K
C PAR(1)""S.249 ...10
C PAR(2)=1.117403

o < dT < 2.5

o < dT < 10.0

o < dT < 2.5
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C 0 < dT < 10.0
C PAR(1)=7.199935
C PAR(2)=1.217635
C

C

C

C

h =10.8 ~/sq.m.K
PAR(1)=11.80815
PAR(2)=1.028961

o < dT < 0.45

C 0 < dT < 1.0
C PAR(1)=12.31927
C PAR(2)=1.04809
C 0 < dT < 10.0

PAR(1)",,11.48116
PAR(2)",,1.lS4058

C

PI=3.1415926
IC=50
J=O
AERR""O.O
RERR=l. OE-4

C READ IN NUMBER OF EXPERIHENTAL TEHPERATURE POINTS
READ (1,*) NPTS

C READ TEMPERATURE I COORDINA'rES
DO 10 I=l,NPTS

10 READ (1,,~) Y(I), X(I)
C APPLY ARTIFLCIAL OFFSET rc TEMPERATURES
C TO PREVENT PROBLEMS ~HEN RAISING
C VERY SMALL NUMBERS TO PO~ERS

DO 11 I""l.NPTS
11 Y(I)"'.{(I)·Y(NPTS)+O.OOl

XO=O.OOEO
X1=X(NPTS)

C FIT CUBIC SPLINE TO SURFACE TEMPERATTJREPROFILE
CALL rcsccu (X, Y, NPTS, C, IC, IER)

C INTEGRATE ENERGY FLUX OVER SURFACE,
C BY INTEGRATING Q(dT) OVER SURFACE

XNTG=DCADRE (TRAn, XO, Xl, AERR, RERR, ER, IER)
~ITE(4,>~) 'INTEGRAL"" ,,XNTG, Y(NPTS)
'VRITE(2,>V)XNTG
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STOP
END

C

REAL FUNCTION TRAD (XX)
COMMON ISPLNI J, X(30),Y(30), C(SO,3). NPTS, IC, PI
REAL XNTRP(l) , YNTRP(l)
J ""J+1
NNTRP""l
XNTRP(l)=XX

C EVALUATE TEMPERATURE AT INTERMEDIATE POINT XX
CALL ICSEVU (X, Y, NPTS, C, IC, XNTRP, YNTRP, NNTRP, IER)

C CALCuLATE ENBRGY FLUX AT POINT XX
DQA=QVST(DT)

C MULTIPLY FLUX BY ANNULAR AREA BETWEEN R & R+dR
TRAD=2 .O>~PI*XX>~DQA

RETURN
END

C

REAL FUNCTION QVST(DT)
C FUNCTION CALCULATES ENERGY FLUX FROM SURFACE

TEMPERA.l'UREDIFFERENCE
COMMON IF!TPI PARO)
QVST=rAR(1»~(DT**PAR(2) )
RETURN
END,
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Appendix D Momentumtransfer modelling

D.l Derivation of unsteady model equations

The equations will be developed here for cartesian geometry for
the sake of clad ty . Assuming laminar flow, the Darcy law is
used t(l describe velocity dependence on the local pressure
gradient. A mole balance on the fluid is as follows:

(pVA) Ix "" (pvA) I:;· '\x + Af.t:.x*
Suhstitut:ing the Darcy law for v in the above equation and
taking limits as Ax-+Ogives:

a ( K (Jp) fle.ax p ;; ax "" e at (D.1)

Substitutirg the ideal-gas law in the above equation, and
assuming:

i) isothermal operation
ii) IJ independent of pressure

giv~s the desired result:

a (all) ap- 1<P - "" GIJ -ax ax at (D.2.)

The following iuiti.al and boundary conditions are commonto all
cases considered in this wo!;k:

F(x,O) "" Fumb (D.3) BPI 0ax x=L '"

The first indicates that initiull)' the porous layer is l).t ambient
pressure, and the second irnt'os(\$ the no-flow conditit)l''l at the
solid wall or a.t any Lccnt.Lon L, where L 1.<1 large enough thll.t the
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pressure disturbance does not extend that far. Note that the
larger the frequency "f rec.iprocation (see below), the smaller L
may be made in comp'l:l.'ison to the true extent of the bed.

the boundary condition at x~O is obtainGd via a material balance
over a 'system' which includes the reciprocating device as well
as the porous medium, and assumes i.dcal-gns behaviour:

[Pe(t)Ve(t) + J .(",t)'Adx]
o

t,

P (t)V (t) + J P(X,t)eAdxc c

o

Where Pc (t) il" the pressure inside the reciprocating chamber,
and e may be a function of x. Regarding geometry and the
interpretation of A, the same argument as presented in D.1. 2.1
applies.

The abev .. equal:ion may be solved for l\:(t) to gNe:

p (O)V (0)c c
(D.S)

Which is the desl.red result. A notmoJorthy fenture of the above

equation is that the instantaneous pressure profile P(x, t) iEJ
required in order to evaluate and apply tho boundary condition.

poet) is tho pressure imposod at the sur-faco, \~hich may, as
indicated, bi> a function of time.
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D.l.2 Simplification for ip~ompressible fluids

D.l.2.1 Development of a. semi-lumped parameter model

In reality, the resistance to flow of the gas is distributed over
a region of the bed, radiating from the p"int of contact of tho
reciprocating device. Manipulation of the above solutio' ""hieh
assumes incompressibility is difficult due to the transiont
nnture of the equation. A lumped pm::ameter model was tho):'efo<:'o
duvel.opad to make manipulation less complex. Tho system modelled
is sho~m in Fig. D.4,l. The resistances are concentrated at the
hole connecting on\,! chamber to another.

The ,!lodel is developed by performing a mole balance on the
chambers:

For the first chamber, whose volume varies sinusoidally about a
mean volume Vl,O:

III ~l
itT dt

whore Plm is tho mola"Cdensity of the gas in chamber 1, and the
ideal gus l.aw is used. to :cclute pressure, volume, and moles in
each cbambcr , The above ",'pation is solved for dl?l/dt:

(D.6)

Co\.\lson and Richardson 0.977) present; an equatJ.otl (lxprcssing the
flowrato (If gas through an orifice for small pressure drops. Th:!.s
equation Ls restated as f.ollo\V'!;I to give molar flow:
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hore p is once again the mass donsity of the gas, and M is the.
molecular weight of the gas, and AT: is the pressure difference
across orifice 1, ~ P2-Pl

Th~ above equation is substituted into (D, 6), and linearised
about soma APo to give

(D,7)

~
2Plrl/2c ItT --'.I)net'e iC1 "'...£_ ['4
,1

Fo~ reo 'ltivo:'r sma:L1 deviations in Pl. and V1, the above
r.lquatiot:. is linear. Tho [.unto procedure is followe.l :tor each
chamber, w'jth the simp1i:C'.i,clltion that the t;ot'U\ dV/dt is zero for
all but the f:!.:t,'llt chambllr. :Il'or these other chambers I it is
nocessary to consider now through both holes ....lh5.ch connect to
each chsmbar ,

The general result is:

d:n "" ~enJ')n.l· 1?J.
dt Vn (D.8)

For cr.nmbel:NI tho result is simply obtaine~, 'by setting ItN""O.

'rho :reoulting system of equationa Inay be 'l<lritton as follows:

dP
d; = 1< P + B (D.9)

Where tho elements of tho matrix K are as follows:

Ri i.' = ~i.l
I - V

i
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Nota that ~O ~ ~N = 0 in the ubove, and that all other terms of
the matrix K are zero.

The ini.tial conditions for the system of ODE's are:

i=l, .. ,N (D.10)

The onJ.y nonzero term of the vector B is the last member of the
right hand sLde of equation (D.7). i.e. -Pl/Vl dVl/dt. Recall
that the term I'l/Vl must be linaarised if the equations are to
be solved analytically. The term is therefore as fo110'(>ls, for
the case of a sinusoidally varying volume:

6.V,w.COS(wt) (D.ll)

Where AVis the maximumdeviation of Vi about the mean.

It may be justifiably e,rgtted that the above linasrisation is
inadequate in that ~ approaches infinity as 6.T! approaches zero.
This is true, but since the £'low will always be finite, and w
always approach zero as AT! apprJaches zero, such a linearisation
is consideil:ed sufficient for these purposes. Furthermore, the
relative. values of the Ie are of interest t not the absolute
values.

All other terms t.lre zero. This is easily recognisnble as the
t:ddiagonI.lJ. matrix common to Illl sys cems of serially connected
bodies, see Tse, Morse and' lU.nl~le (1978). Note that the system
of equations (D. 9) is soluble by anal.ytical methods, such as
decomposition using eigenvalues, see Ki.~:S2ig (1.983).

NOTE

For the purposes of the deriv[l.tior, of the solution, it has been
assumed here that all eigenvalu~s are real., and less than or
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independp.nt. This validity of this assumption was verified for
each of the calculation cases presented below:

According to this method, the solution is written as follows:

(For convenience, all of the above may be written in the
deviation variable tp, '~heretpi..Pi ~ Pamb')

tp F G (D.12)

(D.13)

~lhere F i.s the matrix of linearly
correspc .Jing to the eigenvalues of the
calculated as follo'~s:

independent eigenVectors
matrix K, and vector G is

~ ~ { ~.~~ ~ _} G + ~~l~

'"D G + E

(D.14)

Since all tho terms of B (except the first) are zero, the VGctor
E is'simply (reft.>requation D.10 for the expression for B1):

po
_1 AV.w.cos(wt:)
V 0
1

(D.15)

It is a property of the matrices F and K that the term inside ( I
in (D.ll~) evaluates to a dia.gonal matrix, which we shall call
matrix D, whose eLemenes are the e:l.genvnluesof matrix K (i. e ,
KU "'i)• Tho indiVidual, single variable first~ol:der
equations for Gi may be easily solved using any suitable method,
to give:

(1).16)
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The arbitrary constants Ci are determined by applying the
initial condition (D.13) and equation (D.12). Since !Pi"'Ofor all
i at t""O, the same applies to Gi(t""O). Substitutiotl. of (D.1S)

into (D.16), integrating as indicated, and substitution of t=O
gives Gi(tdO) ~ Ci' The arbitrary constants Ci are therefore
all Zero.

Equat:f.on (D.16) is therefore developed to give:

As.e~pected, there is a transient period, which is of no interest
he-re. Tal~ing only large values of t simplifies the expression for
Gi' The values of the (l.t"tua.l pressure deviations in each
compartment are determined Mcording to (D .11) i specifically, (Pi

ill as follows:

(D.18)

Substituting (D.17) into 0.18, and collecting coeffici(\nt:s of
sin(wt) and cos(wt) gives:

(0.19)

which may be rewritten as !Pi ,'" Sl' sin(ll.lt) 82' cos (wt) •
Application of n standard trigonometry identity gives:
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(D.20)

which is the desired result.

P.1.2.2.Application of the model

The model was applied to the following cases, listed below. Also
listed are the ei.genvalues aridcorresponding eigenvectors. Note
that eLgerrvafues are distinct and nee-ative, or zero. For each
case, the volumes of each chamber and the adjacent orifice
'permeabilities' are listed, followed by the corresponding Eigen
matrix and eigenvalues. Following these is a table of calculated
pressure in the first compartment and phase of this pres~ure with
respect ,tothe piston.

All of che results presented below have been calculated using
AV ~ 0.025m3, Notice that the low-frequency asymptote is

For the volumes as listed for the cases be Low I this limit is
P=1.006 bar, i.o. ~l = 0.006 bar, as in the tables below.

The model results in the tables below have been plotted Ln Fig.
S. 2.7, contained i.n Chapter 5. It will be seen that the
ampHtude-frequency behaviour is very similar to that for the
distributed parameter numerically solved model. This lumped
parameter model could be used to good effect in the development
of an analytical procedure for the analysis of experimental data
of this sort.
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case a
r.n Vn
5.0 0.2
5.0 1.0
5.0 1.0
5.0 1.0
0.0 1.0

Matrix F - Eigen matrix.

1.000 0.627 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.250 0.209 0.624 0.893 1.000
0.062 -0.906 -0.925 0.307 1.000

-0,015 1.000 -0.735 -0.444 1.000
0.003 ·0.428 0.836 -0.956 1.000

Ai
1 -31.250
2 -16.672'
3 -9.398
4 ·2.681
5 0.000



case a
w CPl lag lag

(rad/s) (bar) (rad) (s)

0.000 0.006 0.000 1.430
0.080 0.006 0.114 1.469
0.160 0.006 0.227 1.425
C , '\ 0.006 0.336 1.415
0.320 0.007 0.441 1.399
0.400 0.007 0.540 1.376
0.480 0.008 0,632 1.349
0.560 0.008 0.718 1.317
0.640 0.009 0.795 1.281
0.720 0.009 0.866 1.243
0.800 0.010 0.929 1.202
0.880 0.010 0.984 1.161
0.960 0.011 1.033 1.118
1.040 0.011 1.075 1.076
1.120 0.012 1.112 1.03lf
1.200 0.012 1.144 0.993
1.280 0.013 1.170 0.953
1.360 0.014 1.193 0.914
1.440 0.014 1.212 0.877
1.520 0.015 1.227 0.841
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case b
11:'(\ Vn
5.0 0.2
5.0 1.0
5.0 1.0
0.5 1.0
0.0 1.0

Matrix F - Eigen matrix

1.000 -0.729 1.000 -0,386 1.000
-0.250 -0.310 0.809 -0.376 1.000
0.062 1,000 -0.153 -0,321 1,000

-0.012 -0.565 -0.Y70 -0.226 1.000
0,000 0.020 0.114 J .000 1,000

>'i
1 ·31. 246
2 -14.373'
3 -4.768
4 -0.613
5 0.000
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ca.!!eb
w CPl lag lag

(rad/s) (bar) (rad) (s)

0.000 0.006 0.000 1.858
0.080 0.006 0.146 1.885
0.160 0.006 0.280 1.828
0.240 0.007 0.394 1.749
0.320 0.007 0.486 1.63!?
0.400 0.008 0.560 1.517
o ."!.[lO 0.008 0.620 1.399
0.560 0.009 0.670 1.291
0.640 0.009 0.714 1.197
0.720 0.010 0.754 1.116
0.800 0.010 0.791 1.047
0.880 0.011 0.825 0.988
0.960 0.011 0.857 0.937
1.040 0.012 0.888 0.893
1.120 0.012 0.918 O. 85/~
1.200 0.013 0.946 0.819
1.280 0.013 0.973 0,788
1.360 0.014 0.998 0.760
1.440 0.014 1.022 0.734

LO 0.014 1.045 0.710
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case c
len Vn
5.0 0.2
5.0 1.0
0.5 1.0
0.5 1.0
0.0 1.0

Matrix ~' . Eigen matrb{

1.000 1.000 ·0.237 -0.632 1.000
-0.247 0.636 -0.22h -0.624 1.000
0.048 -0.887 -0.150 ·0.573 1.000

-0 001 0.05.5 1.000 0.323 1.000
0 )00 -0.003 ·0.579 1.000 1.000

Ai
1 -31.185
2 ·9.112'
3 ·1.364
4 -0.339
5 0.000
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case c
w q:.1 lag

(rad/::!) (bar) (l:'ad)

0.000 0.006 0,000 3.572
0.080 0.006 0.262 3.513
0.160 0.008 0.425 3.276
0.24G 0.009 0.496 2.655
0.320 0,010 0.522 2.067
0.400 0.010 0.532 1.631
o .l~80 0.011 0.538 1.329
0.560 0.011 0.545 1.120
0.6lfO 0.012 0.555 0.97l,

0.720 0.012 0.567 0.e67
0.800 0.013 0.581 0.787
0.880 0.013 0.597 0.726
0.960 0.013 0.611+ 0.678
1.040 0.013 0.632 0.639
1.120 b.014 0.650 0.607
1.200 0.014 0.669 0.581
1..280 0.014- 0.689 0.55.'
1.360 0.015 0.708 0.538
1.lf40 0.015 0.728 0,521
1.520 0.015 O. 7l.7 0.505
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case d

len Vn
5.0 0.2
0.5 ]..0
0.5 1.0
0.5 1.0
0.0 1.0

Matrilc F - Eigen matrix

1.000 0.330 -0.792 -0.950 1.000
-0.203 0.307 -0.762 -0.940 1.000
0.003 -0.952 1.000 -0.329 1.000
0.000 1.000 0.848 0.lj·60 1.000
0.000 -0.421 ·0,927 1.000 1.000

Ai
1 -30,086
2 -1.687'
3 -0.957
4 -0.270
5 0.000
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case d

\'1 rpl lag lag
(rad/s) (bar) (rad) (s)

0.000 0.006 0.001 7.429
0.080 0.008 0,1+90 6.945
0.160 0.010 0.654 6.1.22
0.240 0.012 0.654 4.086
0.320 0.014 0.619 2.723
0.400 0.015 0.585 1.932
0.480 0.016 0.558 1.461
0.560 0.017 0.539 1.163
0.640 0.018 0.524 0.962
0.720 0.018 0.513 0.819
0.800 0.019 0.506 0.713
0.880 0.019 0.50 0.632
0.960 0.020 o ,4~ 0.568
1. Ol~O 0.020 0.493 0.51.6
1.120 b.020 O. t~92 0.474
1.200 0.021 0,1+91 0.439
1.280 0.021 0.491 0.409
1.360 0.021 0.492 0.384
1.440 0.021 O. 49l~ 0.362
1.520 0.022 0.497 0.343
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D.2 PERIODTC - A FORTRAN 77 program which rigor01.ls1ysolves th~)
one dimensional compressible model equations

A listing of program PERIODIC follows. Periodic solves the
rigorous one dimensional compressible fluid model equations.
Periodie uses NAG routine D03PGF to solve the partial
differential equation (D.2); the boundary condition at x=O is
implemented by subroutine BNDY, and subroutine PRESXO. Subroutine
PRESXO evaluates equation (D.S) by integrating the pressure
profile.

The tlme step TSTF is selected initially so that D03PGF is called
4 000 times during each cycle of the piston (whose volume is
calculated in subroutine VOLFT). If D03PGF does not::require such
small time steps, it merely interpolates backwards to determine
the solution at the required time. This is repeated until
sufficient points of the solution have been generated. Printed
out solution is limited to maxim~rnpressure and time las.
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PROGRAM PERIODIC
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
COMMON /DSCRETI D(l,80), X(80)
DIMENSION Wl«30000)
EXTERNAL BNDY, MONT, PDE~'
EXTEru~AL FCN, FGNJ
REAV~8 Y(l), YP(l), WARAY(S)
COMMONIBNDI UO, Ul
Cot1MON /VELI VEL, COUN'r
COMMON IPARAMS/ VO,DV, t A, XMtl, TOL, H, TOLD, VFBED, SPRRe,

~~ PO,POLD, PHIO, ROO, DPAh.:, PI, PI2, WRK(3S), DTCOEF,ADJ ,XDSC

i; ,DPDX, XMOLt~, BOONT, M, NDE, METH, MITER, INDEX, Iwru<, NPTS

COMMON110/ ITERM, NOUT
REAL SDtTMHY
COI1MON IGEARI DUMMY(lf8), snUMMY(4) , IDUMMY(38)

COMMON IDBANDI NLO, NnC
DATA IERR I 7/, rPAR 18/, LAG /ql, IPMX /16/

ITERM""lf
READ (!PAR, \\) PHIO
READ (IPAR, ~~) DPMT
READ (IPAR, ~~) SPHRC
READ (IPAR, ~~) '170
READ (IPAR, ~~) DV
READ (tPAIt, ~~) XLEN
READ (nAR,"~) WHZO
READ (UM, *) 'WHZF
READ (1PAR,"~) ADJ
PI~3,141S92654DO

wo=\mzo,,~(2 ,ODO~~PI)
WF",W1IZF":(2 .ODO~~PI)
WSTP~(WF-WO)/6,Ol
WSTP~(WF·WO)/6,01

A""PNO ,2DO'h~2/4 .ODO
RO",Q,ODO

Pl?RV.. O,ODO
DO 1103 XDSC=O,20,l.0000,O.1999
WRITE(LAG,"V) 'DISCONTINUITY AT X = ',XDSC
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c

WRITE (IPMX ,~~)I DISCONTINUITY AT X '" I ,XDSC
DO 789 W",WO, t·TF, WSTP

TMAX ...4. 50DO~\'PI/H
TSTEP""PI/4000.0DO/W

NOTE: ALL PRESSURES ARE REDUCED I.E. P~PRESSURE/PATM
PO""l.ODO
DVTPRV=·l.ODO

a
C SET PARAMETERS FOR SOLUTION OF O.D.E DESCRIBING B.C.
a INITIAL CONDITION p* '" 1.00EO

INDEX""l
IPRT",O
NPMX"'150

c
C WRITE (l..AG,~':)I l.''REQUENCY'" t, tv

WRITE(4,)~)' FREQUENCY co / ,VI
WRITE (IPMX ,~~)I FREQUENCY", I I tv
TOLD""O.OODO
XM(J""l.8D·5

NDE""l
l'OL=1.0D·4
H·=>1.0D·5

NOUT=3
DELT",O.02
ABSER=1.0D-3
RELERR",O.OOODO
INORM=O
IWK",30000
Itro<",35
NFDE"'l
ru",l

M"'O
IBAND=l
IMON"'O
NPTS"'SO
HX=1.0/FLOAT(NPTS-l)
X(l)=O.OOOO
TS=O.O

C
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DO 20 I=2,NPTS
X(I)~X(I-l)+OELT
DELT=DELT'~l. OlDO

20 CONTINUE
DO 30 I=l,NP'rS

U(l,I)=O.ODO
X(I)=X(I) /X(NPTS) '~XLEN

30 X(I)=(1.00DO-RO/XLEN)*X(I)+RO
C INTEGRATE FREE VOLUME IN BED

VFBED=O.ODO
NN=NPTS-l
DO 99 N=l,NN

TMPl"'PHI(X(N»
TMl'2=PHI(X(N+l»
VFBED""VFBED+A'~(THP1+TMP2) /2. ODO*(X(N+l) -X(N»

CONTINUE99
WRITE(ITERM,,~)' FREE BED VOLUME = I,VFBED

IND "" 0
TOUT"" O.ODO
NSTPS=TMAX/TSTEP
NPMX=NSTPS/NrMX
NSTPS=INT(T~MX/TSTEP)
TOLD",O.OOEO
XGOUNT"'O

POLD""O.OODO
WRITE (Il'ERM , "I) I INTERNAL PRESSURl!:S PRINTED AT X.,. I,X(30)
DO , "0 XI .. 1. OD..5, T~MX, TSTE1'

ICOUNT""ICOUNT+l
TOUT "" XI
IFAIL "" 0

CALL D03PGF (NPDE, H, PDEll', BNDY, TS, TOUT, U, IU,NPTS,X,RELEltR,
,'I ABSER,INORM, MONT, IMON, I:BAND, WK, IWK,IND,IFAIL)

IF (IFAIL.NE.O) WRI'tE(ITERM,,~) 'FAILURE OF' D03l?GP'
IF (lFAIL,NE.O) WR!TE(NOU'rt"~) 'FAILURE OF D03PGFI
IF (n'AIL.NE,O) WRITE(LAG,\\') 'FAILURE OF D03)?GF'
IF (IFAIL.NE.O) WRlTE(IPMX,,~) 'FAILURE OF D03PGF'
INP '" 1

CALCUlATE INTERNAL PISTON PRESSURE MASS BALANCEc
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C CAlGULA:£E INTERNAL PISTON-PRESSURE AT l)K 2)K=INF. 3)K=0
CALL PRESXO(TOUT, VOLM, FOLD, PKINF, PKO)
DVT=PClLD-U(l,l)

IF l' IS LOCAL Mf~IMUM, WRITE pMAX
IF «DVTPRV,GT,Q,O).AND, (DVT,LT.O.O» THEN

C

901
902

DO 901 NLG=1,8
ILG=NLG-1
XLGT=(4. O)~NL(:+l.0»)~PI/2.O/W
IF (XLGT.GT.TOUT) GO TO 902

CONTINUE
DUM'1=(2.0)~(ILG-1)+1.O»)~PI/W
WRITE(LAG,13) XLGT-TOUT, pOLD, W
WRITE(IPMX,13) POLD, PKINF, W

FORMAT (3X,F8.5,3X,F8.S,3X,F7.4)
WRITE(ITERM,*) U(l,l)-U(l,SO)

END IF

13

C IF 1'-1'0=0,CALCULATE PHASE LAG
DVTPRV=DVT
PPR'V=POLD
ITEST=MOD(ICOUNT,NPMX)
I:b' (!'rEST.EQ.0) THEN

!PRT=IPRT+1
CALL VOLFT(VOLUME, TOUT)
TRLIM=)?OLD
IF (TRLIM.LT.O,ODO) TRLIM=O.ODO
WRITE(NOUT,909) TOUT, POLD, PKO

END IF
IF (IFAIL.NE.O) WRITE(ITERM,)~) 'ERROR - IFAIl'" ,,IFAIL
COt1NT=COUNT+J..O

100 CONTINUE

C

C

WRITE (NOUT ,)~)' FREQUENCY '" I,W
IF (ABS(W-"('7F).LT.(0.8)~WSTP»THEN

DO 567 JJ=l,NPTS
567 WRITE (NOUT, ,~)U(JJ, 1), X(JJ)

END IF
789 CONTINUE
1103 CONTINUE
900 CONTINUE
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909 FORMAT (3X,F10.4,3X,S(F10.7,2X»
STOP
END

C

SUBROUTINE BNDY(NPDE, T, UX, IBND, P, Q, R)
IMPLICIT REAL\~8 (A-H, O-Z)
REAL\~$ P(NPDE), Q(NPDE), R(NPDE). UX(NPDE)
COMMON /PARAMSI VO,DV, W, A, ~ru, TOL, H, TOLD, VFBED, SPHRe,

,~PO,POLD, PHIO, ROO, DPART, PI, rI2, t.JRl«35),DTCOEF,ADJ,XDSC
* ,DPDR, XMOLW, BCON!, M, NDE, HETR, lUTER, INDEX, IWRK, NPTS
COMMON /DBA..l\iD/NLC, NUe
REAL SDUNMY'
COMMON IGEAR/ DUMMY(48), SDUMMY(4) , IDUMMY(38)
EXTERNAL FCN, FCNJ
IF (IBND.EQ.O) THEN

P(1)",,1.00DO
Q(l)=O.OODO
R(l)=POLD

c
RETURN

END IF
IF (IBND.EQ.1) THEN

P(l)=O.OODO
Q (1)",,1.OODO
R(l)""O.OODO
RETURN

END IF
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE MONT (NPDE, X, NPTS, T, TLAST, U, IU, TOUT, DT)
IMPLICIT REAL'~8 (A-H, O-Z)
COMMON 110/ ITERM, NOUT
DIMENSION U(IU,NPTS), ReMPTS)

UV .. O.ODO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PRESXO (TIME, VOLUME, PSURF, PKINF, PKEQO)
UiPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
EXTERNAL PHI
COMMON !DSCRET/ U(l, 80), X(80)
COMMON /PARAMS/ VO,DV, W, A, XMU, TOL, H, TOLD, VFBED, SPHRC,

~~PO,POLD, PHIO, ROO, DPART, PI. PI2, WRK(35) , DTCOEF,ADJ,XDSC
)~ ,DPDX, XMOLW, BeONT, M, NDE, METH, MITER, INDEX, ItvRl(, NPT5

XNT=O.OODO
NN=NPTS-1
DO 99 N=l,NN

TMP1=PHI(X(N» )~U(l,N)
TMP2=PHI(X(N+l»wU(1,N+l)
XNT=XNT+(TMP1+TMP2) /2. O,JO~~(X(N+l)·X(N»

99 CONTINUE
CALL VOLFT(VOLUME, TIME)
BCONTr.XNT

C PISTON PRESSURE FOR ACTUAL K
PSURF""(VO·XNT)~A)/VOLtTHE·l.ODO

C PISTON PRES3URE FOR INFINITE K
PKINF=PO)~(VO+VFBED) / (VOLUME+VFBED)

C PISTON PRESSUR~ FOR ZERO K
PKEQO=VOjVOLUME-l.ODO
RETURN
END

SUBROUtINE PDEF (NPDE, X, T, UX, DUX, F, G, 0)
It1PLICIT REAL)~8 (A-H, O-Z)
CONHON /DBAND/ NLC, l>.'UC
REAL SDUMMY'
corMON /GEAR/ DUM!>fY(48),SDUMMY(4) , IDUMl'1Y(38)
COHMON /VEL/ VEL, COUNT
COHMON /IO/ ITERH, NOUT
REAL)\'8C(NPDE) ,DUX(NPDE) ,F(NPDE) ,G(NPDE,NPDE) ,UX(NPDE) ,X,T
COHMON /PARAMS/ VO,DV, VI, A, XMU, TOL, H, TOtD, VFBED, SPHRC,

l',' PO,::?OLD,PHIO, ROO, DPAR'l', PI, PI2, WRl{(35), D'rCOEF,ADJ,XDSC
* ,DPDX, XMOLW, BCONT, M, NDE, !>fETH,MITER, INDEX, IWRK, NJ?TS

PFx",l.ODO
CALCULATE DISTANCE DEPENDENT VOIDAGE (HENCE PERMEABILITY)C
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PHIX=PHl(X)
PD!AM=DPRT eX)
PRM=PHIX~"~3*(SPHRC'~PDIAM.)~b\'2/(1.ODO.PHIX)*k2/150. ODO'\'ADJ

COEF=XMU/(101.325D3''''PRM)
C(l) .. PHIX
G(l,l) "" (l.ODO+UX(l»/COEF
F(l)=O.OODO
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE VOLFT(PSTVQL, T)
IMPLICIT REAL,\'S(A·H, O·Z)
COMMON /PARhl1S/ VO,DV, W, A, {MU, TOL, H, TOLD, VFBED, SPHRC,

* PO,POLD, PHIO, ROO, DPART, PI, PI2, WRK(3~), DTCOEF,ADJ,XDSC
,...,DPDX, XMOLW, BCONT, M, NDE, METH, MITER, INDEX, IWRI<, NPTS
PSTVOL-=VO'DWDSIN(W'\'T)
RETURN
END

C

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PHl(XDIST)
IMPLICIT REAL a (A-H, O-Z)

COMMON /PARAMS/ VO,DV, W, A, ~i, TOL, H, TOLD, VFBED, SPHRC,
,...PO,POLD, PHIO, ROO, DPART, PI, PI2, WRK(35) , DTCOEF,ADJ ,XDSC
,\,,D DX, XMOL.W, BCONT, M, NDE, METH, MITER, INDEX, IWRK I NPTS
CO~~ON IDSCRET/ U(l,80), X(80)
PHI",PHIO
EPS=XDIST/X(NPTS)

C rr (EPS.GT.0.3) PHI=1.5DO,I:PHIO
RETURN
END

C

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DPRT(XDIST)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O·Z)

COMMON /PARAMS! VO,DV, W, A, .{MU, TOL, H, TOLD, VFBED, SPHRC,
,...PO,POLD, PlUO, ROO, DPART, PI, £,12, WRK(35) , DTCOEF,A1JJ,XDSC
* ,DPDX, XMOLW, BCONT, M, NDT!;.METH, l-lITER,INDEX, IWRl<, NPTS
COMMON IDSCRETI U(l, 80), X(S')

EPS=XDIST/X(NPTS)
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DPRT",DPART
IF (EPS,GT.XDSC) DPRT"'DPART/3.0
RETURN
END
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